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Abstract 
This report was completed as partial fulfilment of the MEM programme, and was done for the 

sponsor company, Holmes Solutions LP (HSL). The report is the result of research to evaluate the 

aerospace market for potential opportunity to justify investment and diversification of HS L's 

capabilities . 

The project includes market assessment through secondary sources and wide practitioner 

engagement for insights. Following analysis and stakeholder engagement, the scope was refined to 

three tangible testing opportunities (static, flammability and dynamic), as well as engineering design, 

thus allowing adequate focus and completeness in the business case. The business case content also 

involved the development of a financial model for projecting returns on investment. This tool allows 

inputs to be adjusted for any changes following further data validation. 

Key recommendations from this business case are that engineering design and static testing appear 

viable, whereas flammability and dynamic testing appeared to be unprofitable and will require 

further validation . Following these recommendations, a high level implementation plan provides 

tangible actions and steps toward market entrance. 
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Report Notes 
A number of methods have been used to improve the user-friendliness of this report. The use and 

meanings of these methods and features throughout the report are: 

• Text with particular emphasis has been highlighted with bold formatting, or underlined 

• Summary sections have been included at the end of all report sections. This allows the 

audience to view a concise version of each report section if they are not interested in the 

detail. The only exceptions to this are: 

o Section 6 - Understanding the Commercial Environment {already concise in a table) 

o Section 9 - Conclusions 

o Section 10 - Recommendations 

• Hyperlinks have been used to provide easy access to appendix content from the main report 

body. This allows for quick access when reviewing this report electronically, and a 'back to 

contents' hyperlink has been included at the bottom of each appendix. 

o The 'Appendix' word within the report acts as a hyperlink, with a 'back to contents' 

return function below each appendix 

o In cases where section numbers have been stated, the text number hyperlinks to the 

appropriate reference in the appendices 

• All currencies have been stated in NZD, unless otherwise indicated within the report 
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Executive Summary 
This report provides a market review and business case to evaluate the aerospace market for 

potential opportunity to justify investment and diversification of Holmes Solutions' capabilities. 

Following initial industry research and stakeholder engagement, the scope was refined for deeper 

analysis of the chosen opportunities: static, flammability, and dynamic testing, as well as engineering 

design services. 

The conclusions from this report found that to operate successfully in the aerospace field, HSL had 

to begin to build up domestic capability and reputation that would allow them credibility with 

international clients in future. 

Static testing and engineering design services looked to be the most profitable opportunities with 

margins approximately 25%. These had adequate client volumes and viable set-ups backed by 

quantitative data (Callaghan innovation composites survey, Appendix H) to become a profitable 

business operation. 

The other two opportunities (flammability and dynamic testing) had a less profitable outlook with 

substantial investment required, and a small client base with few potential projects. This meant 

these opportunities had very long payback periods of around 6 years. 

From these findings, the core recommendations (action items) to HSL are: 

• Take steps to engage static testing and engineering design (equipment & recruitment) 

• Seek appraisal of the financial model and report content by experienced personnel 

• Begin developing the aerospace division at HSL by: 

o engaging necessary team members o assessing Cap Ex options 
o completing market validation o creating marketing material 

• Engage identified live projects to begin offering aerospace services (Appendix G) 

• Engage public sector (CAA and Callaghan Innovation) to establish relationships 

Conclusions and recommendations were based upon projections from a developed financial model: 

Table 1: Overview of Financial Model Metrics for Different Types of Testing 

Financial Data 
Static Flammability Dynamic 

Best Likely Worst Best Li kely Worst Best Likely Worst 

Initial Investment 5o,99o I 5o,99o I 50,990 63,735 I 63,735 63,,735 179,330 l 179,330 J 179,330 

Operating Profit Margin 42% 1 42% 1 42% 60% 60% 60% 66% 1 66%1 66% 

Annual Operating Profit($) 370,986 f 104,886 I 13,836 29,232 10,092 1,392 82,988 j 25,738 8,938 

PaybackPeriod(yea~) 0.2 0.9 , 3.7 2.2 6.31 45.8 2.21 7.0 20.1 

This shows best-worst case scenarios for the opportunities chosen by stakeholders. 

Design services are not included in projections as this was a late addition to the business case scope. 

The model offers adjustable inputs making it useful for future exploration following data validation. 

It also allows HSL to stagger market entrance to see the financial impacts from different options. 

All recommendations have come from a market analysis utilising a number of secondary sources 

useful for global projections and insights. 

Engagement of over 70 domestic operators gained insights and understanding to the drivers and 

constraints existing in local industry. These connections were valuable for their insight, as well as 

fostering connections for potential future clients. This proved a successful action as several potential 

live pilot projects (Appendix G) were identified to begin HSL's market entrance in 2017. 

V 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Project Subject 
Holmes Solutions LP (HSL) have experienced high growth and project success in recent years, putting 

them in a position to diversify revenue streams and seek new markets. HSL has limited knowledge of 

the wider industries and therefore wishes to explore possible opportunities. Thus, the project 

subject and research purpose is to provide: 

An evaluation of the aerospace market for potential opportunity to justify investment and 

diversification of Holmes Solutions' capabilities 

This document is the final report for the Master of Engineering Management (MEM) programme 

project sponsored by HSL. It provides recommendations to the board of directors for decision 

making, and further implementation details are included in the appendices for use by HSL' 

aerospace project team. 

1.2 Objectives of Holmes Solutions 
Aerospace was chosen for this project due to its perceived high potential for opportunity, and the 

need for research to overcome the lack of internal knowledge (Lock, 2016). Primary objectives were : 

• Understand market trends internationally and domestically (NZ) 

• Understand industry functionality and needs, then establish potential partners and clients 

• Build a picture of what investment might look like and where it might head 

• Communicate research and findings to facilitate informed discussions and decisions 

• Build aerospace capability and 'swim upstream' - HSL want to be involved with industry 

innovators with an end goal of product development with IP royalties 

• Gear up to catch the next breakthrough innovator such as Martin Aircraft 

• Integrate aerospace capability into the business to deliver $1M annual revenue within two 

years 

1.3 Holmes Solutions' Ideal Aerospace Opportunities 
An internal review of HSL identified motivators and passions of employees. This lead to a list of 

descriptions for ideal opportunities (Diehl, et al., 2016): 

• Exciting and challenging engineering work for the HSL team 

• Has a 'life safety' aspect, seeking to improve engineering in high risk industries 

• Positive impact to society from the engineering outcomes and problems solved 

• Opportunity to solve a variety of clients' difficulties with the chance for IP royalties 

1 
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2 Project Methodology 
2.1 Project Overview 
The project was performed in 5 phases: 

1. Holmes Solutions Overview - Development of internal understanding 

2. Aerospace Market Review - Secondary sources and extensive industry outreach 

3. Constraining Scope - Stakeholder engagement concluding research to confine opportunities 

4. Business Case - In-depth research and financial analysis of specified target markets 

5. Implementation Plan - Tangible recommendations for viability of market entrance 

The research findings and insights were presented in a number of separate deliverables. A list of 

project deliverables is presented in Appendix A. 

This report consists of a summation of the project deliverables, where the most important ones are 

included in the appendices. 

2.2 Assumptions 
• The purpose of this project matches company objectives and strategy, as described by 

stakeholders and in company documentation (Holmes Solutions, 2013) 

• HSL are willing to action changes and build capability if opportunities are shown to be worth 

exploring further 

• The project findings and reports are considered 'live documents' with recommendations 

based upon current information, but adapting as new data is obtained 

2.3 Data Sources & Methods 
Information was sourced from: 

1. Secondary sources (written) - reviewing market trends, documented work, procedures, 

regulations and other published industry content. These were collated and presented in 

project deliverable 5, Appendix D. 

2. Primary sources (practitioner engagement) - communication with various industry 

personnel to gauge perceptions, opinions, pain points and niche opportunities which were 

collated in a thorough literature review, Appendix E. Insights helped assess viability of 

opportunities and narrowed targets to specific sectors as outlined in Appendix F. 

Industry personnel were the most valuable sources for the many insights not evident in written 

literature, and also because many have a high probability of becoming future clients. 

2.4 Scope and Boundaries of Research 
During the first months of research for aerospace opportunity, scope was very broad. HSL 

encouraged wide research to assess various opportunities without bias, to objectively consider many 

niches and growth areas. To partially constrain project research, these boundaries were established 

in the first two weeks of the project: 

Table 2: Early Research Scope 

Boundary Early Scope Definition (Broad) 

Industry Wide reaches of aerospace and aviation sectors 

Geography Undefined; must be deemed accessible for Holmes Solutions 

Work Types Non-manufacturing engineering - testing, design, product development 

Timeline 2017 - 2019 (short term), 2017 - 2022 long term 

2 
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2.5 Summary 

J. Hursthouse 13 Febru ary 2017 

The project was undertaken in five stages; A Holmes Solutions overview, an aerospace market 

review, analysis to constrain scope, a business case and an implementation plan. The initial scope of 

the project was broad, as described in Table 2.Table 2: Early Research Scope 

3 
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3 Holmes Solutions Overview 
3.1 Company Background 
Holmes Solutions LP (HSL) is an engineering organisation based in Christchurch. The company started 

in 2001 (Allington, 2016) and has grown with success in many niche markets, locally and globally. 

The organisations core services are (Holmes Solutions, n.d.): 

Product 
Development 

Testing 

The company is versatile, with a wide variety of engineering experience in the team of 40, and seeks 

to 'swim upstream' with their clients (Porter, 2016). This means they often begin with prescriptive 

testing work, and then add value by overcoming clients' challenges, often creating new IP in the 

process. This process is demonstrated well in the company's business model, seen in Appendix C 

(Holmes Solutions, 2013). 

3.2 What They Do 
HSL operate in a broad range of industries and testing environments that include: 

Adventure 
Recreation 

Building & 
Construction 

Personal 
Safety 

Transport 
(Air, Rail, Road) 

These are all high-risk industries with a life safety aspect. These industries are often heavily 

regulated (and conservative), with a history of constrained or limited innovation. HSL sees 

opportunity for development within these regulated industries based on the model: 

Regulations+ Assumptions= Over-Engineering= Unnecessary Capacity 

Remove these to save$$ and improve margins 

3.3 What They Don't Do 
HSL typically avoid (Diehl, et al., 2016) : 

• Low revenue (<$20K) & profit margin (<30%) projects, without the potential for repeat work 

• ·Simple or repetitive projects without opportunity for value add (unless high margin) 

• Projects that do not incite enthusiasm from the team 

• Manufacturing and sales, HSL is focused on testing, design and development 

3.4 Past Aerospace and Related Involvement 
HSL have been involved with aerospace clients and adjacent industries in the past, which 

demonstrates capability and experience relevant to future clients and partnerships. 

• NASA-Catching mechanism for a lunar landing module to prevent damage during testing 

• Martin Aircraft -Catch mechanism for flight tests, overcoming radiator cooling problems 

• Windflow Technology- Testing of wind turbine blades and other mechanical systems 

• Kiwi Rail - Fatigue testing for new railway bogie (chassis) under millions of load cycles 

4 
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4 Aerospace Market Review 
4.1 Collating Market Research 
During the first months of research the scope was very broad. HSL encouraged freedom to research 

many options without bias, which led down several 'rabbit holes', uncovering many niches for 

consideration. This research was presented in three project deliverables: 

4.1.1 Project Deliverable 5: Market Review 1 
This deliverable (Appendix D) was a summary of key findings from early research, largely obtained 

from secondary sources. It provided an overview of many industry trends, and insight to the 

practicalities of aerospace regulations and operations. The research found that globally aerospace 

was forecast for strong growth (~4% annually) over the next 20 years (Boeing, n.d.). In New Zealand, 

aerospace is a small industry with minimal full scale aircraft manufacturing (Nicholson, 2016), 

however componentry development and composite manufacturing did appear to be growing 

(Thomson, 2016). 

4.1.2 Aerospace Practitioner Engagement - Literature Review 
Following on from desktop research, a period of extensive industry outreach was undertaken. In 

excess of 70 industry personnel were communicated w ith, building knowledge of industry and 

identifying client needs that could suggest opport unity for HSL. Of those contacted, the most 

insightful interviews have been documented in the literature review, Appendix E. 

4.1.3 Deliverable 8: Market Analysis 2 
Practitioner engagement findings were presented in the second market analysis, found in Appendix 

F. This serves as a summary and overview of the important insights and opportunities. This was 

presented to HSL stakeholders for feedback in mid-December, and served as the decision making 

tool for refining scope prior to the business case . This was crucial to establishing boundaries and 

ensuring sufficient depth of analysis could be undertaken for targeted opportunities. 

4.2 Complexity of the Aerospace Industry 
The industry review revealed many challenging aspects that must be taken into account when 

assessing market entrance. These are: 

• Large industry- Many sectors, sub industries and systems that are impacted by changing 

economies and regulatory conditions/regions 

• Broad geographic scope -Aerospace is global, but client needs that match HSL's offers may 

be confined to specific areas 

• Heavily regulated - Nothing occurs in aerospace without thorough documentation, and a lot 

of risk mitigation with detailed processes (Donald & Pepler, 2016) - HSL's ability to achieve 

expected quality systems and documentation requirements must be assessed 

• Risk averse industry- Clients are particularly sensitive to quality of outputs, and seek to 

guarantee these through credibility of suppliers (Holdem, 2016). This likely means new 

players face difficulty breaking into well-established supply chains due to the added risk. 

• Slow moving industry - Due to the regulation and risk averse nature, projects often have 

long lead in times, delays are common, and work throughput is uncertain (Sawyer, 2016) 
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4.3 Aerospace Market Entrance -A Wicked Problem 
From these challenges it becomes evident that considering market entrance to aerospace holds 

similarities to the complexity involved with solving wicked problems1. Aerospace market entrance 

has elements of a wicked problem, seen through the following contradictions: 

• Clients want innovation, but are hamstrung by the slow certification processes meaning old 

technology is 'locked into' many plane systems 

• Clients want fast turnaround, but this is slowed by the lengthy documentation requirements 

• Clients want cost effective projects, but the liability means they must ensure quality and 

tolerance to very high (conservative) thresholds 

• Aerospace is a global industry, but regional bias and barriers constrain market supply 

Recognising aerospace entrance as a wicked problem is important fo r overcoming the complex 

nature of the industry. HSL should look to utilise a systematic approach to understand the 

interconnected markets, and develop strong client relationships. This will improve the likelihood of 

understanding customer problems and requirements, to provide improved throughput of projects, 

thus mitigating the risks of failing in this market. 

4.4 Overcoming a Wicked Problem - CAlWOE 
Dea ling with a wicked problem requi res an approach that considers many factors that impact upon 

the market . One such approach is soft systems methodology, implement ing t he CATWOE structure2. 

This structu re provides a checklist fo r brainsto rming to deal with a wide range of input s. It allows the 

user to segment the problem, and address each CATWOE catego ry objectively. 

• Customer- those who receive and are key players or targets (Section 5.3 and 6) 

• Actors - those who execute and deliver the solutions (Section 6 and 10.2) 

• Transformation - internal changes to provide the desired outputs (Section 8) 

• World View - bigger picture and wider impacts (Section 8.5 and 9) 

• Owner - stakeholders involved that are critical to the outputs (Section 5.6 and 10) 

• Environmental Constraints - wider impacting and limiting factors (Section 5, 6 and 8.5) 

The CATWOE approach brings many objectives, problem areas, and involved parties into collective 

categories for clear assessment and comparison between options. This methods overcomes 

challenges from the complexity of wicked problems, and improves critical analysis. This method has 

been adapted to suit the project scope, and is presented in Sections 5-10 of the report. 

4.5 Key Aerospace Sectors Considered 
Aerospace sectors considered, as well as their drivers and constraints, are outlined in Table 3. Th ree 

aerospace sectors (bold and boxed in the table) had the most promising outlook for profitable work. 

Early indications from primary sources highlight drivers for narrowing these opportunities were: 

• Demand from local clients with identification of possible partners/pilot projects 

• Minimal NZ capability and challenges with international providers (time & cost) 

• Growth industry with engagement/assistance from public sector (Callaghan Innovation) 

• Perceived relatively easy market accessibility with existing HSL equipment and capability 

• Indications of profitability, and opportunities met HSL's requirements for work types 

1 Wicked problems are difficult to solve, and are often contradictory with changing requirements meaning they 
may lack a definitive solution (Horn & Weber, 2007). 
2CATWOE: Customers, Actors, Transformation, World View, Owner, Environmental Constraints (Burge, 2015) . 
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Table 3: Overview of Aerospace Sectors Considered 

I 
-~- -

Industry Opportunity Drivers for HSL Constraints of Feasibility 

Static Testing - • Seek improved efficiency • NZ has niche operators (low volumes), 
composites & new • Repeat R&D work may need several for profitability 
structural materials • Callaghan objective to • Not always directly related to aerospace 
desired for aerospace foster composite growth • Infrequent work cycles (few large 
part manufacturing • Live project: UTM coupon projects annually) 

tests for Aero Design • Looking for CAA approved use of material 

Dynamic & • Regular batch tests • Low NZ volumes & infrequent projects 
Flammability tests - • Simple testing set up • Most NZ operators seek international use 
Interior fabrics and • NZ design & and so the tester needs FAA certification 
materials manufacturers exist 

Product Develo~ment • Clients after cheaper • Low volumes of NZ manufacturing 
- Assisting clients to alternatives to OEM's • Clients are typically international and 
develop and validate • Large variety of projects looking for certified testers 
equivalent certified & parts needing tests • Variety of required tests may require 
re~lacement ~arts for • Extensive testing R&D new expertise and (large) investment 
aircraft (PMA's) • Live project (Gen. Global) (dynamic, & flammability equipment) 

Large Frames and • Large scale proj ect s • NZ minimal plane manufactu ring 
Structures • Potential development of • Requires substantial resource, reputation 

new IP • Sensitive IP; usually tested in-house 

Light Drones & UAV • Fast growing industry • Regulation may kill industry (added cost) 

• Airworthiness regulations • Changing industry limits R&D funding 
about to be enforced • Tests are more avionics than structures 

Space & Satellites • Often substantial budget • NZ industry is limited to Rocket Lab, now 

• Comprehensive R&D US owned - access is a large barrier 

testing programmes • Satellite programmes are uncertain and 

• IP development potential run for very long periods (NZ 20+ years) 

Defence Forces • Substantial budget+ R&D • Lack of locally based projects 

• Looking for new designs, • Extremely high level of secrecy 
methods & improvement • In-house tests are common in defence 

Indirect Aerospace • Significant international • Testing is less prevalent than direct aero 
Equipment (ramps, air client base use with lower certification standards 
bridge etc.) • IP/use easily transferred • Minimal competitive advantage 

Aerospace • Dominant aspect of • Minimal product development work 
Maintenance global industry (repairs • No need for testing to failure as they use 

cheaper than replacing) already approved and available parts 

Associated Services • NZ considered a • Not related to HSL competencies 
(support, training etc.) reputable provider • Substantial new processes & expertise 

4.6 Largest Challenges for HSL in Aerospace 
Four primary barriers are evident that may inhibit HSL's possible entrance to aerospace. These must 

be considered and overcome to improve company capability and market confidence to gain projects. 

• Lack of reputation in aerospace and perceived limited expertise within team (Holdem, 2016) 

• Lack of certification to complete approved aerospace testing (CAA, FAA, EASA) (Baum, 2016) 

• Limitations of volume and scale of projects in NZ (Thomson, 2016) 

• Chicken and egg dilemma - what comes first : projects/clients or certification to operate 
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4.7 Summary 
A series of market reviews identified possible areas of interest with the aerospace sector. These 

were narrowed through consultation with HSL stakeholders . 

This market analysis also brought to light the complexity of the aerospace industry. This led to 

identifying four primary barriers to HSL's entrance into the market: 

• Lack of reputation in aerospace and perceived limited expertise within team (Holdem, 2016) 

• Lack of certification to complete approved aerospace testing (CAA, FAA, EASA) (Baum, 2016) 

• Limitations of volume and scale of projects in NZ (Thomson, 2016) 

• Chicken and egg dilemma - what comes first: projects/clients or certification to operate? 

To better understand the complexity of the problem for HSL (aerospace market entrance), the 

CATWOE structure has been implemented to synthesize information. 
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5 Constraining the Aerospace Scope & Boundaries 
5.1 Business Case Scope 
After two months of wide research into aerospace opportunities, findings were communicated to 

stakeholders to refine business case scope. The chosen three opportunities for deeper analysis were : 

Static testing of materials and composites involved in aerospace manufacturing 

Flammability testing for interior componentry 

Dynamic testing of aircraft seats 

Each of these test types requires further evaluation to provide sufficient depth for decision making 

and actions. To specifically narrow down the business case, boundaries were established and a 

comparison between the early and refined boundaries are demonstrated in Table 4. 

Table 4: Refined Scope Boundaries Leading into the Business Case 

Boundary Early Scope Definition (Broad) Refined Scope Definition for Business Case 

Industry 
Wide reaches of aerospace and Aerospace parts and componentry-
aviation sectors manufacturing and product development 

Geography 
Undefined; must be deemed New Zealand focus in the short term, 
accessible for Holmes Solutions international markets in the long term 
Non-manufacturing engineering - Testing services static, flammability, 

Work Types 
testing, design, product dynamic, with future product development 
development (described in Section 6.1 - Error! Reference 

source not found.) 

Timeline 
2017- 2019 (short-term), 2017 - 2017 - 2019 (short term), 2017 - 2022 long 
2022 long term term 

5.2 Early Market Engagement - NZ vs International 
A key cha llenge identified for aerospace entrance is the 'chicken and egg' dilemma. A number of 

aerospace operators including AIM Altitude (Sawyer, 2016) and Flight Interiors (Holdem, 2016), were 

sceptical of HSL gaining international clients without any experience due to: 

• Lack of reputation to be a trusted provider 

• Minimal internal expertise to understand the industry or clients' problems 

• Lack of certification prevents clients getting approvals through the test programmes 

These are therefore large barriers to entry3 for HSL breaking into international clients' supply chains . 

The conservative industry suggests that international operators are better off using tried and true 

operators with reputable outputs mitigating the high liability and risks from failures. 

Starting an aerospace entrance by utilising NZ systems and regulations with local clients makes a lot 

of sense for building capability and expertise prior to international growth. This approach is further 

validated with the identified local clients interested in engaging HSL for pilot R&D projects (Appendix 

G). 

3 Porters 5 forces model, where the influence of market conditions (bargaining power of customers etc.) 
impacts upon HSL's position in the market (Porter M., 1979). 
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5.2.1 Crossing the Chasm 

HS L's intention to start locally emu lates t he 'Crossing t he Chasm' model (Moore, 1991). HSL is a new 

player in the industry and may not be recognised by mainstream clients (large and international 

organisations). To overcome this, HSL must first be successful with early adopters, and the majority 

of NZ clients are included in this category. Once they gain early success and reputation, HSL must 

identify and secure a beachhead customer4
• This client (segment of the aerospace market) would be 

a key focus for marketing, and once gained acts as a strong reference (from within the mainstream 

group) to convince other wider pragmatist clients to uptake HSL's services. This is the tipping point 

for entrance to many mainstream markets and longer term success in aerospace. 

The Early 7 Market 

The 
Cha ·m 

The Chasm 
~---------The Mainstream 

Market 

Figure 1: Crossing the Chasm Model (Shelley, 2016) 

It is worth noting that it is not HSL's intention to become a large scale provider of aerospace 

services, and therefore they will not be after significant proportions of the market. However, it is still 

important for them to cross the chasm so they have the ability to secure the larger mainstream 

clients. Without access to these, HSL will be restricted to the early adopters, which is a smaller, and 

potentially less reliable source of projects. 

5.3 Staged Market Entrance 
With the challenges presented from gaining international clients, HSL recognise the likely need for 

and strategic value in a two stage market entrance. 

1. Short Term (2 years) - engage NZ clients (early adopters) and build a reputation of successful 

projects and capability 

2. Longer Term (2-5 years) - promote new capability and experience from short term successes 

with NZ clients (early adopters) to gain international clients, particularly lucrative market 

innovators & start-ups 

Stage two could be split again, where HSL first seeks to gain a 'beachhead customer' and dominate a 

single market segment. This means HSL may take a 'sta ircase approach' , where they undertake the 

most accessible or profitable opportunities first, and expand capability to wider markets following 

this . This method would allow HSL to gradually build capability and experience for organic growth. 

4 A beachhead customer is described by Moore as the first customer to be successfully engaged and won, 
within a specific segment of the mainstrea m market. 
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5.4 Understanding the Narrowed Opportunities 

13 February 2017 

To better understand the proposed opportunities, Table 5 presents an overview of the key methods 

and aspects of each testing type being investigated. 

Table 5: Overview of the Three Chosen Opportunities 

: What it is? · 
~;,~#•', ~ :. ; ~;"I',. 
~1 , 
~;:!~·- . 
How it is 
done? 
Live Project 

Possible NZ 
Clients 

'. HSL 
Resources 

~Required 
Resources 

[Col!lpetitive· 
;Advantage •, 

t,_;::~~-,~~~- k •~~ 
Limiting 
F.actors 

Relevant 
Regulations 
l(ey info 
sources 

Static 
Testing composite 
coupons under different 
environmental conditions 
Universal test machine 
(UTM) 

• Aero Design 

• Generation Global 

• Talbot Technologies 

• Other composite 
manufacturers 

Use of UTM machine and 
composites knowledge 
Environmental chamber 
for humidity and temp 

• Limited NZ capability -
better than Universities 

• Short turnaround time 

• Uncertain margins 

• Lack of composite 
capability & knowledge 

CAA148, AS9100 

Generation Global -J. Hill 
Aero Design - Dan Retief 

Flammability D namic 
Testing materials such as Crash testing of seat 
composites, fabrics and frames at high G-forces 
aircraft interiors 
Vertical & horizontal Accelerated bogie rig, 
burn, smoke & toxicity stopped with high impact 

• Air NZ • Air NZ 
• Flight Interiors NZ • Generation Global 

• Phitek • Flight Interiors 

• Al M Altitude • Talbot Technologies 
Access to Cone Roadside test bogie 
Calorimeter HTM-2 Hydraulics 

Smoke and toxicity Larger scale test rig 
chamber Anamorphic dummies 

• High cost & lead time of • Lack of NZ R&D facility 
global competitors • Large shipping costs 

• Need for FAA/FAR • Potentially very low or 
certification infrequ~nt volumes 

• No prior reputation • High investment 
FAA/FAR 25.853, 25.855 CAA146, 148 

FAA Part 21, 23 
Steve Wilson - Talbot Air NZ- Lee Donald 
Technologies case studies 
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5.5 Viable Set Up 
It is recognised that in the short term (2 years) HSL is targeting NZ clients to build capability and 

credibil ity for future international reach . A realistic set up and early functionality is shown with three 

possible pathways for HSL: 

1. R&D (product development) or pre-qualification tests without certificat ion required 

2. Testing work under existing ISO certifications (standards that do not require aerospace certs) 

3. Certified testing under a CAA148 organisation using the subcontractor system: 

CAA148 organisation oversees operations and assists with test plans, witnessing, and CAA 

approval - allowing HSL to complete work without accreditation up front (HSL may seek to 

gain certification in the future) 

Figure 2: Visualisation of Likely Work-flows 

Future Proiects 

• Identify client • Develop SO P's, • Company with • Repeat 
• Establish reporting and CAA148 projects 
demand and quality systems oversees the • Market new 
possible • Calibrate test test work aero capability 
projects equipment • Rigorous • Seek HSL 

• Allign with • Plan test documentation certification 
CAA 148 programmes • Supply reports • International 
certified (CAA148 and data to outreach and 
company approved) client client drive 

5.6 Summary 
HSL stakeholders have refined the earlier scope to : static, flammability and dynamic testing. This was 

to improve business case analysis, and was partly due to the recognised challenges of gaining 

international clients, where NZ experience needs to be gained first. 

HSL are engaging their standard market approach - supplying prescriptive testing services in the 

hope of building capability and experiences. This may need to be assessed in order to gain 

beachhead customers and dominate a market before expansion. With references from successful 

work, HSL will then be in a position to 'cross the chasm' and gain mainstream internationa l clients . 
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6 Understanding the Commercial Environment 
To successfully assess the opportunities, the various components of CATWOE and their associated 

market features need to be well understood . This section will break down the important aspects that 

relate to HSL's success in aerospace using a business model canvas to discuss customers, actors, and 

environment. This demonstrates a funnel mechanism where industry information from clients and 

competitors leads to HSL's competitive advantage and viability of market position, linked to Porters 

5 Forces. 

---
The Aerospace Customer 
> Problems 
> Demand 

--

~--

Competitor Analysis 
> Market Position 
> Points of Difference 

---------

Barriers to Entry 
> Demand & supply factors 
> Regulator envlronm ent 

Existing capability / 
> Successful Past Projects 

> Experience & Equipment 

Competitive Advantage // 
> Value Adds 
> Unique Proposition 

---------
Successful Client Throughput 

Figure 3: Funnel Mechanism for Commercial Understanding and Client Throughput 
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Table 6: Business Model Canvas {adapted) -Aerospace Commercial Environment 

Customer Segments and Relationships (Appendix I, Section 2.3) 

Niche NZ Operators 

• Small size, projects >$300K 

• Part manufacturing, 
interior design and fit-out 

• Need cost-effective certs 
• Current operators offer 

slow testing & expensive 

• Challenges dealing with 
slow universities for tests 

Airlines 

• Large scale - E.g. Air 
NZ $NZ SB turnover 

• Repairs, mods & 
interior overhauls 

• R&D - baby harness 
• Require faster testing 

• Offshore freight is 
time consuming & ($) 

Channels & Resources 

• Existing HSL contacts within the industry 

• Marketing material for conferences and trade shows 

Innovators 

• New start-ups pushing 
concepts & prototypes 

• Often have VC funding 

• Product development & 
problem solving needs 

• Time pressure getting 
product to market 

• Secrecy is important 

• Project/team leader to implement strategies and connect with clients 
Niche NZ Operato rs: Generation Global -John Hamilton, Aero Design - Dan Retief, 
Talbot Technology- Steve Wilson 
Airlines: Air NZ - Lee Donald, Matthew Pepler, Kerry Reeves 
Innovators: Martin Aircraft, lnnova Helicopters, Boom Technology 

Existing Capability & Experience (Appendix I, Section 2.7) 

• Staff with aerospace experience - Don McGill (CAA146 designer), Emerson Ryder 
(Air NZ Maintenance engineer), Kevin Batman (30 years with Air NZ) 

• Prior aerospace related projects - Martin Aircraft, NASA, Windflow Technologies 
• Existing testing machinery - UTM machine (static testing) 

• Adaptable rigs for dynamic testing- roadside bogie, vertical drop rig, HTM2 

• A large facility with space for rig set up and growth 
• Possible access to other labs equipment - Cone calorimeter for flammability tests 

Competitors (Appendix I, Section 2.4) 

Static 
• Few NZ operators other 

than universi ties - poor 
com mercial awareness 

• Large global operators 

Flammability 
• Minimal capability in NZ 

• Flight interio rs offer 
basic test 

• Complicated tests are 
done in offshore labs, 
many in USA 

Dynamic 

• Limited providers 
internationally 

• Long lead tim es fo r test 
bookings 

• Expensive t ransporting 
hardware to facilit ies 

• Com mercial viability of 
international t esting is 
restr icted due to fre ight 
costs 

• Labs are often just 1 • Often push 'complete 
flammability specialized interior test ing' services 

Barriers to Entry (Appendix I, Section 2.8) 

• Well est ablished supply chains -stable networks are difficult to break into, 
especially as an unproven operator (Wharton - University of Pennsylvania, 2013) 

• Reputation and credibility- minimal expertise and capability with few past 
aerospace projects hampers HSL's perception t o industry 

• Slow relationship development and throughput - Without past successful 
references HSL w ill have longer lead times for tendering and winning work 

• Certi fi cation and rigorous quality standards - Pre-requisite for many cl ient s for 
test wo rk seeking to get approvals, not just R&D or pre-qua lifying wo rk done 

• Mitigation recom mendations are outlined in the appendix. 
Compet itive Advantage & Value Proposition (Appendix I, Section 2.5) 

Short Turnaround Time for Delivery 

• Short lead t imes for bookings (weeks, versus months for int ernationa l t est ers) 
Local Testing Laboratory Reduces Costs 
• Increased availability of testing facilit ies to compete with international pricing 

• Hardware is loca lly freighted reducing cost, particularly fo r large com ponents 
R&D Co llaboration and Secrecy Factor 

• Accessible facility for client involvement in development programmes - t his 
improves collaboration and R&D efforts (improving speed of product t o market) 

• Discrete laboratory keeps sensitive IP and testing programmes confident ial 
Complete Engineering Service 
• Offe ring se rvices beyond prescriptive testing services with widely ski lled t eam 
• Swimming upst ream by solving clients problems toward new products and IP 
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A financial model was developed to analyse HSL's likelihood of commercial success. This is an 

adjustable tool capable of projecting varying outcomes as inputs are validated. The model is coded 

to allow analysis of best, likely and worst case scenarios of each opportunity. The differing scenarios 

are included in the Appendix K, as well as brief instructions for using the financial model. 

Figure 4: Functionality of the Financial Model (systems context diagram) 

•Client Volume •Equipment & •Equipment & 
•Project Pricing Fittings fittings 

•Conversion Rate •Internal Cost & •Labour & 
Adjustment Materials 

•Best, Likely, 
Worst cases 

•Profit Margins 
•Payback Period 

Cashflow 
Projections 

•Monthly 
Profits 

•ROI to date 

The model projects cash flows with varying start dates and scenarios decided by the user (using 

drop-down lists). This was done in recognition of the uncertainty of aerospace follow-through, and 

gives HSL a good indication of severa l financial metrics: 

• Impacts of staggered market entrance(cash flow and CapEx investm ent req uirements) 

• Payback periods for each opportunity (considered in isolation to show profits covering cost) 

• Ret urn on investment to date (graph of total profits paying off the in it ial investment costs) 

7.1 Data Inputs 
In sheet 1 'Testing Services', budgets are linked to 'pivot tables' which flow down the model to give 

financial outcomes. These are adjustable for further validation making the tool useful in future. 

The data inputs currently in this model are the author's best estimates. These are based upon 

industry research, with various sources of quantitative data being utilised for fair approximations. 

Aaron Carson (experienced HSL test engineer), assisted in refining the operations time and costs, 

and Don McGill (HSL) and Greg Baum (CAA) validated accurate estimations for the certification costs. 

It is worth noting that the exponential variation between best - worst case scenarios is because each 

is calculated using the varying data values for project volumes, and also changing market share. 

The financial model is a 'live document', and current estimations have been used for the business 

case recommendations. The model also has value for future use with improved data inputs 

following additional market validation. 

7.2 Review of Financial Metrics 
Table 7 provides an overview of each test type prior to detailed assessment in the Section 8. It must 

be noted that these projections are estimations with uncertainty worth refining, and further work is 

required to validate the inputs. 

Table 7: Overview of Financial Metrics 

Financial Data 
Static Flammability Dynamic 

Best Li ke ly Worst Best Likely Worst Best Likely Worst 

Initial Investment so,990 I so,990 I so,99_Q 63,735 •~,735 1 63,735 179,~0 179,33~ 179,330 -
Operatin~ Profit Margin 42% 42% 42% 60% 60% 60% 66% 66% 66% - - -
Annu al Operating Profit($) 370,986 104,886 13,836 29,232 10,092 1,392 82,988 25,738 8,938 - -· 
PaybackPeri od(yea~) 0.2 0.9 3.7 2.2 6.31 45.8 2.2 7.0 20.1 
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7.3 Limitations of the Financial Model 
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This financial model was designed to assist HSL management assess many possible outcomes of an 

aerospace market entrance. Accuracy of the model is determined by the quality of data inputs. It is 

advised before using the tool for decision making, HSL refines data inputs, with specific areas for 

improvement outlined in Appendix I, Section 4.5. Action items for overcoming these uncertain 

sections are addressed in the aerospace implementation plan, Appendix J. 

At present the tool is useful as a comparative mechanism to gain an appreciation for the relative 

viability of each option. Once further research and validation has been done, HSL will be able to use 

the tool more confidently to project financial outcomes for the aerospace division. 

7.4 Other Aerospace Cost Elements 
7.4.1 Cost of Aerospace Certification 
Consultation with Don McGill a previous CAA146 operator (McGill, 2016), and Greg Baum a CAA 

Airworthiness Engineer (Baum, 2016), provided an indication of the costs for gaining a new CAA146 

or CAA148 certification. This would allow the holder to complete certification work on New Zealand 

planes, with the possibility of then using international trade agreements (BASA) to ratify them 

internationally (CAA, 2002). 

The cost estimations for becoming a CAA operator were substantial at approximately $100,000 

spread over the first two years of certificat ion as detailed in Appendix I, Sect ion4.4.1. This is 

evidently a substantial cost, however some possibilities for reducing the la rge costs (such as 

purchasing existing manuals and utilising IANZ accreditations rather than CAA) have been detailed in 

the appendices. 

7.4.2 General Operating Costs not Addressed 
• Insurance - Estimated additional insurance premiums ~$5,000 annually (AON) 

• MEM Research Project - MEM Student $12,000 

• HSL time contribution to Project($145 overhead rate) - Est. 60 hours: $8,700 

• Total : $25,700 

7.5 Summary 
A financial model was developed to provide data to the business case for analysis of HSL's likelihood 

of commercial success. This tool is adjustable for future improvement and projects best- worst case 

scenarios for the three testing opportunities which is shown in a cash flow projection . Design work 

and a certification budget are shown in individual tabs due to their separateness from the other 

testing types. 

These budgets and the testing opportunities were validated by industry with particular scrutiny from 

Aaron Carson, Don McGill, and Greg Baum. The limitation of this model is the uncertainty of inputs 

from assumptions and lack of accessible quantitative data. 
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8 Business Case Analysis 
To assess the opportunities and facilitate informed stakeholder decision making, financial elements 

of the opportunities must be reviewed. This also incorporates the transformation process of 

CATWOE, demonstrating resources and financial implications to the business of these options. 

8.1 Static Testing 
8.1.1 Opportunity Overview 
Static testing looks to be the most promising of the three reviewed opportunities . It has likely high 

volumes of work (estimated up to 20 clients) and good profit margins (likely ~23%). 

8.1.2 Considerations (Drivers & Benefits, Or Constraints & Challenges) 
• Falls under HSL's existing capability meaning they have current expertise and infrastructure 

• Callaghan Innovation survey and email list Appendix H -very strong quantitative data 

demonstrating the market need and possible work volumes 

• Aerospace certification is not necessarily a requirement, as clients may use testing for 

R&D/validation purposes, alternatively, work may be overseen using CAA148 subcontractor 

systems detailed in Appendix I, Section 2.2 

• Static testing involves validation of materials, as does fire testing - clients and marketing 

efforts may cross over between these two work types 

Table 8: Static Testing Financial Projection 

Static Testing Summary Budget (Year 1) 
Best Likely I Worst 

~e..!:centage of availa~e Market Held by HSL 40% 33% 25% 
' ' gient~ Secured by H_?L 8 4 2 -- - -

Projects (coupon tests) Secured by HSL 7,600 2,200 300 

Revenues 
Total Revenue 950,000 275,000 37,500 

Expenses 

Initial Investment 50,99~ 50,990 50,99Q_ - -
Other Expenses 579,014 170,114 23,664 

Total Expenses 630,004 221,104 74,654 

Annual Operating Profit 370,986 104,886 13,836 

Year 1 Gross Profit (incl. investment cost) 319,996 53,896 - 37,154 

Profit Margin 34% 20% -99% 

Estimated Payback Period (years) 0.16 0.95 3.69 

8.2 Flammability Testing 
8.2.1 Opportunity Overview 
Flammability has a high degree of uncertainty, as it was agreed with the sponsor that it would be 

reviewed as an average aggregate, despite there being a range of test types (heat, smoke, toxicity, 

vertical & horizontal burns etc.). These types all have varying prices, NZ clients, and volumes. As 

such, further validation is required before testing can be undertaken or ruled out. 

8.2.2 Considerations (Drivers & Benefits, Or Constraints & Challenges) 
• This financial model takes averages of: customers, various test prices, possible volumes, 

adding to the high uncertainty limiting this projections 

• Equipment needs are uncertain without definition between flammability test types 
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• Primary sources suggested fl ammbility programmes are potentia lly high reven ue projects 

(Wilson, 2016), but as yet no quantit ative data has been found to validate this claim 

• Static testing clients may also have use for flammability testing services - easier throughput 

With this uncertainty, the opportunity looks to be low revenue compared to the initial investment, 

with a modelled best case of ~$30K loss in year one. 

Table 9: Flammability Testing Financia l Projection 

Flammability Testing Summary Budget (Vear 1) 

Best Likely Worst 

Percentage of availa~le Market Held by HSL 40% 33% 25% 
' Clients Secured by H~ 3 2 1 

Projects Secured by HSL 30 12 2 
Revenues 

Total Revenue 65,250 26,100 4,350 
Expenses 

Initial Investment 63,735 63,735 63,735 
Other Expenses 36,018 16,008 2,958 
Total Expenses 99,753 79,743 66,693 

29,232 10,092 1,392 

Year 1 Gross Profit (incl. investment cost) - ~4,503 - 53,643 - 62,343 
Profit Margin -53% -206% -1433% 
Estimated Payback Period (years) 2.18 6.32 45 .79 

8.3 Dynamic Testing 
8.3.1 Opportunity Overview 
Dynamic testing is a work type that industry has expressed interest in (Hill, 2016) (Wilson, 2016), but 

uncertainty around volume of test projects exists, meaning payback periods for upfront equipment 

costs are poorly defined. 

The largest unknown is the equipment costs. Industry sources (Holdem, 2016) suggested pu rchasing 

new test equipment could be ~$1M or greater. However, HSL have expressed their confidence in 

adapting existing test rigs to meet required conditions (small scale roadside bogie, vertical drop rig, 

HTM2). Further to this, anamorphic dummies for measuring the acceleration are costly, with some 

sources suggesting these are upwards of $100K each (Hall, 2015) . 

8.3.2 Considerations (Drivers & Benefits, Or Constraints & Challenges) 

• Uncertainty of test rigs, as well as the high cost of equipment (dummies), upwards of $100K 

• Dynamic tests are typically driven by a need for approval of interior components (through 

certified testers). R&D work may not exist without a new NZ seat manufacturer (E.g. Talbot). 

• Use of the CAA148 subcontractor system may be unrealistic for dynamic testing. This type of 

testing does not occur in NZ, and CAA148 operators will lack knowledge of requi rements and 

best practice. As such, they are unlikely to be willing or capable to accept liability of 

overseeing and approving test programmes they are unfamiliar with. 

Dynamic testing is unprofitable due to uncertain equipment costs, with year 1 losses of $100-170K. 
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Table 10: Dynamic Testing Financial Projection 

Dynamic Testing Summary Budget (Year 1) 

Best Likely Worst 

P~ rcentage of available Market Held !JY HSL 40% 33% 25% 

Q!ents Secured by HSL 2 1 1 

Projects Secured by HSL 16 5 2 

Revenues 

Total Revenue 136,000 42,500 17,000 

Expenses 

Initial Investment 179,330 179,330 179,330 - - - -
Other Expenses 53,012 16,762 8,062 

Total Expenses 232,342 196,092 187,392 

82,988 25,738 8,938 

Year 1 Gross Profit (incl. investment ':ost) - 96,342 - 153,592 - 170,392 

Profit Margin -71% -361% -1002% 

Estimated Payback Period (years) 2.16 6.97 20.06 

8.4 Aerospace Design Work 
Because of the uncertainty and likely poor return of investing in dynamic testing, it was decided by 

HSL Stakeholders that consideration should be given to other possible services. This is an alternative 

approach to HSL's typical 'swim upstream' method where market entry is normally achieved through 

testing projects. Instead, entry could be gained through recruitment of an experienced design 

engineer. HSL would look to include aerospace design work for various parts and components into 

their early market entrance. This would essentially be consulting services offered to a range of 

clients, and would have several benefits to HSL: 

• Immediate engagement of clients (for requirements) with an experienced operator 

• Low set-up costs operating alongside existing engineering facilities 

• Marketing channel gaining industry connections and assisting throughput of work 

• Generation of profits from consulting to supplement the suggested 'bundle' of test services 

Note that validation will be required to determine whether engineering design can take place 

without costly certifications, or can be done under the umbrella of a certified partner organisation. 

This could be a tactical way for HSL to first engage the industry, and begins to develop a wide 

repertoire of capability (design as well as testing). Importantly, this also is likely to bring in nearly 

immediate profits for the company, as seen in the estimations in Table 11. 
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Table 11: Aerospace Design Financial Projections 

Overview Budget and Pivot Data Aerospace Proportion (30%) 

Annual Hours I 1920 576 

Salary ($NZ)* I $ 135,000 Revenues Costs 

Salary Hourly Rate (Cost) ' $ 70 I! 40,500 

Recruitment Cost f $ 20,000 6,000 

Holmes S~lutions Overhead (hourly)** I $ 100 $ 57,600 

Charge Rate for Consulting I $250 $ 144,000 

Aerospace Proportion of Hours I 30% - -

I $ 144,000 $ 104,100 

Gross Profit $ 39,900 

Profit Margin 28% 

* Salary source: (Sonaku, 2014) 

** Holmes Solutions stated overhead rate (exclusive of individuals wages) 

This is not an inconceivable addition to HSL existing operations and would complement the other 

efforts well from capability, financial and marketing perspectives. 

8.5 Wider Market Impacts 
As recommended by David Rycroft from Canterbury development corp. (Rycroft, 2016), a detailed 

business case should consider the wider market impacts and what significance these changes have 

to the community, and on HSL. These are changes such as: 

• Local manufacturing growth from the newly provided services overcoming supply shortages 

• Job creation from growing domestic aerospace industry 

• New academic involvement to improve these fields (e.g. research into dynamic software) 

• IP development that may benefit wider NZ technology systems 

This is only speculatory analysis with high degree of uncertainty. Time constraints have not allowed 

for in-depth research on this subject, but a summary of possible impacts and considerations to HSL'S 

decisions have been presented in a PESTLE analysis seen in Appendix I, Section 6. HSL should 

consider and monitor these impacts and factors as part of their decision making process. 

8.6 Risk Analysis 
A business case risk analysis has been completed, found in Appendix I, Section 7.This table provides 

an overview of the risks and mitigations strategies that HSL will have to consider for an aerospace 

market entrance. 

Table 12: Aerospace Market Entrance Risk Analysis 

Risk Mitigation 

• Clients & Volumes 

Poor client throughput • Leverage existing HSL connections for collaborative relationships 

• Start with non-certifications projects 
Low NZ volumes & • Engage international clients early to develop possible client base 
slow payback periods • Recognise and target innovators 
Slow moving industry: • Be mindful of overcommitting resources without confirmed projects 
certification, projects • Appropriate preparation to meet clients' needs and fast-track work 
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internat ional markets • Play ' long game' t o develop references and client confidence 
proves inaccessible • Allow for low conversion by communicat ing with many possible clients 

Certification 
Inability to exercise • Foster relationships with CAA148 organisations 
CAA148 subcontractor • Simplify the process by developing expertise 
systems • Recogn ise the value and provide cost-effective partnerships 
Poor understanding of • Due diligence around standards and requirements 
certifications • Consultation of regulators and industry experts to overcome ambiguity 
Failure to meet quality • Responsibility of HSL aerospace team to understand requirements & 
& documentation implement required processes 
standards/audits • Consider additional quality management upkeep or specifi c roles 
Wrong certification • Look to improve understanding with non-certified work to begin with 
type (CAA,FAA, EASA) • Categorise client base and certification requirements 

Ongoing high expense • Regular upkeep of systems to avoid costly bulk update efforts 
of certifications • Ensure aerospace leader chases certification work 
Equipment & Capability 

Inaccurate estimations • Engagement of HSL aerospace team to improve estimations 
of equipment costs • Engage existing or previous operat ors for expertise 

Lack of operating • Utilise exist ing experience: Emerson Ryder, Don McGill, Kevin Batman 
capability or expertise • Recruit talented or experienced aerospace operators 
Fai lure to recruit • Broad advertisements w ith options of USA office locations 
relevant expert ise • Secondment engineers from othe r organisations with experience 
HSL Internal 

Poor HSL alignment - • Stakeholder engagement with decision makers 
strategy & objectives • Incremental reviews of direction 
Diverted resources • Evaluation of most profitable or critical projects 
from existing revenues • Expanding facility and employees to minimise losses of capacity 

Emergent properties • Awareness of physical changes to the lab and operations 
negatively impacting • Consideration of w ider operat ion impacts (e.g. marketing & structure) 

General 
High insurance liability • Seek guidance from insurance organisations 

• Assess who holds the risk of outputs and required coverage 
Capital tied up in low • Push marketing material to ensure equipment is regularly utilized 
margin equipment • Investigation of other operational uses for purchased equipment 

8.7 Summary 
Static testing is the most promising of the three test types with good volumes and profitability of 

approximately 25%. Static utilises existing capability without substantial new investment. 

Flammabil ity is unprofitable due to the low volumes of wo rk. The projections are uncertain due to 

an average aggregate of test types, prices and equipment needs. 

Dynamic testing has substantial equipment inputs for set up and anamorphic dummies, making this 

t est type have a long payback period of 6 years, despite HSL planning to create their own rig. 

Aerospace design wo rk looks to be a profitable venture (approx. 30% margin) w ith low set-up costs 

to operate except for recruiting an expert. HSL needs to verify whether this service can be provided 

without certificat ion . Certification costs for CAA148 or CAA146 are estimated for be around $100K. 

A risk analysis shows key considerations and mitigation for HSL's aerospace entrance. 
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9 Conclusions 
The analysis has led to a number of conclusions and insights relevant to HSL's aerospace decision. 

These involve further aspects of the CATWOE structure, with elements of transformation, world 

view, owners, and environment being discussed throughout the conclusions and recommendations. 

9.1 Aerospace Opportunities 
9.1.1 Short Term Conclusions 
In the short term (two years), of the three test types only static testing is high margin and profitable 

work. This is validated by the quantitative data from the Callaghan survey (Appendix H). The other 

two test types (flammability and dynamic) are less assured with : 

• A high degree of uncertainty 

• High equipment requirements and cost 

• Low volumes of work (few clients) with relatively low project prices 

As such, with the given level of information, these two test types do not appear profitable in the 

short term, with payback periods on investment exceeding two years. 

Engineering design looks to be a good addition to the aerospace market entrance with 28% profit 

margin, and positive associated benefits from bringing new expertise on through recruitm ent. 

9.1.2 Considering a 'Bundle' of Aerospace Services 
HSL's core priorities and objectives become key decision making drivers in the aerospace market 

entrance. Considering HSL's long term goals : 

1. Seek a new industry with high revenue streams(and margins) for ~$1M annually 

2. Be 'geared up' to catch the next aerospace innovator such as Martin Aircraft 

These long term goals are unlikely to be achieved by only providing work to domestic clients in the 

relatively limited NZ sector. Therefore, HSL may need to view the low projected returns in the first 

two years as an investment towards gaining lucrative international projects in future. 

To achieve strong references for international clients, HSL needs to acquire: 

• Capability- equipment and expertise to perform many types of aerospace work 

• Credibility- further successful aerospace projects to act as references 

• Certification - CAA, FAA or EASA held for capability to provide certified testing programmes 

These features can be gained by offering a range of aerospace services such as the three testing 

types, as well as engineering design. Offering design alongside a mixture of selected aerospace types 

as a 'bundle of aerospace services' helps HSL build capability, credibility and certifications, putting 

them in a position to: 

• Build experience and success to become a trusted advisor for clients 

• Reap profits from good margins and a growing client base 

• Seek further certification increasing reach, variety of work and likely volumes 

• Consider additional equipment for further variety of testing capability 

• Improve throughput of international clients and new innovators with lucrative projects 

However, despite this additional value and contribution to revenues, the risk of relying on long term 

expectations is high, and must be considered. Even w ith references of prior performances, projects 

from international clients are not guaranteed. Two critical barriers to this wider market are: 
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1. Long lead t imes of internationa l customers - several years to bui ld relat ionships and ga in 

throughput (Kapoor, 2016) 

2. Breaking into a supply chain appears to be challenging due to risk averse clients looking to 

avoid uncertainties of new suppliers, such as delays from project delivery (Wilson, 2016) 

This means expectations for international growth into the aerospace market are uncertain, and 

cannot be confidently/solely relied on to go ahead with investment without further investigation. 

9.1.3 Failure to Exercise a CAA148 Partnership 
Part of HSL's entrance strategy is to provide certification projects by using the CAA148 subcontractor 

clause, under the umbrella of a certified operator (such as Generation Global or Aero Design). This 

gains further experience and references, and assists building systems for inevitably becoming a 

certified operator (also overcoming the chicken and egg dilemma) . 

However for HSL to understand and assess the viability of this, they must consider the world view 

(CATWOE). There are currently only 16 CAA148 operators in New Zealand (CAA, n.d.). This entrance 

strategy is completely dependent on relationships and the willingness of partners to accept liability 

as an overseeing operator. In nova Helicopters expressed the attitude "we want to use you, but don't 

want to pay you to learn about aerospace" (Porter, 2016) . It is also reliant on their expertise to plan 

and oversee testing programmes which may not be common in New Zealand . Therefore there is 

uncertainty and risks in this method, which will have to be assessed when communicating with 

possible partners for this strategy. 

9.1.4 Failure to Secure Innovators or International Clients 
As a result of the inherently slow moving and conservative industry, there is a risk HSL will not 

manage to secure large clients in the first years of operation. Should this occur, HSL will be in a 

scenario where: 

• Initial equipment investments will be covered by an approximate 2-3 year payback period 

• Equipment and capability exists for other uses (e.g. wider materials flammability testing) 

• Within two years the new capability will likely be useful to more clients than initially 

forecast, and could foster growth of NZ manufacturing, improving domestic profitability 

When considering the long term expectations, it is worth reviewing HSL's growth of various divisions 

in the past, with two good examples being roadside hardware and prefabricated building 

components. HSL did not storm these markets and become dominant in the first years of market 

entrance. Instead, the growth and success followed a similar trajectory to a staircase approach: 

• Research to build knowledge for successful first projects and client development 

• Wide industry engagement at conferences etc. to develop expertise and presence 

• Development of references and superior capability (strong market footprint) 

• Expand and dominate larger markets and clients coming from a position of expertise 

Based upon these past successful approaches and the inherently conservative industry, HSL may 

have to be realistic about timelines for growth and throughput of international clients. 

9.1.5 Overall 
In the short term HSL will be unlikely to gain highly profitable projects in all reviewed opportunities. 

They should be selective in the best test types to begin with, and look toward a staircase entry (first 

static testing and design), then potentially engage flammability and dynamic with more experience 
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and potentia l crossover of clients. Design consult ing services are likely a tactica l way to ga in 

connections and understanding of the market quickly to grow the client base. 

In the long term HSL cannot guarantee throughput of international clients. The company will have to 

weigh up whether building capability with low return work is worthwhile, given the risk of failing to 

secure international clients, and large returns in the aerospace sector. 

9.2 General Insights from Aerospace 
9.2.1 Size of NZ Aerospace Industry 
New Zealand has historically had high aerospace and aviation operational involvement, innovating in 

use of aircraft, but has never broached large scale manufacturing. Consequently the NZ industry's 

growth has been stunted, as the volume of work is 'a drop in the ocean' compared to international 

manufacturing markets. Reasons for this vary, but it is perhaps linked to our slower uptake on 

sophisticated manufacturing systems from poor access to funding and resources. This impacted 

upon economies of scale, and is why NZ operators are now segmented to serving niches, rather than 

mainstream markets. This is relevant to HSL because it is a far cry from their typical clients involved 

in large scale manufacturing, needing testing and development work. The domestic aerospace 

industry is a necessary, but unappealing start point for a potentially lucrative end game. 

9.2.2 Defeatist Attitude 
Deeper understa nding of the aerospace environment (CATWOE) was ga ined th rough discuss ions 

with industry. One in particula r w ith AIM Altitude (Sawyer, 2016), revealed t wo insights: 

1. Projects in the aerospace industry are often over budget and behind schedule, but so long as 

"you're not the worst offender, you'll keep getting projects" 

2. "If it [introducing new aerospace services] was easy, we would already be doing it" 

These mind-sets are symbolic of either how challenging the industry is to turn a profit, or how 

ingrained operators are with their thinking, to the extent that they are passing up or blind to viable 

opportunities. Linking these environmental constraints back to HSL, this possibly demonstrates the 

industry is in sore need of new blood to challenge mentalities and force innovation. HSL has often 

done well in industries where others have said it 'could not be done' (e.g. roadside hardware) . 

Further industry research also demonstrated that operators either lacked ambition (happy with their 

established niche), or unwilling to 'play the long game'. This second point refers to the 'need for 

immediate payback and ROI ', without being willing to first build capability and quality systems to the 

expectations of international clients. Gerald Kapoor (Metal Tech Engineering) and Wayne Price (Safe 

Air) described this attitude as a major contributor to the failing of the 'NZ Supply Chain development 

group' started by NZTE. This provides a hole in the market that HSL may be able to exploit provided 

they are willing to be patient and not listen to those who say you cannot do it. 

9.2.3 Reasons for the Risk Aversion 
It has been said many times th rough this report that aerospace is a slow moving, risk averse industry 

with constrained innovation. But the reasoning behind this is the focus on safety within the industry. 

The principle is simple, one fault in an aviation system (aircraft, operators, maintenance etc.) can 

have catastroph ic failures with hundreds of fatalities . A morbid phrase found during research was 

that "aerospace regulations are written in blood" . This was taken to mean that the regulations are 

there to prevent safety risks and deaths, and when incidents occur that show a failing of the 

regulations ('drawing blood' ), only then are they rewritten. Therefore, while the slowness of the 
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ind ustry ca n be a constraint to commercia l gains, there is j ustifi ed reason for many of t he ru les for 

engineering quality and safety as a whole . 

This aspect of the industry aligns with HS L's requirement of life safety in the work they do. The 

underlying passion of engineers is to make a difference with their work, and any involvement in such 

a safety conscious industry fills this need . It is especially the case when a company built on 

innovation is seeking to develop new IP to improve components and the way things operate and 

thus help improve industry safety. 

9.2.4 Legislation is a Driver for Opportunity 
Changes to law and regulation can often force industry to change entrenched mechanisms to fulfil 

requirements that may not have existed in the past. Typically organisations are resistant to such 

structural changes, which can create a vacuum for meeting a new customer need. If you can be the 

expert for a market that hadn't previously existed, lucrative projects will exist where companies now 

need to demonstrate compliance at short notice. HSL has successfully achieved this recently in both 

harness and vibration testing, demonstrating the agile nature of the company. Keeping close 

connections with regulators can reveal these changes, as proven by the CAA revealing upcoming 

introduction of 'airworthiness certificat ion for drones and UAV'. This and any other changes are 

worth watching to see if a sudden need can be met. 

9.2.5 Volatility Kills Profits 
Aerospa ce and aviation are ha rd indust ries t o make money in, as shown by so many unprofitable 

airlines globally. Many countries or organisations are only a small currency value shift away from 

significant losses, or being pushed out of the market with uncompetitive pricing. 

Another insight to this effect is the apparent requirement to operate on a significant scale to 

become profitable, with typically low profit margins. One such example is Air NZ, who with a large 

turnover ~$SB only manage roughly 5-10% profit margins (Botman, 2017) . This mean macro

economic factors are an important consideration for operations in this industry, when small global 

changes (such as fuel prices) can have significant domestic ramifications. 

HSL are seeking diversification, but must realise that findings from the business case have not 
demonstrated impressive profitability. Opportunity does exist, however the pressure on margin 
means that success will be achieved by adding value to clients where others are not through HSL's 
competitive advantages. 

9.2.6 Playing with the Big Boys 
A common joke bandied about the industry as stated by Lee Donald (Air NZ) is: 

"How do you make a small fortune in aerospace ... ? Start with a large one." 

This is quite a telling insight with the implication that if you want to be relevant, you are up against 

large players, with volumes of experience, stable supply chains, and deep coffers to ride out 

economic volatility. This is also likely to be part of the reason NZ operators are confined to specific 

niches and have not seen much growth due to the lack of financial resources such as venture capital 

funds in NZ. The industry volatility and risk of upfront investment before any projects may follow 

through (chicken & egg dilemma), is something HSL must be aware of when considering long term 

ambitions in the industry. HSL's core offer is not volume of work, but value-add. The smart thinking 

toward the big picture to solve problems, find IP and commercialise is where HSL could excel. They 

will not compete on scale, so they must do it on completeness and quality of their engineering 

service. 
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10 Recommendations 
10.1 Actions for each Aerospace Opportunity 
10.1.1 Static Testing 

• Engage static testing because it is good margin work with a year 1 'likely' return of $53,896 

at a margin of ~20% (after paying off the initial investment costs) 

• Communicate with identified players for pilot projects (shown in Appendix G} 

• Investigate Callaghan data and contact list for further possible clients (Appendix H) 

• Assess client requirements and gain quotes for equipment (e.g. environmental chamber) 

10.1.2 Flammability Testing 
• Delay a decision regarding flammability until more certain data is obtained 

• This needs more validation, or confinement of test types to refine which testing types will be 

offered (prices & equipment needs), and corresponding customer numbers/volumes 

• There is justification to pursue further information with operating profit margins est. 60% 

• Further correspondence with sources such as: Phitek, Steve Wilson, Generation Global, 

ACMA and other composites companies may be able to provide improved quantitative data 

10.1.3 Dynamic Testing 
• Establish testing methods and the equipment needs {add adjusted costs to financial model) 

• Establish primary client drivers fo r R&D or certification projects 

• Validate prices and volumes for an improved financial model 

• Communicate with industry about identified pilot projects Appendix G 

10.1.4 Engineering Design 
• Validate possibility of aerospace design consulting without certification 

• Identify recruitment options - head hunting, international {US office) employee secondment 

• Validate financial model projections (salary and fees etc.) against industry demand 
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10.2 Final Recommendations and Actions 
From the analysis completed in this project, it is recommended that HSL continue their review of 

the aerospace industry for diversification opportunity. 

The results have shown certain opportunities (static testing and design) appear viable with high 

margins and plausible entrance. 

Flammability and dynamic testing appeared much less profitable and require further analysis . 

As such, the recommendations and next actions for HSL are outlined in Table 13. Further steps and 

actions are provided in the implementation plan, Section 11. 

Table 13: Aerospace Recommendations and Next Actions 

Action Description Timeline Key Personnel 

Internal Focus 

Stakeholder engagement of project 28th February Chris Allington, Andrew Diehl, 
findings and recommendations 2017 Simon Lock, Tim Porter 

Engage HSL aerospace project team for 17th March 2017 Don McGill, Emerson Ryder, 
discussion and planning of next stages Kevin Batman, Steve Wilson 

Assess CapEx and finance options ($300K) 24th March 2017 Tim Porter, Chris Allington etc. 

Details & material for marketing strategies 31st March 2017 Tim Porter, Melissa Green 

Engage static testing opportunity by 7th April 2017 Tim Porter, Andrew Diehl 
industry validation and URS 

External Focus 

Engage live projects list (Appendix G) 28th February '17 Andrew Diehl, Tim Porter 

Industry/experienced appraisal of financial 10th March 2017 Tim Porter connections such as 
model for validation Steve Wilson 

Understand and quantify operating 24th March 2017 Tim Porter to coordinate HSL 
equipment needs (for first work types) research 

Complete further research and market 31st March 2017 Tim Porter to coordinate HSL 
validation into flammability testing types research 

Engage public sector (CAA, Callaghan, 31st March 2017 Tim Porter 
NZTE) to discuss intentions & support 

Assess recruitment options for an 3i5t March 2017 Tim Porter, Andrew Diehl 
experienced aerospace design engineer 
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11 Looking Ahead in Aerospace- Implementation Plan 
Following the business case recommendations, practical implementation actions and methods have 

been proposed to assist HSL's market entrance. These are outlined in detail in Appendix J. 

11.1 High Level GIDA Matrix 
To link recommendations to tangible actions and changes, a GIDA matrix has been used. This states 

HSL's major objectives with key result areas for achieving these shown with 'Go, Improve, Defend, 

Avoid' actions. This provides a high level overview of the implementation plan. 

Table 14: Implementation Overview - Go, Improve, Defend, Avoid 

Objective 1: Turn aerospace into a $1M revenue stream 

Go Improve Defend Avoid 

• Obtain equipment • Understanding of • Competitive • Uncertain operations 

• Leverage existing clients & regulations advantages and such as dynamic & 

relationships • Credibility through uniqueness of HSL flammability testing 

• Utilise current pilot projects • Reputation of • Investment prior to 

aerospace expertise • Experience by trusted advisors market validation 

• Engage profitable recruiting capable and problem • Confinement to small 

t esting projects industry personnel solvers NZ markets 

Objective 2: Be geared up to catch lucrative innovators 

Go Improve Defend Avoid 

• Establish strong • Reputation with • Client base and • Being overly focussed 
client relationships pilot projects and strategic on prescriptive tests 

• Solve clients beachhead clients connections (low value add) 

problems to 'swim • Capability & • Secrecy/discretion • Narrow minded 
upstream' experience through of development clients 

• Scope th e industry recruitment • Current • Missing wider market 
innovators and • Global reach of international opportunities (e.g. 
foster relationships aerospace clients re lationships beyond NZ) 

Objective 3: Portray strong reputation and marketing messages 

Go Improve Defend Avoid 

• Push HSL's success • Understanding of • Unique company • Poorly defined 
in associated the industry personality service offer 
indust ries • Marketing • Reputation for • Mixed messages 

• Advertise reputable distribution quality engineering about capability 
& large past clients channels • Brand uniformity • Tarn ished reputation 

• Market competitive • Wider industry's aligning aerospace by lack of quality or 
advantage knowledge of HSL messages compliance 
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11.2 Timeline 
The business case revealed various knowledge gaps and conclusions regarding HSL's aerospace 

market entrance. To address the knowledge gaps and next steps, a high level implementation plan 

has been created, with a timeline for actions presented in a Gantt chart. 

ACTIVITY 
PLAN PLAN ACTUAL ACTUAL PERCENT MONTHS 

START DURATION START DURATION COMPLETE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

Review Project Reports 1 1 40% ~ 
Connect with Pilot Projects 1 4 30% .,,.. 
Action Critical Research 1 3 20% ~ 
Engage HSL Project Team 2 2 10% -Communicate with Regulators 2 6 5% ~ 
Procure Equipment 2 2 0% -Marketing Material 3 2 0% -Further Indust ry Outreach 5 12 0% ~ 
Industry Progress Assessment 6 2 0% -Pursue Innovators 7 12 0% ~ 
Seek Aerospace Certification 9 4 0% ~ 

Figure 5: Gantt chart of Aerospace Implementation Plans 

11.3 Client Throughput 
To achieve success in t he aerospace industry, HSL must keep in mind the importance of client 

throughput. A funnel mechanism for this is outlined in Figure 6, and allows them to understand, 

meet the needs of, and impress current clients, while considering long term objectives. 

Client Need 

•Problem & Painpoint 

•Demand {willingness to 
pay) 

•Fast Turnaround 

HSL Market Ima e 

•Marketing & Brand 

•Capability & Experience 

• Industry Reputation 

Client En a ement 

•Planned Approach 

• Demonstrate Value-Add 
{competitive advantage) 

Future Work 

• Engineering Expertise 

•Thorough Proccesses 

• Project Evaluations 

•Client Development 

•'Swim Upstream' 

Figure 6 : Client Throughput Mechanism 

A particularly important aspect of gaining market entrance is further engagement with clients, 

beginning with the identified live projects (detailed in 80Appendix G): 

• Generation Global - static compression and tensile testing of aircraft cushion 

• Aero Design Ltd - static testing of composite materials using the universal testing machine 

• Talbot Technologies - interior plastics components that require flammability testing 

11.4 Approach Method & Key Messages 
Aerospace is a risk averse industry, and certain characteristics will appeal to potential clients more 

than others. The most important is to demonstrate capability and reputation, which HSL will have 

difficulty with initially because of their limited aerospace experience and few references from 
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successfu l work. To overcome this they must demonstrate competency to clients, despite being new 

to the industry. This can be done by: 

• Recruiting aerospace expertise to better communicate with and understand cli ents 

• Demonstrating past projects and relationships with high quality outputs and transferable 

experiences; links to highly regulated industries and quality standards are also beneficial 

• Frequent communication and collaboration with the client to become a trusted advisor 

• Becoming certified to demonstrate consistent and reputable quality of work 

Other key messages are outlined in HSL's competitive advantage (see Section 6) . 

11.5 Market Innovators 
As alluded to in the business case, HSL's entrance into aerospace comes in two phases. 

1. Engagement with pilot projects seeking to gain credibility, capability, and certification 

2. Longer term growth and successful throughput of international and innovative clients 

Phase two builds on new credibility allowing marketing of capability to larger organisations for wider 

breadth of projects . HSL can become a trusted advisor, rather than just a prescriptive testing 

company, allowing them to 'swim upstream' solving problems and adding value to t heir clients. 

Based on common issues associated wit h sta rt-ups, key drivers for innovators are: 

• Time - getting prototypes wo rking and t he products to market 

• Ass istance to overcome unexpected challenges during development 

11.5.1 Recognising Innovators 
Building relationships with compan ies heavily focussed on R&D offers the opportunity for large 

revenues. HSL should look to identify and engage these organisations by: 

• Maintaining regulator and academic connections for upcoming changes and new initiatives 

• Reach out to organisations such as Callaghan for industry trends and new start ups 

• Seek to connect with clients with extensive R&D programmes and innovative drive 

For greater chance of throughput, HSL should specifically market their value propositions outlined in 

Section 6, with particular focus on discrete and timely resolution of problems by the diverse 

engineering team. There is also benefit in highlighting prior successes w ith large international clients 

such as NASA to develop credibility. 

Noted market innovators or larger players with potential opportunity for HSL are (Appendix J, 4.4) : 

Table 15: Market innovators or Large Players with Potential Opportunity for HSL 

Organisation Description Possible Opportunity 

Alcoa + 'Value Add Creative development aerospace • $5.68 aerospace revenues 
Company' company with 9% growth. • Broad work (Jet engines etc.) 

Boom Technologies Developing 'new Concorde' - $SK flight • $US 2.24 M venture capital 
Denver NY-London (40 seats), 3.5 hrs funding in 2016 (R. Branson) 

CSST Satellites NZ Space regional resea rch institute w ith $NZ Development work for NZ 
Research Centre 14.7M NZ govt. funding space sector growth 

lnnova Helicopters 
• Composite Helicopter development and Potentially 5 or more ~$100K+ 

manufacturing in NZ projects (Diehl A. , 2016) 

Lilium Aviation Munich based developing small scale (2 Developing flying cars - €10M 
(Flying Cars) person) electric planes for commuting VC funds received in 2015/16 
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Martin Aircraft 

Pacific Aerospace 

Rocket Lab 

J. Hursthouse 

Individua l aviation mechanisms - jet pack 
development work based in NZ 

NZ designer and manufacturer of small 
aircraft suited for remote regions 

Low cost space launches, NZ based, 
funded by US venture capital 

11.6 High Level Marketing Material 

13 February 2017 

Potentia lly $SM work missed 
so far by HSL (Lock, 2016)" 
~ $NZ 15M annual turnover 
with possible development 
Unknown funding, but large 
volume of R&D work 

Based upon the earlier recommendations for approaching clients, a high level marketing framework 

has been suggested to HSL. This framework covers marketing purpose, objectives, audience, key 

outcomes, channels, resources and an action timeline. This is best used as a planning mechanism to 

develop detailed strategies for each client or opportunity, and can be found in (Appendix J, Section 

6). 

11. 7 Summary 
A timeline for key actions for HSL to implement is presented in a Gantt chart. This provides an 

overview of expectations for next steps, and has the first stages of the client throughput mechanism, 

with directions for contacting the first pilot projects. 

Marketing material is presented with suggested approaches and messages to clients demonstrating 

HSL's value propositions improving likelihood to throughput. 

Information regarding market innovators is highlighted with a high level list demonstrating some of 

the current activity in this dynamic space. 
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Personal Reflection 
Deliverables 
All project deliverables were suitably completed and submitted on the agreed deadline, to a 

professional standard. Sponsors were kept well informed of project progress and methodology with 

the frequent communication, which ensured the deliverable outputs aligned with their expectations. 

When a deliverable did require changes, good documentation (e.g. scope change documents) 

ensured these were done in an appropriate fashion . 

Project Expectations 
When I sought a project, I was looking for: 

• An exciting and interesting field that would challenge me for professional development 

• A company that would take real value from the work being done 

• The chance for wider industry engagement to learn and gain connections 

Aerospace was an industry I knew little about, but the chance for customer engagement through 

market research and preparation of a business case was exciting. These matched the interpersonal 

and commercially driven aspects I was after in a project. Holmes Solutions have also proven to be a 

great project sponsor, with genuine interest and input to my efforts. 

Sponsor Value 
The primary objective of MEM projects are for students to immerse themselves in industry, adding 

value to sponsors through the skills learnt in MEM programme. Holmes Solutions have expressed 

their satisfaction from the project outcomes, indicating that it has exceeded expectations, 

contributing value through insights and the facilitation of discussion. This genuine usefulness to the 

company is a large justification for the strong grade recommended . 

Specific value added to the company has come through: 

• Future applications and wider use of the financial modelling tool (an adaptable framework) 

• Genuine project leads for static testing clients list - "gold dust" TP 

• Elaborate network of contacts among the aerospace industry (literature review records) 

which will be useful for building upon and developing relationships with 

• Sharing of a concept for a new release mechanism that was used in the design too overcome 

a big challenge in an unrelated project (confidentiality prevents elaboration on this) 

Utilising MEM Lessons 
From the MEM side, expectations from this project were to demonstrate learning and use of many 

of the concepts covered during the year. I found it remarkable throughout the project how 

'conditioned' I have become to using these practices and concepts without even realising it. The list 

below could easily continue because in some way, nearly every aspect of MEM was an influence. 

• Business development, commercialisation, research, critical thinking and many others were 

all instrumental in the market research and business case content to gain insight 

• Marketing with the constant need for considering competitive advantage and validation 

• Finance and marketing for the business case and modelling completed 

• Strategy and project management were constants assessing the implementation of work 

• Law (particularly IP law) was great for gaining a handle on HSL's patents and where these 

could be of use, and more generally this was great for understanding regulatory systems 
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Lessons Learnt 
• Many lessons from TP (sponsor) about managing stakeholders, management techniques, 

approaches to meetings, methods of persuasion and other useful insights 

• Best practice for market reviews, business case, financial modelling 

• Approach and processes are important. - people notice this in your work outputs 

• Documenting communication is crucial for maintaining clear understanding and getting best 

use of peoples time - meeting agendas, note taking, summaries 

• Communicating well is also important when researching-clearly communicating your work 

and objective for the discussion saves time and often provides better data 

• An interesting insight is the role of a student researcher. On one hand, people share more 

due to the "reduced commercial sensitivity". On the other, students are not taken seriously 

(e.g. dismissive NZTE) and information is less direct than could be potentially gained from 

B2B research more directly underneath the sponsor organisations umbrella. 

• Quantitative data is an enigma - people simply don't want to share it without cause, so 

learning to make inferences and confident judgements without explicit numbers is a skill 

• A project can be overwhelming, but with actionable steps it breaks down quickly 

• Success with remote access comes from good planning 

What I would do differently 
• Confine scope bette r - request HSL to ta rget specific opportunities earlier so more project 

time could be spent on deeper analysis (sponsors were happy with the wider analysis) 

• Allow lead in time for developing background understanding prior to a large project 

• With more lead in time, better planning of objectives for each primary source - however, 

open ended discussion often lead to the best insights, so a mixture is possibly most valuable 

• Provide a more detailed analysis for implementation plans utilising tools such as SWOT 

spectrum (only briefly drafted - something for future work) 

• Industry/systems visualisation -was considered interesting but not desired by sponsors 

• Look to establish a detailed scoring or decision making tool that each opportunity could be 

viewed against, rather than a list of open ended objectives. This improves comparability. 

Concluding Remarks 
The project has been an immense challenge, especially with the lack of contingency or lead in time 

to establish background understanding. I hit the ground running to produce quality outputs, which 

required a strong mindfulness of the end goal, ensuring the project stayed on brief. This was made 

even more of a challenge with the (self-imposed) enormity of project scope. The outlined 

deliverables were ambitious, attempting to cover market research, business case, and 

implementation plans on top of all this- as Piet Beukman said when I confirmed the brief with him: 

"I could comment that this looks like a lot of work, but it's all related. You will have to sleep less 

the next few months." - He was quite right. 

It was an enormous task to achieve, which proves that if you are ambitious, but tactical about your 

goals (use of time, resources and approach) you can make significant inroads in a short timeframe. 

Despite this, an important realisation early on was the limitations of the project. Market research 

never truly ends, and judgement had to be made on what was 'enough' to base decisions upon. I did 

my best to cover everything I could in the timeframe that was useful to HSL, while also providing 

critical thought and depth to everything done. This was the great balancing act, and while pleased 

with my efforts towards it, I look forward to feedback during the project review with sponsors. 
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13 Appendices 

J. H ursthouse 

Appendix A: Project Deliverables List 
This is the full list of project deliverables as outlined in the project proposal. 

13 February 2017 

Deliverables in bold are the major reports and have been included as appendices in this final report. 

* Deliverable 10 & 15 were outlined in the original project proposal, but were removed as 

standalone deliverables and instead included in deliverable 13 & 14. 

No. Deliverable Author Recipients Deadline 

1. Full Project Proposal Draft JH TP 25 October 2016 

2. Signed Project Proposal & Charter JH, TP, PB JH, TP,PB 2 November 2016 

3. Overview of Holmes Solutions JH TP 4 November 2016 

4. Market Research Plan JH TP 10 November 2016 

5. Market Analysis Brief 1 JH TP 18 November 2016 

6. Progress Report 1 JH PB, TP 21 November 2016 

7. MEM Industry Presentation JH Open 25 November 2016 

8. Market Analysis 2 JH TP 12 December 2016 

9. Progress Report 2 JH PB, TP 15 December 2016 

10. Internal Resource Report* JH TP N/A 
11. Business Case Plan/Early Insights JH TP 22 December 2017 

12. Progress Report 3 JH PB, TP 10 January 2017 

13. Business Case JH TP 12 January 2017 

14. Implementation Plan JH TP 18 January 2017 

15. Entrance Strategy/Key Partners* JH TP N/A 
16. Final Draft to Sponsor JH TP 26 January 2017 

17. Final report to Supervisor JH PB 2 February 2017 

18. Sponsor Testimonial TP PB 2 February2017 

19. Final Report to Holmes Solutions JH TP, AD, SL 17 February 2017 
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Appendix B: Project Scope Change Document 
MEM Project: Change Request 

Project Name Business case for Holmes Solutions' diversification into the aerospace sector. 

Project Student Jason Hursthouse (JH) Organisation University of Canterbury 

Requested by Tim Porter (TP) Organisation Holmes Solutions (HSL) 

Submitted by JH Date Requested 21/12/2016 

Evaluated by TP Date Evaluated 22/12/2016 

Decided by TP, Andrew Diehl (AD) Date Decided 22/12/2016 

Change Request Details 

This project reviewed a significant range of industries and opportunity from various markets within 
Background aerospace. The sponsors (Holmes Solutions) deliberately left the scope broad to allow freedom for 

research and unbiased evaluation of where the best opportunity may lie. This lack of scope definition 
meant deliverables and their content had not been finalized or set deadlines. 

Following submission of project deliverable 8: market analysis 2, the sponsors have been provided 
enough information to confine the project direction and request specific content in the next outputs. 
This will now constrain the project, allowing the student to synthesize findings into a focused 
business case. It also ensures the final project deliverables match the best outcomes and key 
information desired by the sponsor organization . 

Deliverables Prior to Changes 

20. Internal Resource Report JH TP 20 December 2016 

21. Business Case Plan/Early Insights JH TP 22 December 2016 

22. Progress Report 3 JH PB, TP 10 January 2017 

23. Business Case JH TP 15 January 2017 

24. Marketing Plan JH TP TBC 

25. Entrance Strategy/Key Partners JH TP TBC 

26. Final Draft to Sponsor JH TP 26 January 2017 

• D10 is included within the business case (D13) and will focus on what 
Describe proposed resources are required to operate in aerospace, rather than reporting internally 
change on what exists. 

• D11 is a combination of: This summary document, signed scope change 
Needs to change? agreement form, and an outline of the possible business case report structure 

(below). 

• D12 is unchanged 

• D13 - Business Case draft structure is presented below and includes material 
on : 

0 Elaboration of Deliverable 8, section 9.2 (Table of opportunities) 
0 Outline around possible certifications - cost, time, benefits, reach etc. 
0 Detailed financial tool (various costing and revenue scenarios) 
0 Projection/expectation of future positions of HSL within aerospace 
0 List of potential pioneers and breakthrough innovators 

• D14 will be renamed 'implementation plan' acting as an action list. This will 
include a timeline for all required actions and will outline recommended 
marketing efforts such as: conferences, listings, advisory boards, etc. 

• D15 will no longer be a standalone deliverable, and will be absorbed into D13 & 
14 

• All other deliverables remain unchanQed 
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What would happen if 
we do nothing? The project deliverables would be undefined with a lack of documented agreement 

between sponsor and student. This puts the project at risk where deliverables and 
produced outcomes divert from sponsors best interests and preferred deliverable 
content. 

How does the change 
impact this project 
and/or other related 
areas? 

This change provides definitive planning to the deliverables for their content and 
deadlines. It ensures both student and sponsor are on the same wavelength, securing 
the agreement in writing . 
This has no other impacts upon the project, other than reallocating the tasks to different 
deliverable sections, but it ensures there is no repeated or unnecessary work. 

Implementation of proposed change: The Revised Deliverable List and Deadlines 

10. (Included in 013) 

11. Business Case Plan 

12. Progress Report 3 

13. Business Case 

14. Implementation Plan 

15. Entrance Strategy/Key Partners (Included in 013 & 14) 

16. Final Draft to Sponsor 

17. Final report to Supervisor 

18. Sponsor Testimonial 

19. Final Report to Holmes Solutions 

Decision/Rationale: 
Approved 

---f)efiieG 
Place o!H4okl 

Rationale: ::C.-\- - .__J"':::,~ 
j 

~\c-es 

Change Request Decision Signatures 

Project Student , 

c:: A/LL-,,.w.d-.:t:~~--=-=-:;:;p:- ----
(Signature) 

Name 

JaJo,-, llm'J 1/.o 11e 

(Sig~ ure) 
Name ..---:;-, ,..j... ~ =~ 

se...;-.. -s.e. \_ 

Position 0-0 -e= ~ec5br-
Organisation ~\"'--"-'€' ~ ~ l~C).AS. L9 

MEM Project Change Request 

Table of Contents 

JH TP -

JH TP 22 December 2016 

JH PB,TP 10 January 2017 

JH TP 12 January 2017 

JH TP 18 January 2017 

JH TP -

JH TP 26 January 2017 

JH PB 2 February 2017 

TP PB 2 February2017 

JH TP,AD,SL ~17 February 2017 

(Date) 

?..?--/2 2/ ~ G:c,_ 
(Dale) 
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Appendix C: Deliverable 3- Holmes Solutions Overview 

DOCUMENT REVISION HISTORY 

Version Date Details Distribution 

1.0 28/10/2016 Report Plan JH 
1.1 30/10/2016 Initial Draft JH 
1.2 4/11/2016 Edits & Exec Summary JH 

1.3 4/11/2016 Final Draft- Submitted TP 

2.1 7/11/2016 TP Feedback and following revisions JH 
2.2 9/11/2016 Final JH, Emily Tasker 
3.0 23/11/2017 Review & edit for inclusion to final report See final report list 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document provides a snapshot of Holmes Solutions identity and operations. Its primary use is 

to consolidate and affirm the writer's knowledge of the organisation prior to external analysis of the 

aerospace industry. It may have use to Holmes Solutions as a brief external review of the company. 

Holmes Solutions is an engineering company based in Christchurch. It is a subsidiary of Holmes 

Group along with five others spread internationally : Consulting, Farsight, Fire, Structures, and 

Westbrook Capital Partners. Each offers different engineering services and collaboration amongst 

the group is common (except for Westbrook partners who are property development). 

Holmes Solutions itself provides product development, testing, research and commercialisation 

services. They have a focus on innovation, and use their diverse range of talent amongst the 40 staff 

to solve clients' problems. This often creates new designs and intellectual property which generate 

royalties. 

The skilled team has allowed Holmes Solutions to be a leader for best practice and industry 

standards, often working closely with regulatory bodies. They have built a strong reputation for 

doing high quality work quickly, and correctly. 

The success has also allowed Holmes Solutions to define their market position, and pick preferred 

projects. They are a personal organisation that closely involves clients to learn of their problems and 

get to the real value offers. There is a thirst for challenging work that interests the team, and this 

means staff are engaged and motivated to solve diverse problems. 

The company operates with a relaxed and personal culture. Staff are friendly and don't take things 

too seriously. While the work atmosphere is relaxed, the execution is not and outputs for clients are 

always professional and high quality 

There is a very 'hands on, can-do' attitude which helps to enforce the organisations flat structure. 

The company is all about doing, and approaches challenges with 'eyes wide open'. This allows them 

to go into depth to uncover and solve many problems beyond the immediate task. 

With regard to a fit for aerospace, the organisation is flexible, looking for new opportunity and has a 

diverse range of skills applicable to many industries. The international experience and access to the 

wider Holmes Group's knowledge, means many factors align with work in the aerospace industry. 
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1 DOCUMENTSCOPE 

The purpose of this document is to provide a snapshot of Holmes Solutions' identity and operations. 

This is primarily to consolidate the writer's knowledge of the organisation, and build understanding 

prior to market exploration and analysis. However, it is also intended to have use to representatives 

at Holmes Solutions to consider as a brief external review of the company. 

2 HOLMES SOLUTIONS ESTABLISHMENT 

• Primary establishment contributors: Chris Allington & Des Bull. 

• Holmes Products Ltd (had previous names) listed on companies website since 20/4/1994 

• Began 2001 with Chris Allington doing work solo on the side from Holmes Consulting 

• Andrew Diehl & Ken Readman joined early and it was primarily crash testing work 

• 
115 years ago, Holmes was only 8 people" - Ken 

• ~40 staff now 

3 HOLMES GROUP & COMPANY STRUCTURE 

1.1 The Group & Subsidiaries 

Holmes Solutions operate as one of six subsidiaries within Holmes Group Limited, which has 

approximately 350 employees. Holmes Group is the parent company providing services, financial 

and administrative support. Holmes Group does not have a client facing role. The subsidiaries are: 

• Holmes Consulting- Civil & Structural Engineering 

• Holmes Farsight- Building Code Compliance 

• Holmes Fire - Fire Engineering Consultancy 

• Holmes Solutions - Product development, testing, research, commercialisation 

• Holmes Structures - Structural Engineering 

• Westbrook Capital Partners - Property Development & Investment (separate from others) 

The group is spread internationally, but encourages collaboration for developing client base and 

providing complete in-house services. While the group has a shared image, affiliates have individual 

identities and governance. 

3.1 Holmes Solutions Structure 

The company operates with a very flat structure. All senior staff and the CEO, Chris Allington are 

accessible to the team. Operations within the organisation are flexible, with projects dictating teams 

and allocations rather than designated roles. 

Despite there being a physical separation between the testing lab and the offices, no division exists 

with a collaborative and open environment. This is an asset for innovation, as ideas stem from all 

staff without prejudice or hierarchy when searching for creative solutions. This means all ideas are 

viewed equally, regardless of who came up with it (no large bias due to variation in role, education 

or experience). 
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4 HOLMES SOLUTIONS OPERATIONS . 

4.1 What They Do 

Holmes Solutions operate in a broad range of industries and testing environments that include: 

• Adventure Recreation 

• Building and Construction 

• Personal Safety 

• Transport (road, air, rail) 

The general theme is that Holmes Solutions operate in high-risk industries with a life safety aspect. 

These are often heavily regulated (and conservative) sectors which may have historically 

constrained innovation. Holmes sees opportunity for development and improvement within these 

regulated industries focussing on products and systems. This direction and the thirst for challenge 

has bred their success and ability to solve difficult problems. 

Regulations + Assumptions = Over-engineering = Unnecessa,y capacity and materials, Remove these 

to save $$ in the margins 

+ 

4.1.1 Intellectual Property 

A strong focus of Holmes Solutions is in the development of new Intellectual Property. Customers 

typically need testing to solve their obvious problems, but taking the time to discuss and learn more 

allows Holmes to 'swim upstream'. This uncovers the client's toughest problems which hold the 

greatest value and opportunity. The team's creativity focusses on improving and developing new IP, 

also utilising commercialisation expertise to generate the return on investment. 

The ideal project as described by Tim Porter is: "fun, challenging, and the company gets to break 

stuff" - hopefully leading to new innovation and IP with many applications. 

4.1.2 Skillsets of the Team 

• Primarily mechanical engineers 

• Also: civil, electrical, fire, structural engineers 
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• Technicians have various backgrou nds in: hydrau lics, man ufact uring, texti les and composites 

• One identified shortage is a lack of process engineering expert ise in some systems. 

4.2 What Holmes Solutions Does Not Do 

Despite having a very 'can-do' attitude, Holmes have some areas they choose not to operate in. They 

have had high growth and the luxury in many instances of picking and choosing preferred 

projects. Holmes do not do: 

• Low margin projects, or those without the potential for repeating work 

• Simple or repetitive projects without opportunity for value add 

• Projects that do not incite enthusiasm from the team 

• Production and sales, Holmes are focused on testing, improvement & design 

The success of Holmes Solutions through many returning and new clients has put the organisation in 

a unique situation. They are able to select and chase their choice of projects, which means a lot of 

potential work is not exploited and is 'left behind'. This is an uncommon business model within New 

Zealand, but allows them to take preferred projects and continue solving complex problems. 

4.3 Business Model 

The following Figure describes the Holmes Solutions business model. It provides a visual 

representation of the business, demonst rating the two key commercial intentions. 

1. Provide valuable services to engage clients and access problems, 

2. Swim up the value stream toward eventual IP development and royalty revenue. 

External Market 
Identified 

IP Opportunity 

Testing Services 

Type A: 
Value add services produce high 

returns and IP opportunity 

Type B: 
Value add services produce high 

returns 

Type C: 
Conventional serv ices 

IP Commercialization 
Partnership 

!t 
IP Opportunity Development 

t --...-
--+ 
~ 

Value Add Service: 

Market knowledge 
Expertise 
Networks 

Experience 
Track record 

Industry contacts 
Diversity 

Innovation 
Communication 

Reputation 

~ 

--+ 

Figure 7: Holmes Solutions Business Model (Draft Strategic Plan 2013) 

Internal Holmes 
Identified 

IP Opportunity 

Consulting Services 

Type A: 
Value add services produce high 

returns and IP opportunity 

Type B: 
Value add services produce high 

returns 

Type C: 
Conventional services 
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5 MARKET POSITION 

5.1 Where Holmes Solutions Operate and Gain Work 

Holmes Solutions is based in Christchurch, but has employees based in Colorado, US. The attitude is 

"Win it globally, do it locally" - Chris Allington. Contracts and clients are spread through : NZ, AUS, 

Europe, and America. They have very strong client relationships, and significant volumes of work 

come from repeat business and returning clients. 

New clients and projects are typically sourced from four avenues: 

• Referrals from satisfied past clients 

• Attendance and presentations and conferences (leadership & visibility) 

• Continued work from 'swimming up value stream' and solving further client difficulties 

• Work passed on between Holmes Group affiliates 

5.2 Value Proposition 

Holmes Solutions offer value to their clients by solving their problems. They operate with 

a multidisciplinary team, international experience and knowledge of commercialisation and IP. 

Clients are looked after well with a personal style of business service, and Holmes has built a 

reputation for: 

• Being responsive and engaging 

• Doing jobs well and very quickly 

• Having high capability 

• Being trustworthy and discrete with sensitive information. 

This places Holmes Solutions in the higher end of service expense, but clients consider the 

services instrumental in assisting with innovation and gaining a competitive edge. 

6 CULTURE 

6.1 Hands On 

Holmes Solutions have a hands-on approach to working. The view is that answers to problems come 

from attempting and refining (evidence based design model) . Innovation comes through trial and 

error, and employees ought to be inquisitive and take the lead, but be a useful team member. 

6.2 Allocation of Projects 

Projects and areas of work are very fairly flexible at Holmes, where responsibility is given to those 

who ask. Team members may be allocated to jobs where their talents best match, but alternatively 

are thrown into new, unfamiliar environments to diversify their skills. 

The organisation recognising team members are skilled and their time is valuable, encourages smart 

use of time. This doesn't necessarily mean long hours, but prioritising tasks and contracting out 

low priority/menial jobs concentrates time towards the challenging and revenue generating tasks. 
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6.3 Relaxed Work Environment 

Among all employee there is an understanding that the organisation has a mass of experience and 

skill that hones into creative design and problem solving. While the outcomes are high quality and 

useful, the style of achieving them is flexible . There is low emphasis placed on how to do things, 

instead the focus is upon high quality outcomes. This leaves room for innovation, and also a fun 

working environment - seriously good work done well, but not taken too seriously. 

This work atmosphere is reciprocated to clients through a good balance of personality and 

professionalism. This is a strength of Holmes Solutions and is undoubtedly a contributor to the 

number of repeat clients and referrals the company receives. 

6.4 Key Attitudes and Philosophies 

This document provides aspects from Holmes, but staff comments and publications add useful 

insight. This list shares some views that add to what Holmes Solutions does, and stands for: 

• We are our clients' competitive edge. (Website) 

• Creativity is intelligence having fun. (Website) 

• We operate with an 'Eyes wide open' approach (Andrew Diehl) 

• Win it globally, do it locally. (Chris Allington) 

• Company is focussed on outputs, not inputs (Tim Porter) 

• Research turns money into knowledge, innovation and action turns knowledge into money. 

• If it's not interesting, we probably won't do it. (Tim Porter, Simon Lock) 

• Holmes looks to engage clients and 'Swim upstream'. (Tim Porter) 

• In a small company, people wear many hats and workers are flexible. (Irina Sestakova) 

• Show an interest and you are given opportunity and responsibility. People aren't siloed. 

7 UNIQUE FEATURES 

Other aspects or involvement of Holmes Solutions are: 

• Actively assist and lead industry protocols and improvements of regulatory standards 

• IANZ accredited company 

• Ties to Universities - Involvement in Formula SAE at UC Engineering 

• Have an employee profit sharing model for portion of profit above annual targets 

• IP royalties are used to fund business growth and new research 

• Company owned racing vehicles for involving staff with some fun 

8 CONCLUSION AND INSIGHT - LINKS AND RELEVANCE TO AEROSPACE 

This report provides an overview of Holmes Solutions, but is conducted as part of the Masters 

Project preparing a business case for opportunity assessment of the aerospace industry. Thus, 

links to aerospace and considerations for this project are: 

• Regulated industry so there is the chance for breakthrough 

• Aerospace is generally an 'exciting' field Holmes staff are interested in 

• International reach is important for larger organisations and potentially large partners 

• The firms adaptability not constrained to any set industries 
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• Wide range of experience with in the organisation that cou ld transfer to aerospace 

• IP in dampers and eddy current braking that may be relevant 

8.1 Recommendations and Further Questions 

Further research and understanding would be of value to build further understanding in these 

identified areas: 

• Available resources and skillsets (list of rig setups/certifications) 

• Typical processes followed for meeting with and engaging new clients 

• Past work in aerospace and any connections within the industry 

• Representatives from Holmes Group and other subsidiaries for possible collaborations 

9 SOURCES OF MATERIAL: 

See final report bibliography for references. 

9.1 Primary Sources (Holmes Solutions stakeholders and staff spoken to) 

• Tim Porter, Chris Allington, Andrew Diehl, Melissa Green, Ken Readman, Chris 

Diehl, Simon Lock, Irina Sestakova, Sam Adshead, Don McGill, Steve Wilson 

9.2 Secondary Sources 

• Draft Strategic Plan (Vl.3) 

• Engineering Excellence (Holmes Group employee hand out) 

• Brand Guideline pamphlet 

• V aiious Holmes Solutions Publications - website, Y outube, Linkedln 

Holmes Solutions Videos 

http://www.holmessolutions.com/case-study/nigel-latta-blows-stuff 

http://www.holmessolutions.com/whiteboard/ever-wanted-see-inside-our-secret-laboratory 

http://www.holmessolutions.com/whiteboard/cricket-bat-testing-crowd-goes-wild 

http: //www.holmessolutions.com/whiteboard/2015-new-zealand-innovators-awards 

Table of Contents 
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Appendix D : Deliverable 5 - Market Analysis 1 

DOCUMENT REVISION HISTORY 

Version Date Details Distribution 

1.0 17/11/2016 Initial JH 

1.1 18/11/2016 Final Draft JH 

1.2 21/11/2016 Submitted to Sponsor JH, TP 

2.0 29/11/2016 Revisions following TP feedback JH,TP 

2.1 1/12/2016 Final version for HSL distribution JH, TP, AD, SL 

3.0 24/01/2017 Review & edit for inclusion to final report See final report list 

DOCUMENT PURPOSE 

This document is a summary of key findings to date from research of the aerospace sector for the 

MEM project. It includes details and insights deemed most relevant to Holmes Solutions and various 

stakeholders. The purpose is to build understanding of aerospace and elements critical to the project 

- 'business case for diversification of Holmes Solutions services to the aerospace industry'. 

1 INDUSTRYTRENDS 

1.1 Expectations 2016 - 2036 

• Projected global GDP growth of 2.9% p.a. (Boeing, n.d.) 

o Air passenger traffic 4.8% growth p.a. 

o Cargo traffic 4.2% growth p.a . 

• Significant driver is emergent nations creating a growing middle class (Frost & Sullivan, 

2016) 
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* Airbus defines an 'Aviation Mega City' as a city with more than 10,000 daily long haul (>2000 miles) 

passengers - I.e. many international flights (Leahy, 2015) 

• Airlines are shifting toward smaller aircraft (single-aisle carriers) such as Airbus A320, or 

Boeing 737-800 with increased destination options (Airbus, n.d.) 
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• 43% of plane production is for replacement ai rcraft (Boeing, n.d.). 

• The next 15 yea rs will see as many flights as flew in the last 100 (Frost & Sullivan, 2016) 

• 33,000-39,000 aircraft deliveries are forecasted in the next 20 years (varies between source) 

• 14,330 new planes predicted for Asia-Pacific - almost double the next highest region, US 

(Frost & Sullivan, 2016). 

Shift In global fleet market share In next 20 years 

Global Market Share of Aircraft Operating Fleet by Region 
(2014-2034) 

• US aviation has consolidated and expects steady passenger growth of 2.1% p.a . (FAA, 2016) 

• China growth - domestic travel to be la rgest global aviation flow within 10 years (Airbus) 

• Other areas of interest: M iddle-East, South America and emerging Asia-Pacific markets 

1.2 New Zealand 

• Dominant focus on training and non-manufacturing services such as design 

• Several recommendations of opportunity in report written for NZTE and NZ Transport such 

as possibility of a wind tunnel facility (Knotridge Limited, 2010) 

• 2011, NZTE attempted to grow NZ aerospace services (Kiwi Flyer, 2010). Conditions seemed 

suitable with US bi-lateral agreement & recognition of NZ's engineering base (Deans, 2016). 

o Struggling to get information from NZTE, but it appears minimal work was gained 

• Strong history in innovative use of helicopters and agriculture modifications (Kerr, 2016) 

• Several NZ firms are involved with development of new materials, composites and 

innovative component manufacturing who are looking for certification (Callaghan 

Innovation, 2015) e.g. Talbot Technologies want to manufacture seats (Wilson, 2016) 

1.3 Aerospace Testing 

• The majority is done abroad, in large and often in-house facilities of manufacturers (specific 

organisations are difficult to identify without confining the engineering/testing type) 

• Flammability testing services are required for fill batches of materials used for interior fit-out 

o This is worth noting due to the NZ shift toward materials & components production 

• A key problem in aerospace is that once an accreditation process as started for a design, 

changes cause the already long process to be restarted. This is time consuming and means 

'old technology gets locked into aircraft' (Wilson, 2016). 
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To combat the prob lem, aerospace organ isat ions are looki ng for increased innovat ion and 

tech implementation (targeted at better efficiency and cost savings) . 

o This may lead to opportunity with increasingly spread international services allowing 

smaller competitors to grab market share from the traditionally large competitors 

1.4 Recent Industry Innovations & Breakthroughs 

• Increasing relevance and use of drones and UAV's - new CAA legislation (Baum, 2016) 

o Drones over 25Kg (becoming more common) require certification 

o 'Unusual use' such as long range and night use etc. needs approval 

• Increasing commercial space flights 

o Passenger flights (Virgin Galactic) 

o Smaller scale launches and satellites e.g. Rocket Lab 

o Intention of Auckland University to develop a satellite programme (Deans, 2016) 

• Boom Supersonic - 'new Concorde' 

o $5000 flights NY to London in 3.5 hours (Neate, 2016) 

o Based in Denver, JV with Virgin Galactic, starting testing - Ben Woods (Coslett, 

2016) 

o Intended commercial operation by 2023 with 45-50 seats per plane. 

2 CERTIFICATION & REGULATORS 

2.1 Civil Aviation Authority NZ {CAA) 

• NZ regulatory body, they are considered more open minded and easier to deal with than 

other international regulators. This facilitates development of NZ industry (Shannon, 2016) 

• CAA do not actively encourage or facilitate growth of NZ aerospace organisations, but they 

will assist to outline processes, steps and requirements for approval (Baum, 2016) 

• CAA certification allows flight operation from NZ airports, but does not provide permission 

for take-off from international areas - Part 21- product certification (Baum, 2016) 

• Agreements with international regulators 'generally' means CAA approvals are considered of 

high quality and are transferable - they still need to be ratified (varies between country) 

o CAA are one of only a few with trade agreements with the FAA (CAA, 2006) 

• The most relevant standards to Holmes Solutions are CAA 146-Design, 148-Manufacture, or 

the equivalent EASA Part 21 (Wilson, 2016). These provide the freedom to operate as an 

accredited organisation 

o Operations can occur without accreditation. For example, HSL could offer testing 

services as a subcontractor to a CAA148 accredited manufacturer. The accredited 

company is responsible for monitoring and checking off HSL's processes. This is an 

option for starting or singular projects, but not for long term operations (CAA, 2007) 
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2.2 Bilateral Agreement between NZ and US (BASA) 

• Agreement with US for encouraged ease of transferred accreditation & approval (FAA, 

2002) 

o CAA approvals are viewed as equivalent by FAA under this agreement (CAA, 2006) 

• Has taken time to fully come into effect (signed in 2002) (CAA, 2015), th is was possibly due 

to teething issues and the slow and rigorous nature of the industry+ processes of the FAA. 

• Limited NZ manufacturing in the past means many NZ businesses have not required anything 

beyond CAA approval (e.g. agriculture modifications for domestic use) (Kerr, 2016) . 

o Organisations may have found FAA & EASA too slow, costly/compl ex to bother with . 

2.3 International Authorities (FAA & EASA) 

• Major international regulatory bodies that dictate the international rules and standards. 

• Approvals are very thorough and often slow (months to years) (Wilson, 2016) 

• Large regulators possibly view themselves as gatekeepers upholding standards, and 

therefore can restrict/withhold accepting smaller nations' (e.g. NZ) accrediting processes. 

o Less 'credible' nations such as those in Asia-Pacific may have an interest using NZ for 

se rvices if the bi-latera l agreement assists t hem in reputat ion/achieving approval 

• Some manufacturers in NZ go directly for international approvals for the extra reach, 

bypa ss ing t he CAA accreditation (Sawyer, 2016). 

• To get accredited and approved by EASA or FAA, the applicant is the one to foot the bill 

o It is the requesting party's responsibility to prove they meet requirements, and 

cover all costs of the regulators process e.g. flights for officials to review the facility. 

3 CUSTOMERS 

3.1 Services Holmes Might Offer 

• Product design/improvement (evidence based design) using the following services: 

o Crash and/or sled testing (many tests required up to 16G e.g. seats) 

o Strength testing of material and composites (such as proposed seat frame by Talbot) 

o Flammability of materials/components, such as those involved in interior fit-out. 

o Fatigue testing 

3.2 Possible Applications of (known) Existing IP 

• Viscous dampers: landing gear 

• Eddy current braking system: 

o Safety gear, military systems e.g. aircraft carrier jet braking 

4 COMPETITORS 

Key competitors are not yet fully identified and will vary depending upon the industry and service 

Holmes Solutions decides to target. However early noted competitors are : 

• Large international testing companies - many based in US 

• NZ Universities offering research laboratories (De Silva, 2014) 

• Self-testing manufacturers e.g. (Flight Interiors, 2016) - flammability 
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, Design organisat ions e.g. AIM Alt itu de 

• "Aerospace work is nearly always over time and budget, but if you can be 'not too bad' or 

one of the 'better ones out of a bad bunch' you will keep getting work." (Sawyer, 2016) 

Other competitor aspects to research and identify: 

• What qualification and expertise they hold in house 

• What to be aware of, and is important for Holmes to identify to: 

o Learn from, avoid mistakes, copy processes, set-ups etc. 

5 INTEREST GROUPS 

A number of groups may have an interest in this project, Holmes Solutions' growth and new 

operations within aerospace in New Zealand. 

Talbot Technologies 

Callaghan Innovation 

Civial Aviation Authority 

MBIE 

NZTE 
I 

Holmes Group & Subsidiaries 

Academic Institutes 

• Desire to manufacture components in NZ 

• Need for a local testing facility 

•Development of NZ innovation and new tech 

• Improved FAA reputation and stronger NZ services industry 

•Growing NZ businesses 

•Current ly reviewing t he space industry 

• Growing NZ exports (have shown minimal interest) 

•Growth and shared work 

•Expanded markets and clients 

• Research involvement and for innovation in new sectors 

6 IDENTIFIED OPPORTUNITIES 

Flammability Testing 

• Repeated batch tests, few NZ providers (Flight Interiors NZ), relatively simple testing. 

• Document describing FAA requirements in layman's terms (Skandia, 2013) 

Drones & UAV 

•Growing niche, new CAA legislation being developed, possible defence force involvement, 
upcoming 2017 conference in February- Callaghan Innovation & UAVNZ 

•Auckland University ofTechnology 13-14 February 2017, $200 pp (Airshare, n.d.) 

Leverage NZ Credibility for Emergent Nations 

•Credibility of NZ industry and access to US (via bi -lateral) may create demand for NZ testing to 
provide less credible nations certified components for international use (Thomson, 2016) 

Use of existing Holmes Solutions IP 

•Dampers and eddy current braking etc. 

•Section 3.2 - additional brainstorming required from wider staff 

Crash and G-force Sled Testing 

•New concepts needing R&D and improvement (evidence based design) are the focus 

•Approval tests are often just 'one off' with insufficient NZ volumes to be viable 
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6.1 Other Interesting Observations 

• Talbot Technologies are looking to manufacture seats in NZ within 5 years (Wilson, 2016) 

o They have been requested to price 600 design evaluations from Boeing 

7 NEXTSTEPS 

7.1 Market Research 

• Outreach to further industry players outlined in table (Section 3.4) 

• Further communication with Talbot Technologies and Stephen O'Neill (CEO) 

• Increased outreach to government bodies E.g. Callaghan, CAA, MBIE, NZTE 

• Consider and discuss with HSL narrowing target service/market/sector 

• Marketing and/or implementation plan/strategy for Holmes Solut ions 

• Begin assessing feasibility of flammability (identifying NZ operators) 

• Consider/find sources of quantitative data to build financial and volume arguments 

7.2 Overall Project 

• Plan outreach timeline and key interview objectives/questions fo r continued ma rket analysis 

• Look to ra nk Holmes Solutions poss ible services 

• Expand research and approach to international organisations (e .g. Asia-Pacific) 

• Initiate 'aerospace project team' at HSL to begin discussion 

• Communicate with TP & other sponsors about whether there is an intended market 

direction/scale to steer towards 

REFERENCES: 

See final report bibliography 

Table of Contents 
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Appendix E: Primary Sources Literature Review 

1 INTRODUCTION 

During the project in excess of 60 industry personnel have been communicated with to build knowledge of industry and seek potential client needs that 

could suggest opportunity for Holmes Solutions. Of those contacted, the most insightful interviews and discussions have been documented and are 

summarised in the table below. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

Information from each source was collated into short summaries, assessed for its relevance to t he project and finally the interview participant and message 

overall was evaluated. This final aspect was important for the critical evaluation of information to determine whether it was reliable and representative of 

the markets, and the interviewee had no bias or agenda giving reason to skew to the information. 

This table is compiled with a thematic organisation process, where sources are grouped into sim ilar categories for comparison . This allows consideration of 

the grouped information assess whether there are connections or differing opinions between ind ividual sources within the categories. However, due to the 

variety of personnel interviewed categories are broad, and many sources overlap with their prio r experience. This difference between interviewees means 

that drawing conclusions or summary points from each section is not possible or reasonable, as information shared has a large variation all valuable in 

different contexts. 

To provide direction and filter through the large volume of content key points worth noting are underlined through the notes. Particularly relevant materia l 

for aerospace opportunities can be found in interviews with (also relevant for continued correspondence) : 

Lee Donald (air NZ), Steve Wilson (Talbot Technologies), Mark Sawyer (AIM Altitude), Russel Ho ldem (Flight Interiors NZ), John Hill (Generation Global), Dan 

Retief (Aero Design), Erin Barton (AON Insurance), Gerald Kapoor (Metal Tech Engineering), Chris Thomson (Callaghan Innovation), John Nicholson (Aviat ion 

NZ), Greg Baum (CAA). 
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3 REVIEW OF PRIMARY SOURCES 

Source Details Key Information & Insights 

Academic Personnel 

James Skelton • Educational organisation, limited involvement with 
Air NZ Aviation Institute certification processes or testing programmes 
7/11/2016 • Suggested other relevant organisations to approach 

Karnika De Silva • Information regarding National Testing Register and that it is 
NZ Product Accelerator, regularly updated 
University of Auckland • Outline of flammability capability for materials tests in NZ 
30/11/2016 
Jim Hefkey • NZ space industry is only 3-4 small players except Rocket Lab 
University of Auckland, • Auckland University is attempting to gain traction for a 
Space Systems Satellites programme, as are CSST (Alexandra) 
Programme • Realistically, NZ industry is small and space programmes w ill 
1/12/2016 never be large (dominated by larger players) 

• Viable testing needs to operate alongside research institute 

Kelvin Barnsdale & • Next big challenge in Drones is the requirement of 
Adriel Kind airworthiness certification - could kill industry (added cost) 
UC (Drones) • Rapidly changing industry (no long-term dominant parts 
Spatial Engineering manufacturers or systems) which means limited scale fo r R& D 
Research Centre and development programmes due to volatility 
7/12/2016 • Common tests needed: software, avion ics, control system 

Design, Maintenance & Manufacture 

John Kerr • Flight structures do single repairs, mods and 'role equipment' 
Flight Structures LTD, such as agriculture fittings 
Chief Designer • Required to demonstrate safety equivalent to the origina l on 
8/11/2016 all projects and repairs they do 

• Limited need for large scale testing due to one off projects 
and a lack of R&D involvement 

13 February 2017 

Relevance to Project Source Evaluation ·~ 

• Li mited connections with testing • Independent 

• Possibly useful connection when • Not relevant to project at 
recruiting aerospace staff this point 

• Flame testing competitors E.g. • Independent 
BRANZ, AUK Uni - academic • Factual information for 
involvement in commercia l testing targeted quest ions 

• Validation of the small space • Independent 
I 

market in NZ • Expressed both optimistic 
• Insight of the stagnant growth of (personal) and pessimist ic 

NZ space industry (except RL) ("realistic") viewpo ints 

• Pragmatic views of viability of a • Experienced & well I 

t esting laboratory connected source (space) 

• Identified potential opportunity • Independent 
w ith new legislation introduction • Viewed opportun it ies as 

• Insight around industry supply 'would be nice t o have' 
chains, changes and place of R&D • Real istic perspective on 

• Industry is volatile and uncertain uncertainty and lack of 

• Drones & UAV success is built on some commercial drive rs 

cost- likely low margin contracts 

• Good case study for a typica l small • Independent 
NZ operator in a niche market • Useful direction to ot her 
(common in NZ aerospace) releva nt industry sources 

• Limited relevance to HSL due to and players 
sma ll scale, lack of R&D and tests 
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Lee Donald 
Air NZ - Certification 
Engineer, CAA - DOA 

Matthew Pepler 
Air NZ: Structures -
Aircraft Engineering 

2/12/2016 

Tony Little & Matthew 
Potts (email 
correspondence) 
Safe Air - Engineering 
Design Dpt. 
19/12/2016 

Larry Jooste 
Aeromotive (Oceania 
Aviation) - Engineering 
Manager 
21/12/2016 

Timothy Coslett 
Christchurch Engine 
Centre - Engineering & 
IT Manager 
22/12/2016 

J. Hursthouse 

• All aircraft work (mods & repairs) has extensive paper trai ls 

• Repairs are preferred over mods - less paper work and 
significantly lower costs (mods can be ~$4M) 

• BASA agreement is largely one-way, with many FAA delays 
attempting to approve NZ to US 

• Air NZ require seat tests+ smoke & toxicity (flammability) test 

• Air NZ constraint - limited availability of dynamic rigs (seats) 

• Virtually any change to a seat requires full scale dynamic tests 

• Currently developing a baby seat harness (R&D programme) 
This was followed with email correspondence validating the 
needs of Air NZ and what NZ based services would benefit them. 
• Dominant work is design & development of repairs & mods 

• Main clients are RNZAF, Air NZ with minimal work 
internationally 

• Do not carry out internal R&D programmes 

• Do testing work for structures such as bonded joints & panels 
• Usually one off tests {demonstrating compliance) 

• Key needs for testing are structural & flammability 

• Often need testing to determine 'fastener allowables' but 
time and financial constraints don't allow it 

• Core business is aircraft maintenance, sales and support 
• Current trend - manufacturers push replacement over repa ir 

• NZ environment is one of the harshest on metal aircraft - t his 
is fuelling composites growth 

• Global shortage of aviation pilots and engineers - NZ seeking 
reputable status as a training provider for global shortages 

• JV set up between Pratt & Whitney and Air NZ- MRO 
• Annually 85 engine overhauls for airlines (Jetstar, Air NZ etc.) 

• Looking to increase capacity 30% in 2016 
• The only testing work is equipment analysis and calibration 

such as lifting gear (completed by Motovated Engineering) 

13 February 2017 

-

• Insight to NZ's largest aerospace • Independent 
organisation • Both Lee and Matt hew 

• Validation of specific engineering were very closely involved 
(testing needs) in the intricacies of 

• Identification of challenges and certification 
pain points of the potential • Some listed uses and 
customer benefits to Ai r NZ were 

• Potential R&D involvement with 'nice to haves' and cou ld 

t he safety harness system lack commercia l viability 
for an NZ operat or 

-
• Building knowledge of NZ • Independent 

organisations • Objective views of t he 
• Further validation of industry industry and internal I 

problems, needs and constraints problems/challenges Safe 
• Potential need to be filled Air deals with 

determining 'fastener allowables' 
quickly at low cost 

-, 

• Sales and maintenance • Independent 
organisations have limited testing • Provided objective 
requirements as they use industry insights about 
approved parts and equipment changes and pot ent ial 

• NZ has a growing composites drivers 
industry in aerospace --, 

• Validation of the limited needs for • Independent 
t esting & development by MRO's • Experience fo r overseeing 

• Insight to difficulties in the past operations & understands 
with universities, however stated wider business fact ors 
t hat they "have upped their game" • Useful insight s and 

objective opinion 
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• 'One-off' projects with SGI & Brydon Cooks (universities were • Useful suggestion of mindfulness 7 
too slow in the past), however only 6 R&D projects in 10 years of new H&S laws impact 

• Dependent on OEM's for development and parts I 
• Key industry change will be around the impact of new Healt h 

& Safety legislation - likely more requirement fo r increased 
preventative maintenance and routine testing 

Design & Manufacture I 
Steve Wilson Meeting 1: 4/11/2016 • Potential partner with impending • Optimistic 
Talbot Technologies - • Plastics manufacturer, looking to develop aircraft need for aerospace testing • While Steve had some 
Executive Director componentry and potentially design/build seat frames • Ambitious and innovative looking good insight and views on 
4/11/2016 • Seat specifications are requested by individual airline for growth and opportunity in the industry growth, it is 

meaning changes need full scale crash testing sector recognised he st ands to 
• HSL could specifically be useful in NZ for flammability tests • Key identified testing types and benefit from local t esting 1 

(FAR 25.853) and dynamic tests (seat crashes) potential partner companies facilities and may view 1 

• BASA is becoming more well used and CAA are seeking to • General understanding of the opportunities more 
advocate its use by NZ organisations industry, players and regulators positively than needed 

• Provided extensive list of contacts among aerospace industry • Talbots are also not 
Meeting 2: 8/12/2016 largely involved in 

• Talbot have increasing aerospace interiors manufacturing aerospace (yet), or at 
involvement with recent quotes for Boeing and Air France - least are not fully I 
requires development testing experienced in t he I 

• Talbot are often called to do last minute component cha llenges and 
development at short notice - local testing facility may save c~mplexi:ies of dealing I 
time & money for large (delayed) manufacturers with t he industry and 

• Possible key partners for HSL: Talbot, AIM, Phitek, Advanced certifications i 
I 

Aero, Safe Air, Flight Structures, In nova, Pacific Aerospace I 

Email Correspondence: 11/01/2017 
• Project prices vary largely depending on the urgency I 

• Vertical drop tests can be used for dynamic testing, stated , 
by Dan Retief (HSL has a rig they could convert for this) 

• Air NZ, AIM and Talbot all are often in need of urgent test 
programmes worth potentially tens of thousands of dollars _ 
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Mark Sawyer 
Aim Altitude - Chief 
Engineer Design 
18/11/2016 

Russell Holdem 
Flight Interiors LTD -
CEO 
6/12/2016 

John Hill 
Generation Global - CEO 
12/12/2016 

J. Hursthouse 

• Talbot supply of components to Air NZ is quickly increasing 

• CAA approvals don't hold reputation of EASA or FAA 

• Bi-lateral system does not carry reputation of an FAA approval 

• Achieving FAA or EASA approval is challenging with the 
required rigour of processes & the need for witnessing 

• AIM have partner manufacture & testing companies in the UK 

• Most aerospace projects run over time and budget -
considered an industry normal (minimise to sustain clients) 

• "Likely aerospace opportunity is not in large airframes, but 
PMA's and componentry systems" 

• Focus on R&D testing could be viable without certification 
costs 

• Design and manufacture soft furnishings for aircraft interiors 

• Internally do some flammability tests, but others (smoke & 
toxicity) are too expensive - they plan the regime for their 
client (Air NZ) and have the tests done in the US with FAA 

• "Bi-lateral approvals never hold the same status as FAA cert" 

• Quantitative estimates on NZ volume and revenues are not 
feasible (see guantitative data summa[Y document) 

• Past NZ testers had challenges gaining FAA ai;rnroval & volume 
of work to remain 12rofitable {clients 12refer re12uted a1212roval) 

• "Uncertified test rigs for R&D purposes would have viability" 
- lower cost and reduced time delay (product development), 
once proven to code the product could be certified in the US 

• Interior design & manufacturing company 
• Crash testing is a huge entry barrier for interior fit outs 

• No alternate to dynamic testing- software models would 
save time and resources 

• No changes to seats can occur without full scale tests 

• Original part manufacturers have monopoly (only component 
available to be used for repairs in certain plane types) 

13 February 2017 

---< 

• Demonstrated reputation of NZ • Independent, but fairly 
certifications & failings of BASA pessimistic 

• Insight into the industry: slow • Large organisation (~400) 
moving & at times inefficient, very with internationa l clients. 
set supply chains AIM is well esta blished 

• Possible opportunity amongst and may be slight ly out o1 
parts manufacturing (PMA) touch with BASA & other 

• " If these opportunities would be market changes or 

easy, we would already be doing opportunity, pa rticularly 

it" - Reality check for ease of in NZ with their reduced 

market entrance local involvement . 
-

• Critical evaluation of opportunities • Pessimistic 
and feasibility from someone with • Other sources suggest 
30 years industry experience Russell's views are so 

• Outline of the major barriers that because he has a 
need to be overcome to prove comfortable niche with 
viability little incentive t o expand 

• Further validation of the R&D and innovate 
opportunity (more viable or less • His secure position 
risky) for HSL potentially discredits 

looking forward for new 
innovation and industry 
change/growth 

• Significant insights to operations of • Independent 
interior design and fitters • Looking for indust ry 

• Confirmation of slow paced progression introducing 
industry and BASA challenges software, reduced red 

• Re-confirmation of PMA tape and other 
opportunity with a possible live innovations 
project 1 • Is interested in 

involvement with HSL for 
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Dan Retief 
Aero Design - CEO 
13/12/2016 

David Rycroft 
(Formerly involved with 
aerospace) 
Now: Assist Group 
19/12/2016 

J. H ursthouse 

• Developing a certified equivalent part (PMA) has huge benefit 
and IP value - 12ossible live 12roject 

• When developing a PMA testing is required to verify its 
performance is equivalent to the original component 

• Viability of testing facilities is limited by the lack of equipment 
manufacturers locally based (NZ) creating volume issues 

• Various quantitative data estimates for R&D projects 

• BASA is slow to change & has limited scope of FAA acceptance 

• "Industry innovation is stunted by the rules" 

• CAA146 organisation, 12 people, 7 years of operation doing 
consulting work for aircraft repairs and mods 

• Currently applying for CAA148 to do composite manufacture 

• Long term goal: design, build & certify own new aircraft type 
• Currently do testing in-house or with universities (challenging) 

• Would benefit from a local CAA approved and calibrated 
testing laboratory that could complete certification work -
material qualification (composites) via tensile & compression 

• Need an environmental chamber to control/vary conditions 

• Volume: ~950 coupons annually for UTM @ $100-150 each 

• Possibly can 148 subcontractor (witness, same as university) 

• R&D may follow with larger volumes 
• Viable scenario: Source ~4 companies to provide testing work, 

and the lab becomes CAA certified with composite expertise 

• Recommended by Steve Wilson, formerly involved with 
aerospace design and manufacturing of various components 

• Was also part of CDC planning development of an aviation 
tech park centred near CHCH airport (gave reports to review) 

• Gave suggestion about how to overcome barriers and 
limitations of NZ industry-JV 

• Posed questions around demand, growth potential, key 
partners and competitive advantage/unique capability 

13 February 2017 

• Project possibility expanded upon a live PMA R&D 12roject 
and passed onto HSL- building the (develo12ment of a new 
business case with tangible leads seat cushion) 

I 

I 

I 

I 

• Potential 12artner for HSL 12ilot • Independent source 
I 12rojects in aerosgace • Had problems w it h using 

I 

• Able and willing to utilise the UTM the university & in-house 
capability as a 148 subcontractor syste,ms, so the re may be 

• Composites are a potential high a slight bias towards 

growth area with limited available suggesting viabi lity of 
I 

NZ commercial testing facilities commercial laboratory 

• Useful insight for scale and • However, the information 
quantitative data appeared represe ntative 

for the businesses size 
and goals 

I 

I 

• Useful suggestions after past effort • Independent : 

on an aerospace business case • Comes from a unique 
• Useful material and insight for background of operati ng 

structuring opportunity analysis within the secto r and 
• Wool research boards capability working on ind ust ry 

• Potential access to manuals to development w ith CDC 

reduce time inputs for CAA146 or (big picture) 

148 certification • Gives critical ly reasoned 
opinions and insights --
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Andrew Elliot 
Advanced Aerospace 
LTD 
19/12/2016 

Scott Spooner 
Aeronavics 
20/12/2016 

Leslie Joyce 
(ema il correspondence) 
Phitek 
21/12/2016 

J. Hursth ouse 

• Lincoln university and wool research were involved with 
flammability and advanced materials research in the past 

• Biggest cost of achieving certification is creating the manuals 
for SOP's around processes. His former business partner 
(company shut down) may still own and be w illing to 
distribute these manuals to adapt and reduce certifying t ime 

• Build interior composites for Virgin & Air NZ 

• Specifically carbon fibre tray tables 

• Design is set by the client (Zodiak) and therefore they don' t 
need to do product testing as it is to standard already(?) 

• AA are more involved with quality control than testing 
• Currently involved in carbon fibre doors for super yachts 
• Best companies for testing have R&D E.g. Revolution Fibres 

• Manufacture and sale of customisable commercial drones 

• Work with micro size up to 2.Sm width 

• No direct airworthiness certification, however they test and 
operate to high performance standards {internally set) 

• No direct needs for a commercial testing laboratory 
• Trends (also desired by Aeronavics) - more regulated UAV 

industry for safer operation and approvals of manufacture 

• Develop interior components E.g. headphone inserts 
• Do projects needing EASA approvals - to achieve this they 

work in conjunction with official DOA certifiers 

• Product development is done internally 
• Approval and qualifications are externally tested from 

certified operators, but pre-qualification tests are in-house 

• Currently local pre-qualification tests are: temperature t est , 
operational shock and vibration testing 

• External testers: ITL- USA, Smoke & Toxicity- Test Corp 
(California), Flammability- Skandia 

Email Correspondence: 13/ 12/2016 
• Specific information on test standards (see email) 

• Evidence of subcontractor system 
fo r manufactu ring where Zod iak 
prescribes expectations to meet 

• Insight to composites - possible 
t echnology in super yachts 
applicable to ae rospace 

• Useful insight to t he drone sector 

• No direct need for a t esting 
laboratory 

• Outlined that primari ly the testing 
lies in control & avionics systems 
rather than struct ures 

• Further scoping of the NZ 
aerospace market 

• Internal R&D processes, as we ll as 
loca l pre-qualification before using 
cert ified testing labs 

• Testing competitors (local & 
international) for manufacturers 

I 

13 February 2017 

-- -
• Independent 

• Objective insight from a 
composites manufacturer 
not di rectly involved in 
certification work 

-
• Independent 

• More of an operator than 
a business decis ion maker 

• Independent 
• Objective and informat ive 

information about t heir 
supply chain fo r validati ng 
product perfo rmance and 
gaining certi ficat ion 

__ J 
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Prices range: USD 62 - 300 per test 

Internal (Holmes Solutions) 

Don McGill • Provided feedback on Market Analysis 1 
Holmes Solutions - • Fair overview of the industry and potential opportunities 
Engineer • Certification and innovation can be very slow moving, but this 
(Prior aerospace can be overcome with close communication with regulators 
consulting) and internal work to stay prepared & ahead of requirements 
5/12/2016 • Wind tunnels are an outdated testing facility with many 

closing due to cost-effectiveness of computer modelling 

• Boeing were let down by international supply chains, so have 
trended to more in-house or local options to avoid delays 

• CAA can be encouraging up front, but if they don't have 
adequate understanding will hold up final sign off 

Email correspondence: 19/01/2016 
• Reviewed cost of certification budget 
• Advised development of manuals takes substantial time, 

upwards of 120 hours (possibly more) 

• Other costs to consider are: document revisions, internal 
audits, facility adjustments, quality system management 

Ben Woods • Discussed HSL role in North America - looking to strengthen 
Holmes Solutions - relationships and expand customer base in this region 
North America office • Potential engagement with US testers involved in aerospace 
7/12/2016 • Proximity of Boom Supersonic to the Colorado offices 

• Possible interaction with FAA regulators regarding approva l 

Simon Lock • Internal feedback for project direction (RE: Market Analysis 1) 
Holmes Solutions - COO • Useful industry trends and big picture analysis; however 
13/12/2016 needs to be made relevant to Holmes Solutions operations 

• Access to companies who have done similar things is useful t o 
streamline process (certification etc.) 

• Review CAA148 list for possible subcontractor partners 
• Don't necessarily be NZ specific -we can start there but keep 

an eye on the wider market (ready to pounce on innovators) 

13 February 2017 

~ 

• Involve HSL staff as members of • Independent 
possible aerospace project team • Practical thoughts on how 

• Validated market findings against to engage opportunity 
experienced operator and overcome some of 

• Insight to NZ regulators the barriers to ent ry 

• Suggestion on how to overcome 
t he slow barrier of certification 

I 

I 

I 

• Accessibility of North America • Independent 
• Engaged HSL team interested in • Limited knowledge of the 

t he project direction aerospace indust ry I 
• Optimistic ideas 

• Useful feedback about confining • Optimistic 
opportunities down to HSL scale • Holmes Solutions 

• Awareness of who ideal target employee so is am bit ious 
partners and customers may be & looking for large retu rns 

• Good advice regarding business • Limited aerospace 
case and analysis (former MBA) experience 

_J 
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Emerson Ryder 
Holmes Solutions 
(Prior work in Air NZ 
maintenance facility) 
14/12/2016 

Kevin Botman 
Holmes Solutions 
(Previously Air NZ for 30 
years) 
25/01/2017 

• Other Industry 

Peter Deans 
DC Ross - CEO 
28/11/2016 

Jacob Shikma 
Southern Cross 
Engineering 
30/11/2016 

J. H ursthouse 

• Innovators and early adopters (doing R&D) are likely ideal 
customer -time pressure ($), less established supply cha ins 

• Was involved with routine aircraft maintenance (very broad) 

• Plane cycles cause expansion and contraction needing checks 
• Full 747 assessment and overhaul could take 12 weeks 
• Strict SOP's, manuals, and retrofit guidelines 

• Maintenance facilities utilise only approved components 
• Very little in R&D and testing of designs - followed guidelines 

• Previously involved with Air NZ for 30 years 

• Seats get quite a thrashing, composites could have challenges 
with structural integrity and lifetimes 

• Understanding was that seat tests are completed by the 
manufacturers and send to airlines fully approved 

• Airlines only need testing when they do major seat mods 

• Tooling and machining company with some aerospace work 
• Involved in NZTE 'aerospace cluster group' attempting to 

grow a supply chain and aerospace capability in NZ 

• Suggested a number of contacts from this group to chase up 
• Theory: By connecting many different firms together, 

capability to deliver and win projects was improved 

• Safe Air representative (Wayne Price) looked for work but the 
group eventually flopped without gaining tangible projects 

• Barriers to entry for small NZ operators: high cost of 
certification (long delay before work flows occur too), 
"insurance costs are through the roof" 

• Involved in building structures/material more than aerospace 
• Only aerospace projects have been with indirect equipment 

not related to flight critical components 

• Limited testing needs due to lower certification standards 

13 February 2017 

---

--

• Validation of maintenance • Independent 
industries processes - limited need • Only involved in 
for testing & product development maintenance 

• Use PMA's frequently, therefore if • Limited knowledge of 
cost-effective will be purchased by industry opportunity 
maintenance bodies (development amongst product 
opportunity) development and t esting -

• Awareness of who a dynamic • Independent 
testing customer may be • Experienced operator I 

• Need to assess frequency/need by who is new to HSL shari ng 
airlines for dynamic testing ideas and insight 

• First discovery of the NZ cluster • Independent I 
• A number of contacts and sources • Gave objective views on 

given and pursued following this the industry and efforts of 

• Validated NZ public sector interest the group 
in fostering the industry (at least in • DC Ross was not at t he 

I 
recent years) forefront, nor directly 

• Confirmation of barriers to entry involved in aerospace so 
for non-aerospace organisations did not have a large 

I 
involvement or benefit 
from this group 

I 

• Understand service providers • Independent 
involvement in aerospace • Limited involvement with 

• Lower performance & certification the direct aerospace 

I standards than aerospace sector 
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Tom Edhouse 
BRANZ - Technical 
Advisor 
30/11/2016 

John Mitchell 
R&D Consulting - CEO 

6/12/2016 

Stuart Jackson 
Motovated - Engineer 
6/12/2016 

John Bowmar 
ACMA-CEO 
12/12/2016 

Erin Barton 
(email correspondence) 
AON Insurance -
Executive Director 
(Dunedin, NZ) 
13/12/2016 

Gerald Kapoor 

J. Hursthouse 

• Flammability testers in NZ doing mostly building structu res 
and are "the only fire lab in NZ" 

• AUS services shortage with a 3 month delay on tests 

• Typically perform test as a complete system 

• Don't offer coupon testing- small scale and they' re busy 
without doing that service 

• Metal analysis and metallurgical services 
• Don't operate in aerospace due to the challenges of 

certification and significant insurance liabilitl'. and cost 

• NZ volume doesn't stack up to the cost for a small operator 

• Motovated do not directly supply services towards aerospace 
• Have supplied lifting mechanisms for Pratt & Whitney 

maintenance work (contact Tim Coslett) 

• They provided secondment engineers to do fixed terms with 
organisations such as Martin Aircraft 

• They are not involved with certification, with no testing needs 

• Polyurethane foam manufacturers (largely exporters) 
• Majority of product supplied to the transport industry (trains) 

• Fire testing is normally done overseas due to reliability 

• NZ flammability testing could be warranted by composites 
and R&D projects 

• NZ space sector is small compared to general aviation 
• Very little can happen in the industry without insurance due 

to the high capital values involved 

• Insurance requirements split into two aspects: 

0 Cover for asset if lost or destroyed by accident 

0 Cover for liability for damage if something fa ils 

• Global trends show insurance premiums generally dropping 

• Cover typically costs $2,500-50,000 + GST P.A depending on 
staff and turnover. Most sit within $3000-5000 range. 

• In aerospace: manufacture precision tools for engine strippi ng 
• Company has 17025 certification and a history of success 

13 February 2017 

• Insight to delays with general fire • Independent 
~ 

t esting in NZ and Australia • Unfamiliar w ith aerospace 
• Identified possible market gaps in flammability projects, but 

t he coupon testing area comprehensive 
I 

knowledge of w ider 

I industry 

• Chal lenges of aerospace entrance • Independent I 

for small players • Past experience in t he I 
industry and now an 

I objective exte rnal view 

• Insight to engineering • Independent 
organisations on aerospace fri nges • Minimal involvement w it h 

• Concept of secondment aerospace fo r Motovated 
engineering - could be useful to 
HSL for gaining relevant exQertise 

• Insight to materials manufacturing • Independent 
industry • Objective view w it h 

• Val idation of NZ lack of fi re testers limited supply t o 

• Further suggestion of potentially aerospace 
growing composites sector 

• Useful quantitative data around • Independent 
insu rance costs • Provided objective 

• Understanding the differences in estimates from indust ry 
insurance cover experience of insuran ce 

• Provided material for global cost 
insurance trends and relevant 
information around hazards and 
cover for operators 

• Insight to some of the views • Independent 
amongst NZ businesses 
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Metal Tech Engineering 
- Engineering Manager 
16/12/2016 

Public Sector 

Chris Thomson 
Callaghan Innovation 
21/11/2016 

J. Hursthouse 

• Hold 1509001, customers will oversee aerospace certs 

• Looking at CAA certification in 2017 
Cluster Group 
• Lack of accuracy within members work outputs: poor 

calibration, failing to deliver to drawing specifications 
• Chicken & egg difficulty: members wanted projects but were 

not willing to improve performance to meet expectations. 
Only acceptable: DC Ross, Winston Gordon Davies 

• Overseas industry: expect high quality and precision but the 
clients and general demand are not willing to pay for it -
tough industry to deal with (considering phasing out) 

Asian Markets 
• MTE looked at Asian markets - complex & ambiguous, clients 

would not provide details and context to requested work 

• Very challenging to get contracts and commitment for work 

• Slow build than 2 to cover costs 

-

21/11/16 (general project discussion) 
• Suggested considerations for the project and business case 
• Scale, competitive advantage, who needs it, competitors etc. 

• "NZ certification could be a good pathway to US and EU 
markets for Asian organisations (that lack some credibility)" 

• Bi-lateral is dependent on the product- not all apply 

• Callaghan are supporting composites development in NZ (sent 
me a cleansed survey of industry testing information) 

• Drones under 15kg don't currently need approval, however 
CAA are working through new regulations for UAV industry 

15/12/16 (focus on composites) 
• Seeking to grow high value technology industries 

• Organised composites workshop for networking & discussion 
• Key industry problems: lack of expertise in labour market & 
_ inability to attract international dients (offshore marketing) 

• Chicken and egg challenge for NZ 
industry and new entrants 

• Evidence of unwillingness amongst 
the cluster group to 'play the long 
game' and meet international 
client expectations 

• Complex Asian markets are 
difficult to partner with 

• Goldmine quantitative data from 
composites survey and the 
associated email list 

• Connections within the NZ Govt. 
support mechanisms 

• Identification of the distinction 
between Callaghan and NZTE 

• Opportunity in the composites 
space (networking) 

• Callaghan goal to grow capability 
and support new IP programmes 

13 February 2017 

• Experienced operator to 
high industry standards 

• Holds critical views of 
quality of market 
operators and many other 
NZ organisations 

• Pragmatic evaluation of 
the challenges in 
aerospace and Asian 
operations 

• Independent 
• Very experienced in the 

aviation field across 
private & regulator roles 

• Has agenda of growing NZ 
industry in general so is 
encouraging of solid 
research 

• Useful industry contact 
with good ideas for 
research and market 
analysis processes 
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Lucy Vickers 
NZTE - Customer 
Advisor 

23/11/2016 

J. Hursthouse 

• Centre for Advanced Composites conference (PFAM) in 
Auckland on 25/01/2017 

• HSL could get assistance from NZTE (offshore 'High Impact 
Programme'), but need to be part of Focus 700 group 

• Callaghan are typically looking to grow high end capability-
dynamic testing could be justified with new IP inclusions 

• More support could come from regional development corp. 

• Could not find any NZTE reports on aerospace to provide 

• Would only be able to provide one for specific companies 

• Peter Smyth (currently NZTE customer manager - Hamilton) 
worked with the cluster group - "no bandwidth to assist" 

. • Referred ~hEi~l""homson -_~a~.agha_n,_~J()_~_ri_f'Ji_<:~_()lso11 - AIA _________ ___,_ ___ _ 

· • NZ sector is small, doing 'basic' work (3-4 players), except RL ' Joseph Shannon 
MBIE-Space 

, Consultant 

~ 29/11/2016 

Wayne Price 
(email correspondence 
& cluster group reports) 
Involvement with NZTE 

. aerospace cluster group 
Safe Air 

7/12/2016 

' John Nicholson 
' Aviation Association NZ 
· 9/12/2016 

• NZ advantages: minimal flight restrictions, good testing space, 
CAA 'easy regulator to work with' 

• Disadvantages: lack of industry base, clustery industry (supply 
chains typically US based), low supply of expert labour 

• Rocket Lab do testing in-house (may have use for a facility) or 
their clients for testing the payloads 

• Would need to attract foreign investment for scale 

• Useful contacts & secondary material for review 

• Involved with the aerospace group initiative pushed by NZTE 
and Safe Air 

• Group attempted to gain traction between 2011-2014 
• Four reports from this attempt were sent through 

• The group failed to gain sufficient projects to function and 
now is just an informal network without organized meetings 

• The group could re-establish and collaborate if specific 
opportunity was recognised and developed 

• 1000 aircraft to every person in NZ vs 600,000:1 in China 

• NZ aviation are early adopters - agriculture, forestry, tourism, 
however innovation is less apparent in manufacturing 

~---------~---- --·-----------"··- --------------~-------

• Limited co-operation with the 
project, possibly due to 
approaching as a student rather 
than as part of HSL 

• Useful suggested other contacts 
--- ---- - ----------------

• Challenges evident in the (small) 
space industry 

• Clustered and localised supply 
chains are difficult to access 

• Thinking beyond Rocket Lab to 
their clients' needs has merit 

• Reports demonstrating the active 
interests of NZ public sector to 
grow industry 

• The process behind attempting to 
gain market entry 

• Challenges and barriers that 
inevitably prevented success of an 
aerospace supply chain in NZ 

• Experienced view of industry and 
potential opportunity 

13 February 2017 

• Independent 

• Not at liberty to offer 
much assistance if not 
part of the focal 
companies of NZTE 

• Independent 
• Consultant hired by MBIE 

to canvas the industry 

• Objectively speaking 
about his findings 

• Independent 

• Reported to a group of 9 
companies and NZTE 
which required objective 
and professional 
judgement 

• Independent 

• Experienced in the 
aerospace industry 
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John Hamilton 
Canterbury 
Development Corp 
(CDC) 
19/12/2016 

Regulator 

Jen Ferguson 
IANZ - Coordination 
Services 
7/11/2016 

Greg Baum 
Civil Aviation Authority 
NZ (CAA) 
8/11/2016 

J. Hursthouse 

• Composites and titanium development are growing, "but we 
lack reputation in advanced aviation" 

• Yachting technology could become prevalent in aerospace 

• NZ has quite a presence in aerospace software development 
and these organisations may have use for a testing lab 

• Most NZ organisations are foreign owned (AIM, Pacific) 
• FAA- "You shall do this", EASA- "show outcome & evidence" 

• Certifications required for large clients (may cost ~$100K) 

• Avoided with alternative markets (Asia) - largely use EASA 
• Encourage collaboration & approval from India, Vietnam etc. 

• Scale and investment issues can be de-risked by JV options 

• Insurance options: AON, Marsh, Boston Marks 

• CDC are not actively facilitating any aerospace growth pushes 
• Recommended local industry contacts: 

• Composites etc. - Fabrum Solutions, Dynamic Composites, 
Contour Engineering, Designa Electronics 

• International Accreditation New Zealand 

• Have standards for an extensive range of industries including 
those involved in aerospace (see directory) 

• No overlap or cross acceptance between IANZ and CMNZ 

8/11/2016 
• NZ aviation regulations are based upon the US (FAA) system 
• Pacific aerospace achieve aircraft type certification by 

demonstrating performance and that it conforms to drawings 
• All onus is on designer to prove everything is acceptable 
• Various countries differ in 'type acceptance' (due diligence) 

• AQQroval reguires: early regulator involvement, viewing 
drawings, Qlans, test systems, certification and finally 
witnessing the test (all at the designers exQense) 

• Testing is minimal in NZ due to size of manufacturing industry 

13 February 2017 

-
• Suggestion of awareness of • Encouraging of growth, 

geographic and regulator variation but pragmatic view of th e 

• Recognition of growing NZ challenges and barriers 

innovation and expertise 
I 

• Suggestion of feasible pathway for 
market entrance 

I 

--

• No local involvement with • Independent 
aerospace facilitation • Limited aerospace 

• Connections to reach out to knowledge but good 
connections within 
Christchurch industry 

• Contact within accreditation • Independent 
bodies in NZ • No direct involvement 

• Validation that certification does with aerospace but useful 
not cross over certification insights 

--
• Insight to practical application of • Independent 

t he regulations • Experienced in t he 
• Understanding the process aerospace industry 

required to gain certification • Coming from th e 
• Important recognition of key perspective of a regulato r 

failings and the need to keep CAA with set requi rements and 
in the loop about efforts and standards 
processes • Objective and pragmatic 

opinion 
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29/11/2016 

Email Correspondence: 
20/01/2017 

J. Hursthouse 

• In many cases testing is just one-off to prove performance 

• Numerous types of flammability tests, only basic offered in NZ 
• CAA are under NZ Transport authority and are tasked with 

overseeing a 'safe and vibrant aviation system' 

• Do not actively facilitate (consult or fill out forms), but they 
do assist if an organisation approaches with their intentions 

• CAA148 advisory circular (AC) provides outline of the process 
and requirements for being a certified operator- initial 
meeting, step by step outline, manuals, guidelines etc. 

• A 148 organisation can oversee non-certified companies 
doing work. but the 148 is liable and must witness/audit 

• Bi-lateral is used, but not often and doesn't cover everything 

• Common failures and poor aspects by NZ organisations: 
o Inadequate quality systems (internal processes) 
o Personnel records (training & competency) 

• IANZ accreditation is "good to have, but not equivalent" 
Email 6/12/2016 (indications of cost) 
• CAA charges $294 per hour 

• New Part 146 or 148: 
o 50 hours for CAA review and processes 
o Internal manuals & procedures to standard 
o Annual audit -15 hrs 
o 2 year certificate renewal 20-50 hrs 
o Total: ~$30,000 CAA cost for new certification 

• Regarding estimated certification costs 

• Advised manuals is extensive, up to 240 hours 

• Establishing quality systems and development of processes 
could be around 100 hours 

• Quality audits alone would likely be three days of work 
• Medium company (40) full time quality management staff 

. • Rules around quality assurance are not shifting to 'Safety 

____________________ --~- ~~n_c3_gE=TT1_E:_nt Systems' (E~!~_to_~~.A. rule part 1q9J __ 

• Reference material of advisory 
circulars to simplify the 
requirements that must be met 

13 February 2017 
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4 OTHER PURSUED SOURCES 

Date Name 
~ -----·-··-· ·-· - -- ---- --·-···----· 

7/11/2016 Andrew Nicholson 

8/11/2016 
---~····----

15/11/2016 Kerry Reeves 
------------·---,----- -------------

15/11/2016 Michael Pervan 

24/11/2016 
- ---- ------- ---

28/11/2016 Carmelita O'Connor 
-----· .. - -------·-------- --------------

1/12/2016 Dr Chris Hann 

CAA 
_, ________ 

University of Canterbury 
·--- -- - -- - --- - ------··-- ------·------ - ----------------- " ... -· - ---· - ------·-··----

1/12/2016 Fred Samandari 
. ----~-·-----~~---· --

6/12/2016 Daniel Chadwick 
--- -----·- ·------------· 

6/12/2016 Mark James 
-------------~ --··---------··- ------

Steve Bond 

Pacific Aerospace 
--------- - --- -------·-- ---------

Axiam Metals 

NTech 

? 

? 

J. Hursthouse 13 February 2017 

Comments 

Emailed through annual reports for assessment of operations 

No current involvement in aerospace, recommended online sources to review 
-,------ ---------- - ---- - -- --- - -- ----

Referred communication to Lee Donald and Matthew Pepler 
-----·-· --------- -------- ----- --

Deferred to Robert de Roo & Mark Sawyer 
-

No email response, called - referred to Jessica Tulp (no assistance) 

Referred to website information 
- - -

Connected with Joseph Shannon - Consultant working on NZ space sector analysis 
-------------- --- - ... 

Sent lists of CAA146 and 148 certified organisations 
-

Rocketry Programmes, not able to provide information (not relevant field) 
- - - ----

Drones - deferred to Kelvin Barnsdale & Adriel Kind 

No response 

No response 
---------- -------·· - - --- - --

Don't do certification - only make to clients drawings, suggested composites companies 

Confirmation that model flying certify UAV's, referred to Scott Spooner for drone expertise 

No response 
- - ------ ----

lnitia I reply, no useful information as yet 
------ - -

Brief phone call & email, no reply to plan time to discuss 
·~-------------------- -~~· ---

No response - referred by Dave Rycroft 
~- --·----------· --- ------- -----

No response - referred by Dave Rycroft 
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5 SUGGESTED SOURCES NOT YET OBTAINED 

J. Hursthouse 

This is a preliminary indication and suggestion of further sources, but should be added to by HSL t o focus additional market research. 

Individual or Organisation Sourced From or Suggested By Purpose or Information Value 

Rocket Lab - Space industry operations in NZ and possible development work 

Composite International Steve Bond Further understanding of composite companies 

Revolution Fibres Andrew Elliot Composite R&D and possible testing needs 

List oftest companies in the email Leslie Joyce Understanding competitors 

CSST Space Centre Jim Hefkey $14M budget - any relevance to HSL 

Pacific Aerospace Greg Baum Largest NZ Manufacturer - no communication 

lnnova Helicopters Andrew Diehl Potential large sca le R&D needs 

Martin Aircraft Simon Lock Potential large sca le R&D needs 

13 February 2017 

SWS Certification Steve Wilson Setting up operations in NZ, may have views on local test services 

Suggestions during correspondence Gerald Kapoor 

Suggestions during correspondence Erin Barton 

Suggestions during correspondence John Hamilton CDC 

Suggestions during correspondence Original Excel Spreadsheet list 

See Appendix DS table of intended targets 

International airlines E.g. Jetstar 

Defence forces & military 

CSIRO & AWATA Australia 

International seat manufacturers 

Certification bodies - FAA & EASA 

REFERENCES 

See final report bibliography for all references from the literature review 

Table of Contents 

E.g. Zodiak 
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Appendix F: Deliverable 8 - Market Analysis 2 

DOCUMENT REVISION History 

Version Date Details Distribution 

1.0 7/12/2016 Initial draft JH 

1.1 12/12/2016 Stab 2 JH 

1.2 16/12/2016 Completed first draft - submitted for JH, TP 
feedback 

2.1 17/12/2016 Revisions following TP feedback JH, PB, TP, AD, SL 

Submitted to HSL sponsors - 18/12/2016 

3.0 24/01/2017 Review & edit for inclusion to final report See final report list 

REPORT DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS 

Term Definition 
-

PMA Parts Manufacturer Approval 

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer 

GG Generation Global 
-- -- -- -r-- -- --
UTM Universal Testing Machine 

--- --

CAA Civil Aviation Authority NZ 
-- --- -

FAA Federal Aviation Administration 
t---

EASA European Aviation Safety Agency 

Fl Flight Interiors 

CAA148 Aircraft Manufacturing Organisations 

CAA146 Aircraft Design Organisations 

EASA Part 21 Design Organisations 

FAA Part 21, 23 Parts Manufacturer Approval, Small Airplanes 

FAR 25.853 Flammability Requirements for Aircraft Seat Cushions 

1 REPORT SCOPE & PURPOSE 

This document is a market review for Holmes Solutions (HSL), reporting on opportunity in the 

aerospace industry. It follows on from the project deliverable 5 (included in Appendix A), which 

provided an overview of the aerospace market and research findings related to HSL. The report 

builds on these findings including insights from further research undertaken by interviewing NZ 

operators. It contextualises the research for their relations to HSL, and provides recommendations 

on each opportunity. 

2 SPONSOR ACTION ITEMS & RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1 Urgent 

• Review deliverable 8 and provide student feedback prior to 11am 21/12/2016 

o Feedback should be closely linked to project direction for the remaining 6 weeks 

• Assist with planning and content for the business case (the student will be working on this 

throughout the Christmas break) 

• For live projects, review table viable options in section 8 

• Consider defining HSL goals for: scale, return, type of work high or low risk, timeline 
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2.2 Less Urgent Actions 

J. Hursthouse 13 February 2017 

• Communicate with Generation Global - possible cushion testing project 

• Consider composite involvement -Aero Design, Talbot Technologies 

• Consider opening dialogue with CAA about HSL intentions, reasons for entering the industry 

and what regulations you may be looking to work towards/achieve certification in. 

• Communicate with NZTE's aviation team. They are interesting in building capability in NZ 

and international marketing. Callaghan are also interested in composites development. 

3 BRIEF PROJECT OVERVIEW 

3.1 Completed Work 

The project is currently in week 9 of the 15 available between 25/10/2016 and 3/02/2017. This table 

briefly outlines the project stages and completion so far. 

Project Initiation Started 25 October 2016 with slight scope refinement in following weeks 

Early Research 'Big picture' literature review for trends and industry understanding 

Overview of HSL Involvement with HSL teams to assess culture, strategy & capabilities 

Deeper Research Continued digging into literature and identified key sources 

MEM Presentations Project presentation: Pitch of HSL fit with the aerospace industry 

Industry Outreach Aggressive push to over 60 aerospace personnel for research interviews 

Market Reports Current stage - collation of research insights for recommendations 

3.2 Project Deliverable 5: Market Review 1 

Project deliverable 5 shown in Appendix A, summarises the key research findings prior to 30 

November. This provided an overview of many industry trends and insight to the practicalities of 

aerospace regulations and operations. A full list of primary and secondary sources have been 

recorded with the intention of performing a thorough literature review on both. This will critically 

evaluate the source for reliability and will highlight key insights from each. 

3.3 Broad Initial Research Scope 

The first half of the project had immense scope of research direction available seeking opportunity 

in many areas. This caused challenges with the lack of definitive goals and targets of project types. 

Further to this, the lack of definition has meant thoroughly reviewing many regions has been 

impossible in the short time window prior to Christmas. 

3.4 Decision for primarily NZ Focus 

After consultation with HSL sponsors, a decision was made to reduce the international outreach and 

focus on gaining better understanding and traction with NZ opportunity. This was justified with the 

rationale 'we have to start and prove ourselves somewhere' (TP). 

Further to this, a number of aerospace practitioners such as representatives from AIM Altitude and 

Flight Interiors were sceptical of gaining international clients without any experience. Starting an 

aerospace entrance by utilising NZ systems and regulations with local clients makes a lot of sense for 

building capability and expertise prior to more ambitious expositions. 
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3.5 Aerospace Research Source Groups 

To gain a picture of the industry a broad range of sector groups were contacted which included: 

-
Regulators 

--
Understand their role and implementati~n of regulations 

-

Government Bodies Establish level of facilitation and support for industry gr~wth _ 

Airlines Largest and diverse NZ player 
---- -

Engineering Operators What they do, problems, hold-ups and NZ constraints 
-

Service Providers Associated operators outside of direct flight related activities 
-

Academics Research topics (drones & space), trends and insight 
Insurers Significant cost component of aerospace 

--- - -
Space Sector 

--
Reviewing opportunity with high budgets and extensive R&D work __ 

Innovators Early adopters and developers looking for what's next 
- -

Other Past researchers, market research company, journalism sites, hobbyists 

4 OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT BY INDUSTRY 

Opportunity within industry segments was assessed by identifying positive drivers and constraining 

factors to weigh up viable operation and value from the enterprise. These have been ordered by 

their perceived fit with Holmes Solutions, and recommended opportunities are outlined in bold . 

Industry Opportunity Drivers for HSL Constraints of Feasibility 

Assisting clients to • Clients after cheaper • Low volumes of NZ manufacturing -
develop and validate alternatives to OEM's mostly niche componentry 
equivalent & certified • Large variety of projects • Clients are typically international and 
replacement parts for & parts needing tests looking for certified testers 
aircraft (PMA's) • Extensive testing R&D & • Variety of required tests may require 

performance validation new expertise and (large) investment 

• Live project (Gen. Global) (dynamic, & flammability) 

Composites and new • Increasing use seeking • NZ has niche operators with low 
structural materials improved efficiency volumes, may need several involved for 
becoming involved for • Repeat R&D work profitability 
aerospace part • Callaghan objective to • Not always directly related to aerospace 
manufacturing foster composite growth • Infrequent work cycles (few large 

• Live project: UTM coupon projects annually) 

tests for Aero Design • Looking for CAA approved use of material 

Interior fabrics and • Regular batch tests • Low NZ volumes & infrequent projects 
materials requiring • Simple testing set up • Most NZ operators seek international use 
flammability testing • NZ design & and so the tester needs FAA certification 

manufacturers exist 

Large scale aircraft • Large scale projects • NZ minimal plane manufacturing 
frames and structures • Potential development of • Requires substantial facility & resources 

new IP • Reputation and certification required 

• Client sensitive IP; usually test in-house 
Light Drones & UAV • Fast growing industry • Regulation may kill industry (added cost) 

• Airworthiness regulations • Rapidly changing industry limits demand 
about to be enforced for drone parts R&D programmes 

• Tests are more avionics than structures 
Space & Satellites • Often substantial budget • NZ industry is limited to Rocket Lab, now 

US owned, access is a large barrier 
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-- -

• Comprehensive R&D • Testing may be more re lated to power 
testing programmes and control systems than hardware 

• Exciting industry with IP • Satellite programmes are uncertain and 
development potential run for very long periods (NZ up to 20 yr) 

Defence Forces • Substantial budget+ R&D • Lack of locally based projects 

• Looking for new designs, • Extremely high level of secrecy 
methods & improvement • In-house tests are common in defence 

Indirect aircraft • Significant international • Testing is less prevalent than direct use 
equipment (ramps, air client base with lower certification standards 
bridge etc .) • IP/use easily transferred • Minimal competitive advantage/need 

Aerospace • Dominant aspect of • Minimal product development work 
Maintenance global industry (repairs • No need for testing to failure as they use 

emphasized over replace) already approved and available parts 

Aerospace associated • NZ considered a • Not related to HSL competencies 
services (aviation reputable provider • Requires substantial new processes & 
support, training etc.) expertise 

5 LARGEST CHALLENGES FOR HSL IN AEROSPACE 

Four primary barriers are evident that may inhibit HSL's possible entrance to aerospace. These must 

be considered and overcome to improve company capability and market confidence to gain projects . 

• Lack of reputation in aerospace and perceived limited expertise within team, 

• Lack of certification to complete any approved aerospace testing (CAA, FAA, EASA), 

• Limitations of volume and scale of projects in NZ, 

• Chicken and egg dilemma - what comes first: projects/clients or certification to operate. 

6 PROBLEMS OF NEW ZEALAND CUSTOMERS 

Talking with various NZ operators revealed three common pain points regarding existing certification 

processes and available testing services (most commercial laboratories are based in US): 

Time of Delivery 

•Strict FAA regulations limit the number of labs due to difficulty/cost of accreditation 

•Most labs are US based often creating long lead times for test bookings (months) 

•Delays occur when freighting parts internationally causing slows turnaround times 

Cost of Testing & Certification 

•Limited availability of labs drives prices up 

•International shipping costs add to fees, particularly for large components 

•Lead times can delay projects and cause large costs for non-delivery 

lnnability for local R&D Collaboration 

•Offshore facilities reduce flexibility of clients involvement in testing programmes 

•Clients cannot easily be involved for their own understanding and development work 

•This inhibits R&D speed and collaboration between client and laboratory 
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7 HOLMES SOLUTIONS COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

7.1 NZ Industry 

Following discussions with industry a number of differentiating factors could be provided by Holmes 

Solutions within NZ aerospace services. These would give them an edge, benefit the customer and 

provide a service willing to be paid for. 

• Locally based - involve NZ clients in testing and R&D, reduce shipping and lead times 

• Engineering knowhow - product development and problem solving in addition to testing 

• Private vs. university- more efficient turnaround and commercially savvy operations 

7.2 Uncertain Attractiveness to International Client of 'Remote location' 

In other projects HSL often promotes the benefit of being tucked away in NZ in secret. This allows 

development of IP to occur away from prying eyes and allows clients to get ahead of the market. 

This advantage is yet to be validated in the aerospace sector, where the benefits may be nullified by: 

• Slow moving industry with limited innovation not valuing the need for getting ahead, 

• The long process of regulation and reporting meaning secrets are not easily kept, 

• Assumption that due to the long regulatory processes, IP is difficult to copy (or use in 

products) and is naturally protected because of this. 

8 AEROSPACE CAPABILITIES 

8.1 Viable HSL Services 

In Market Report 1 (Appendix A), possible services HSL could offer (Section 3.1) and identified 

opportunities were described (Section 6). Research has narrowed these to more specific services HSL 

could offer. These are considered the most viable, and fit potential live projects with minimal new 

resources required. 

• Static testing of composites (universal testing machine) 

• Compression, tensile and density testing of seat cushion (certify an equivalent part, PMA) 

• Flammability testing of materials (vertical & horizontal burn, smoke & toxicity analysis) 

• Dynamic testing for seats via crash/sled tests (G-forces and anamorphic dummy impact) 

8.2 Practicalities of Engaging these Services 

How it is 
done? 
Live Project 

Possible NZ - . 
Clients ·~ - - .. 

. : . :~: ·' ·. . 
·, . .. 
~~ .... • --::...~--·- .. , . -~. 

Static 
Testing composite 
coupons under different 
environmental conditions 

Universal test machine 
(UTM) 

• Aero Design 

• Generation Global 

• Talbot Technologies 

• Other composite 
manufacturers 

Flammability 
Testing materials such as 
composites, fabrics and 
aircraft interiors 
Vertical & horizontal 
burn, smoke & toxicity 

• Air NZ 

• Flight Interiors NZ 

• Phitek 
• AIM Altitude 

Dynamic 
Crash testing of seat 
frames at high G-forces 

Using sleds accelerated 
with a sudden impact 

• Air NZ 

• Generation Global 

• Flight Interiors 

• Talbot Technologies 
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~t:tsr-"'·~•.,,,~~ 
Resources 

~_Required 
Resources 

Use of UTM machine and 
composites knowledge 
Environmental chamber 
for humidity and temp 

Access to Cone Roadside test bogie 
Calorimeter HTM-2 Hydraulics 

Smoke and toxicity Larger scale test rig 
chamber Anamorphic dummies 

• Limited NZ capability- • High cost & lead time of • Lack of NZ R&D facility 
better than Universities global competitors • Large shipping costs 

• Short turnaround time 
Limiting 

. ' . • Uncertain margins • Need for FAA/FAR • Potentially very low or 
Factors 

,Relevant 
Regulations 
Possible 
Volumes 

·Possible 
•' . 
Revenue 
Key info 
sources 

• Lack of composite 
capability & knowledge 

CAA148, AS9100 

Annual : 800 coupons 
Monthly: Dozen batches 

$100-150 per unit. 
Year: $94,000 - $140,000 
GG -John Hill 
Aero Design - Dan Retief 

certification infrequent volumes 

• No prior reputation • High investment 

FAA/FAR 25.853, 25.855 CAA146, 148 
FAA Part 21, 23 

Annually >10 Annually 5-10 from 
"largest NZ client" (Fl) 

Depends on test type. $5000-$7000 per test 
~ $350 - $3000 

Steve Wilson case studies Air NZ- Lee Donald 

Three viable live projects have been identified that HSL could become involved with in the aerospace 

indust ry. These are with : 

• Generation Global - static compress ion and tensile testing of aircraft cushion 

• Aero Design Ltd - static testing of composite materials using the universal t est ing machine 

• Talbot Technologies - interior plastics components that need fire testing 

Detailed descriptions of these three possible live projects have been included in Appendix B. 

8.3 Pathways for Holmes Solutions Operations in Aerospace 

For early market entrance HSL could seek a pilot project In NZ, making use of the CAA148 

subcontractor system. This allows an approved company to plan and oversee the testing programme 

to be executed by Holmes Solutions. HSL can then operate and develop clients and capability 

without the need to seek full certification prior to having projects/clients (chicken & egg dilemma). 

Future Projects 

• Identify client • Develop SO P's, • Company with • Repeat 
• Establish reporting and CAA148 projects 
demand and quality systems oversees the • Market new 
possible project • Calibrate test test work aeros capability 

• Allign with equipment • Rigorous • Seek HSL 
CAA 148 • Plan test documentation certification 
certified programmes •Supply reports • International 
company (148 approved) and data to outreach 

client internationally 

Variations to the above: 

• CAA approval first - HSL gets CAA certification for certified local projects and NZ operation 

• US approval with FAA- HSL applies for FAA certification to bypass the restrictions of only 

holding CAA, have certified status and seek international clients 

• R&D lab only- HSL operates as an R&D lab without aerospace certification or using CAA148 

subcontractor system 
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9 EARLY RISK ANALYSIS 

Overview risk analysis to Holmes Solutions from possible opportunities and work in aerospace. 

Risk Details 

Costs 

Upfront & continued • Wrong regulator/geographic coverage 
certification • Projects do not continue to justify certification 
High liability from operating • Large clients, product use and reach 
within aviation sector • Insurance premiums are high to cover this 

Certification 

Failure to become certified • Inadequate experience and processes 

• Lack of projects and experience to back up application 
Failed audit processes • Internal systems aren't sufficient (quality and reporting) 

• Loss of clients and certification status 

Inability to exercise 148 • Lack of willing or capable NZ partners 
subcontractor systems • Failure to gain experience for pilot projects 
Volume & Work Flows 

Low volume of NZ work • Lack of reputation or certification restricts NZ customers 

• NZ customers have infrequent projects and preferred supply 
chain/service providers 

Chicken and egg risk • Pilot projects may be unachievable without certification or a 
strong 148 partnership 

• Initial certification and investment may not be followed by 
reliable/guaranteed projects 

Internal Processes 

Inadequate quality or • Very rigorous systems required that may not currently exist 
reporting systems • Time consuming and costly implementing these 
Lack of expertise to operate • Few proven aerospace operators within HSL 

• May require new talent sourcing for certification 

Diversion from core business • Time spent on aerospace distracts from more reliable, 
preferred or less risky projects/industries 

10 PRELIMINARY COST COMPONENTS 

Overview cost breakdown to get a general idea of key costing elements involved. Specifics vary 

greatly between testing type and project. 

• Equipment 

o Smoke and toxicity 

o Environmental chamber 

o Crash rig and anamorphic dummies 

• New staff/expertise/training 

• Certification - FAR, FAA, EASA, CAA ($15,000 -100,000} 

• Time investment (particularly for achieving processes to meet regulatory standards/audits) 

• Insurance (annual premium with AON $2500 - $50,000} 
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11 LOOKING AHEAD FOR HSL IN AEROSPACE 

The company will have to make decisions on scale and how much of a priority they wish to give to 

aerospace over the next 2 years. This will be a deciding factor in what reach and dominance could be 

expected within the industry. 

From an optimistic or positive perspective, these are some possible outcomes: 

• Dominant static testing organisation for composites around NZ (potentially ~15 companies) 

o Collaborator with Callaghan composites group (see Appendix E) 

• Flammability work for Air NZ and interior design/fit-out companies in NZ 

o FAA/FAR approved 

o Possible expansion to international airlines and fitters 

• Full scale dynamic crash testing facility with EASA or FAA approvals to provide work for: 

o Talbot technologies 

o Air NZ 

o Other Asia-Pacific airlines 

o International seat manufacturers 

• Possible R&D centre working on aviation products within NZ aerospace incubators 

• Development and involvement of HSL IP 

o Drones and UAV work 

o Dampers for landing gear 

o Eddy current braking systems 

o Composite development or diverse applications 

12 NEXT PROJECT STEPS & DELIVERABLES 

• Progress report for 18/12/2016 

• Internal resource report - scope change document required (included in business case) 

• Feedback TP, SL, AD, CA prior 11am 22/12/2016 

• Business case template and expected content (as directed from above feedback) 

• Research Business case best practices 

• Literature review - used sources, interviewed personnel 

• Collate quantitative information 

• Dig into specific certification freedoms and difficulties 

13 APPENDICES 

• Appendix A: Deliverable S - Market Analysis 1 (final report appendix) 

• Appendix B: Viable Live/Near future Projects (seen in final report appendix) 

• Appendix C: Longshot list (shown in innovators section in implementation plan)) 

• Appendix D: Contacted Organisations (seen in literature review) 

• Appendix E: Callaghan Composites Data (final report appendix) 

14 REFERENCES: 

See final Report bibliography 
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Appendix G : Description of Potential Pilot Projects 

1 GENERATION GLOBAL- DEVELOPMENT OF AN EQUIVALENT CUSHION PART (HILL, 2016) 

The company is Generation Global based in Nelson who do aircraft and helicopter interior solutions 
and are approximately a team of 12 staff. http://www.generation-global.com/ 

• Generation Global have priced a job for an international airline to design and certify a 
replacement seat cushion (PMA). 

• The new cushion needs to be shown to have performance equivalent to the original cushion. 
• Proving this requires R&D on both the existing and replacement component, to compare and 

verify equivalent performance. 
• This would require a variety of compression, dynamic (crash) and flammability tests. 
• Generation Global are a CAA148 company and thus can oversee and plan the testing work 
• However, the cushion needs FAA approval, so HSL would do local R&D to get to required 

performance level, and the certified US company would do final certification tests. 
Benefits: 

• Pilot project into aerospace building capability and reputation 
• Potential connections to international airline (large scale and budget) 
• New IP for GG (cushion PMA - equivalent part that can substitute the expensive originals) 
• Connection with CAA148 organisation for future subcontractor co llaboration 

2 AERO DESIGN LTD - STATIC TESTING FOR COMPOSITE MATERIALS (RETIEF, 2016) 

Aero Design are a CAA146 certified aircraft designer and operator based in Hamilton with 7 staff. 

They are also close to gaining CAA148 certification as well. http://aerodesign .co.nz/ 

Aero Design have a focus on composite work, doing repairs and mods. 

• Aero Design typically need composite testing to certify new materials 

• Typically they annually static testing 800 coupons at $100-150 each 

• In the past testing used universities or was in-house, but a cost effective commercial 

operator would be preferred 

• Aero Design would consider using the 148 subcontractor agreement to oversee calibrated 

tests if the laboratory did not have CAA certification during a pilot project (the same 

scenario as if Aero Design were using a university to do the testing regime) 

Benefits: 

• Partnership with local CAA148 operator 

• Building aerospace connections within NZ 

• Transferrable work with minimal need for new expertise or investment 

3 TALBOT TECHNOLOGIES - FLAMMABILITY TESTING FOR INTERIOR COMPONENTS (WILSON, 2016) 

Talbot Technologies in Christchurch are a plastics company seeking to expand their product range to 

the aerospace industry. They have begun composites manufacturing and recently been requested to 

price parts for Boeing. A (possible) impending project related to Holmes Solutions: 

• Talbot quoted a French Airline about producing large interior parts, with decision from this 

expected as soon as Christmas 

• These components would need R&D work (largely in flammability), to prove they are up to 

performance standards 
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• This wou ld be done (idea lly) locally, prior to send ing to the US fo r FAR certi fication t est s 

Benefits: 

• Local R&D work strengthening Talbot Technologies connection 

• Build aerospace capability and expertise in fire testing 

• Familiarise with FAA/FAR regulations 

• Look to become FAR certified and gain international reputation 
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Appendix H : Callaghan Composites Survey & Industry Contacts 
This email list was sourced from Steve Wilson, who was involved in the Callaghan Innovation 

composites development efforts. The quantitative data below was sourced from Callaghan 

Innovation directly during correspondence with Chris Thomson (Thomson, 2016). 

-
This information has been cleansed of specific names for each response but provides immensely 

valuable insight to the needs to industry. It is specifically relevant to Holmes Solutions for validating 

the likely need of materials certification through static and flammability testing services. 

1 NZ COMPOSITES EMAIL LIST 

From: Chris Thomson [mailto:Chris.Thomson@callaghaninnovation.govt.nz] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3 August 2016 10:34 AM 

To: bruce@aerospread.co.nz; danr@aerodesign.co.nz; baden.smith@altitude-ai.com; 

nina@compositehelicopters.com; info@compositesinternational .co.nz; walter@dynamic

composites .co.nz; Ben Taylor <ben .taylor@martinaircraft.co .nz>; Mike Prystie 

(mike.prystie@martinaircraft.co.nz) <mike.prystie@martinaircraft.co.nz>; lapo@lapoancillotti.com; 

jon@flightstructures.co.nz; russell@ohl.co.nz; External-Peter Beck(Rocket Lab) 

<peter@rocketlab.co.nz>; cary@riverscarbon.com; Stephen O'Neill <stephen.oneill@talbot.co.nz>; 

David.Moody@airwork.co.nz; info@ntech.co.nz; EHall@aerospace.co.nz; 

david.goodwin@safeair.co.nz; R.Brookes@dta .mil.nz; paul@advaero.com; 

don.mccracken@ohl.co.nz; Greg Baum <Greg.Ba um@caa.govt.nz>; B.Withy@dta.mil.nz; Simon 

Topping (simon.topping@martinaircraft.co .nz) <simon.topping@martinaircraft.co.nz>; 

Peter.Batcheler@southernspars.com; Dawn.Smith@scionresearch.com; Steve Wilson 

<steve.wilson@talbot.co.nz>; slake@oracleracing.com 

Cc: Kirsten Edgar <Kirsten.Edgar@callaghaninnovation.govt.nz>; Nick Brewer 

<Nick.Brewer@callaghaninnovation.govt.nz>; Leon Erasmuson 

<Leon.Erasmuson@callaghaninnovation.govt.nz> 

Subject: RE : Aviation composites certification survey 

2 CALLAGHAN INNOVATION - COMPOSITES TESTING SURVEY (QUANTITATIVE DATA) 

Is your company currently undertaking Yes (current) Yes (planning) No 

an aviation certification project, or 
planning to start a verification project 61% 
in the next 12 months? 

Will the project involve the Yes 

certification of composite material 
78% 

structures? 

Who is the certifying agency? CAA NZ FAA 

71% 36% 
Which design Part 23 Part 25 Part 27 
standard will apply? {Small (Transport {Small 

aeroplane) ... ) helicopter) 

43% 14% 7% 
Will the composite materials be used in primary structure 
(which carries flight, ground, or pressurisation loads, and 
whose failure would reduce the structural integrity of the 
airplane) or secondary structures (everything else)? 

17% 22% 

No 

22% 

EASA Other 

14% 21% 
Part 29 

{Transport 
... ) Other 

7% 29% 

Primary Secondary 

57% 43% 

# Responses 

18 

18 

14 

14 

14 
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Would you be willing to workshop with other companies to 
discuss? 

Would your company benefit from collaboration with other 
NZ aviation companies undertaking composite material 

structural certification projects? 

Are you intending to show compliance by engineering 
analysis of composite structures as part of your certification 

project? 

Are you intending to carry out full -sca le structural testing as 
part of your certificat ion project? 

Are you intending to carry out testing of small structural 
details (e.g. joints, inserts, cut-outs etc.) as part of your 

certification project? 

Are you intending to carry out material characterisation 
(coupon) testing as part of you certification project? 

13 February 2017 

I I 

I i 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 

• Not Sure/Alternative • No • Yes 
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Appendix I : Deliverable 13 - Business Case 

DOCUMENT REVISION HISTORY 

Version Date Details Distribution 

1.0 21/12/2016 Structure Planned & Approved JH, TP 
1.1 02/01/2017 First Draft JH 
1.2 05/01/2017 Financial Model development JH 

2.1 10/01/2017 Validation of data JH 

2.2 12/01/2017 Draft to sponsor TP 

3.1 15/01/2017 Revisions and additions JH 
4.0 25/01/2017 Review & edit for inclusion to final report See final report list 

DOCUMENT PURPOSE 

This document presents a business case for Holmes Solutions (HSL), reporting on opportunity in the 

aerospace industry. It follows on from the project deliverables 5 and 8, which provided an overview 

of the aerospace market and identified three key opportunities relevant to HSL: 

• Static testing of materials and composites involved in aerospace manufacturing 

• Flammability t esting fo r interior componentry 

• Dynamic testing of aircraft seats 

This business case builds on market research findings and insights to present a thorough feasibility 

and analysis of each identified opportunity. This document will provide HSL management with the 

necessary information to facilitate discussion and make informed decisions on each opportunity. 

This business case deliverable will be followed by practical implementation strategies presented in 

deliverable 14. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Business Case Subject 

Holmes Solutions have experienced high growth and project success in recent years putting them in 

a position to evaluate current revenue streams and seek new markets. This project reviews the 

aerospace industry and analyses the opportunity. HSL has limited knowledge of this industry and 

therefore wishes to dig into possible opportunities. Thus, the business case subject and research 

purpose is to provide: 

An evaluation of the aerospace market for potential opportunity to justify investment and 

diversification of Holmes Solutions' capabilities 

1.2 Holmes Solutions Primary Objectives (see proposal list) 

• Understand market trends internationally and locally 

• Understand industry functionality and needs, and establish potential partners and clients 

• Build a picture through research of what investment might look like & where it might head 

• Communicate research and findings well to facilitate informed discussions and decisions 

• Build aerospace capability and 'swim upstream' - want to be involved with industry 

innovators with an end goal of product development working toward IP royalties 
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• Gear up to catch the next breakthrough innovator such as Martin Jetpack 

• Integrate this capability into the business to become $1M annual revenue within two years 

1.3 Scope & Boundaries 

During the first months of research for aerospace opportunity, scope was very broad. HSL allowed 

freedom of research to assess various pathways without bias. This led down many 'rabbit holes', 

uncovering many niches for consideration, which were outlined in previous deliverables. The wide 

net was culled to three work types with acceptable drivers to justify deeper analysis. These chosen 

opportunities were static, flammability, and dynamic testing, which need evaluation in sufficient 

depth for decision making and actions. 

To specifically narrow down the business case, these boundaries were established : 

• Industry: Aerospace parts and componentry- manufacturing and product development 

• Geography: New Zealand focus (geographic expansion may occur with improved capability 

and credibility gained by completing local projects in early years) 

• Work Types: Testing services (static, flammability, dynamic) with the intention of expanding 

to product development through R&D (these are described in table 9.2 of Deliverable 8) 

• Timeline: January 2017 - January 2019 

Th e three testing types will be assessed in detail for the short term (2 years) 

Possible growth and other industries will be described as 'longer term objectives' (2-5 years) 

that will likely develop from the new capabilities and clients found in the short term 

Full justification for the selected focus markets was presented in Deliverable 8, and will be presented 

again in the final project report. 

1.4 Holmes Solutions Ideal Opportunities (work types) in Aerospace 

An internal review of Holmes Solutions was done prior to external market research . This built 

understanding of the company motivators to seek work opportunities that aligned with objectives 

and passions. This led to a list of criteria for ideal opportunities: 

• Exciting and challenging engineering work for the HSL team 

• Has a 'life safety' aspect to projects seeking to improve engineering in high risk industries 

• Positive impact to society from the engineering outcomes and problems solved 

• Opportunity to 'swim upstream' by solving clients' problems toward new products and IP 

• The chance for IP royalties from product developments achieved by solving problems 

(Diehl, et al., 2016) 

1.5 Assumptions 

• The purpose of this business case (HSL diversification) matches company objectives and 

strategy, as described in company documentation (Holmes Solutions, 2013) 

• Holmes Solutions are willing to action changes and build capability if opportunities are 

shown to be worth exploring further 

• The business case is a 'live document' adapting with new information as it is obtained 

• A critical component of the business case is the development of a financial model/tool. The 

tooVs primary benefit is not necessarily the current outputs, but the capability of modelling 

many scenarios and adapting the projections with improved quantitative data as it is gained . 
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2 ASSESSING HOLMES SOLUTIONS FIT TO AEROSPACE 

To successfully assess the opportunities the market features need to be well understood . This 

section will break down the important aspects that relate to Holmes Solutions' success in aerospace. 

It demonstrates a funnel mechanism where industry information from clients and competitors leads 

to HSL's competitive advantage and viability of market position . 

2.1 Viable Set Up 

It is recognised that in the short term (2 years) HSL is targeting NZ clients to build capability and 

credibility for future international reach. A realistic set up and early functionality is shown with three 

possible pathways for HSL: 

1. R&D (product development) or pre-qualification tests without certification required 

2. Testing work under existing ISO certifications (standards that do not require aerospace certs) 

3. Certified testing under a CAA148 organisation using the subcontractor system: 

CAA148 organisation oversees operations and assists with test plans, witnessing, and CAA 

approval - allowing HSL to complete work without accreditation up front (HSL may seek to 

gain certification in the future) 

A visualisation of work flows and customer throughput (diagram from Deliverable 8): 

Future Projects 

• Identify client • Develop • Company with • Repeat 
• Establish SOP's, CAA148 projects 
demand and reporting and oversees the • Market new 
possible quality systems test work aero capability 
projects • Calibrate test • Rigorous • Seek HSL 

• Allign with equipment documentation accredited 
CAA 148 • Plan test •Supply reports • International 
certified programmes and data to outreach and 
company (CAA148 client client drive 

approved) 

2.2 Understanding the CAA148 Subcontractor System 

CAA148 rules outline that existing certified organisations can utilise uncertified subcontractors for 

completing some of their work. It is considered to be an extension of the manufacturer to be 

controlled by their procedures (CAA, 2007). 

Holmes Solutions could look to gain aerospace experience and projects by utilising this rule. By 

having a partner organisation who could oversee the test work, Holmes Solutions can complete early 

projects without the need for expensive certifications (overcoming the chicken and egg dilemma). 

Once experience is gained HSL may wish to then chase their own certification, but this process 

would allow them to delay the upfront cost and mitigate risks. 

The CAA148 partner would also benefit by gaining use and access to HSL's capability and expertise 

bringing mutual benefits to both within the partnership. 
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2.3 The Aerospace Customer 

Customers will vary depending upon the investment decisions (between the three work types), but 

clients will typically fall into a select few categories with specific characteristics: 

1. Niche NZ operators (targets for pilot projects) 

2. Airlines (larger organisations with bigger scale and frequency of work demands) 

3. International innovators and product developers (the future 'honey pot' clients for HSL) 

Typical Profile Niche NZ Operators Airlines Innovative Developers 

• Fewer than 20 staff • Extensive scale, E.g. • Small player, pushing 

Size & Reach 
• Projects >$300K Air NZ ~$SB revenue new concepts & 

• Domestic operation & 12,000 staff prototypes 

• International • Venture capital funding 

• Aircraft repairs and • Aircraft interior • Product development 

Key Operations 
modifications overhauls • Getting product to 

(relevant to HSL) 
• Part manufacturing • R&D work (Air NZ market quickly 

• Interior design and 'baby harness') 

manufacture 

• Cost effective • International • Creating functional 
certification & tests certification standard breakthrough products 

• PMA's (parts • Smoke & heat tests • Complete engineering 

Goals & Needs 
manufacturer (flammability) team overcoming 
approval) - certify • Dynamic test difficulties 

• Static & flammability programmes (every 4- • Validating Performance 
testing work 6 years) (credibility) 

• Precise engineering 

• Cost & time for tests • Time of provided • Speed to market 

• Size limits in-house testing services • Short turnaround for 
testing & offshore • Difficulty of booking overcoming challenges 

Pain Points operators are costly test slot with few labs • Secrecy during 
• Challenging dealing • Freighting hardware development & tests 

with universities for to international labs 
R&D programmes 

• Generation Global • Air New Zealand • Martin Aircraft 

Specific • Aero Design • France Air (via Talbot • lnnova Helicopters 
Organisations • Talbot Technologies Technologies) • Boom Technology 

• Phitek 

2.4 Competitor Analysis 

A thorough competitor analysis has been conducted on competitors in the aerospace market that 

can provide static, flammability, or dynamic services. From this research a number of insights were 

gained: 

• A large proportion of product certifications from testing work is initially completed 

internally by manufacturers themselves 

• Internationally, many of the commercial testing bodies are large organisations based in US 

or Europe, completing large volumes of work 

• Across New Zealand and Australia, there was a gap in accredited aerospace testing 

laboratories (although some did complete testing, but without the relevant accreditations) 
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• MGA appeared the only public t esting laboratory capable of completing all relevant tests for 

interior equipment (including static, flammability, and dynamic tests) 

The table below summarises a number of relevant competitors to Holmes Solutions within the 

aerospace industry. 

Organisation: Location: Reach: Testing type: Accreditations: Points of difference: 

APV-TTech Australia Global • Static testing • ISO/IEC 17025 • Complementary 
Centres • Dynamic • Generic dynamic and static 
(APV-TTech testing dynamic sled testing available 

Centre, 2017) tests 
(NATA, 2014) 

Auckland New Local • Static testing • N/A • Cost effective testing 

University Zealand and research 
(University of 

Auckland, 2017) 
(De Silva, 2014) 

Calspan New York Global • Dynamic • ISO/IEC 17025 • Experts in aviation 
(Calspan, 2017) (USA) testing industry 

• Additional departments 
- flight research, 

aircraft mods & repairs, 
inflight testing, and 
advan ced flight training 

Exova Global Global • Static testing • Nadcap • Expertise in aerospace 

(Exova, 2017) approved • Complementary testing . ISO/ICE 17025 services 
• EN 45011 • Consultancy service 

Flight Interiors New Local • Flammability • FAA 25.853 • Understands design 
(Flight Interiors, Zealand testing App F- Part 1 process 
2017} (a)l : I, ii, iv, v • Sole focus on 

App F (e) flammability testing 

MGA North Global • Static testing • ISO/ICE 17025 • Expertise in aerospace 

(MGA Research America • Dynamic • SAE AS8049 • Completes all interior 

Corporation, 2017) testing • Part 23, 25, 27 testing for aircraft 
(MGA Research • Flammability &29 

Corporation, 2017} testing • Custom sleds 
• SAE AS8043 
• FAA Part 25 

Flammability 

Test Corp California Global • Flammability • FAA 25 .853 • Experts in aerospace 
(Test Corp, 2005} (USA} testing (appendix d) • Experts in flammability 

• FAA 25.856 testing - including heat 

(appendix f) release, smoke density, 
• ABO 0031 toxicity and flame 
• AITM 2.0002 - propagation 

2.0008 & 
2.0038 

• AITM 3.0005 
• BSS 7230, 

7238, 7239, 
7322, 7324 & 
7635 

SGS Global Global • Flammability • Nadcap • Independent test 
(SGS, 2010} testing approved laboratory 
(SGS, n.d.) • ISO/ICE 17025 
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• Expertise in aerospace 

testing (other than 

flammability) (SGS, 

2017) (SGS, 2017) 

Skandia Illinois Global • Flammability • 14 CFR • Aircraft interiors 

(Skandia, 2016) (USA) testing 25.853(a/c) specialist 
(Skandia, 2017) • 14 CFR • FAA flammability 

25.856(a) testing laboratory 
• 8110-3 • Experienced staff of 

Approval DERs and DARs 

• Airbus & Boeing 

Approved Test Lab 

Potential Competitors 

This is a list of testing laboratories who complete similar testing work to those HSL wishes to explore, 

and could have the capabilities to become accredited and compete with HSL. These organisations 

complete some testing (static/ dynamic/ flammability), but not specifically for interior equipment 

within airlines. 

• NASA- Completes some static tests (NASA, 2011) 

• Appl us Laboratories - Completes structural testing, including static tests (Appl us 

Laboratories, 2013) 

• New Zea land Universities - Complete a variety of tests and have the ability to easily expand 

testing, however would struggle to gain relevant certifications (De Silva, 2014) 

• lntertek - Completes flammability testing and has experience within the aviation industry, 

but doesn't complete flammabil ity testing for airline interiors (lntertek, 2017) 

• General Plastics - Completes flammability testing (General Plastics, 2017) 

• ITL- Completes flammability testing (Israel Testing Laboratories, 2017) 

Note: This competitor analysis was completed in partnership with Emily Tasker (Tasker, 2017) , a 

researcher at Holmes Solutions. She has experience with competitor analysis and he sponsor 

coordinated her involvement with research on this subject. The purpose of this was: 

• Begin engaging Emily on aspects of the aerospace findings 

• Add additional detail to the project business case under short time constraints 

2.5 Competitive Advantage 

Considering the pain points of customers, gaps in competitors offerings and looking to build upon 

some of HSL's strengths, provides a strong assessment for competitive advantage. These are the 

points of difference clients are willing to pay for, and are the edge over other competitors to gain 

market share. The core points of difference for HSL are: 
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•Short lead times for test bookings (days - weeks, versus months for international testers) 

•Minimal time delay freighting hardware from NZ manufacturers to local testing facility 

Local Testing Laboratory Reduces Costs 

•Increased supply & availability of testing facilities to compete with international pricing 

•Hardware is locally freighted reducing cost, particularly for large components 

R&D Collaboration and Secrecy Factor 

•Accessible facility for client involvement in testing and development programmes - this 
improves collaboration and R&D efforts (improving speed of product to market) 

•Discrete laboratory keeps sensitive IP and testing programmes behind closed doors 

Complete Engineering Service 

•Ability to offer services beyond prescriptive testing services with widely skilled team 

•Swimming upstream by solving client's problems toward new products and IP 

Other value offers from HSL involvement in aerospace: 

• Links with Callaghan for potential facilitation of R&D work (seeking IP development) 

• IANZ accreditations validating quality standards 

• Past international experience and reputation proving ability to collaborate on large scales 

2.6 Unique Value Proposition 

Based on the above competitive advantages, it is recommended that Holmes Solutions centre 

communication of their unique value proposition around: 

Accessible facilities with faster testing turnaround for local clients 

In a discrete location for IP sensitivity, with a complete engineering spectrum to assist with 

product development to overcome client challenges 

2.7 Existing Capability 

HSL has various factors that add to the ease of diversification, and are relevant to the business case. 

• Existing testing machinery- UTM machine (static testing) 

• Test rigs adaptable to dynamic testing - small scale roadside bogie, vertical drop rig, HTM2 

• Possible access to equipment at other laboratories - Cone calorimeter for flammability tests 

• HSL staff with prior aerospace experience - Don McGill (CAA146 design operator), Emerson 

Ryder (Air NZ Maintenance engineer) 

• A large facility with space for rig set up and growth 

• Prior aerospace related projects - Martin Aircraft, NASA, Windflow Technologies etc. 

2.8 Barriers to Aerospace Entry 

Barrier Description Mitigation 

Well established Existing networks in aerospace product • Seek to engage projects with 
supply chains lines are likely hard to break into, 

·-~ 
non-critical components at first 
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-- -- -- -- -- - -

especially as a new and unproven • Provide successful work and 
operator (Wharton - University of seek to expand services 
Pennsylvania, 2013) -

Reputation and Minimal expertise and capability with • Gain credibility beginning with 
credibility few past aerospace projects R&D and non-certification work 

Slow process for Without recognised capability and • Utilise identified viable pilot 
building client credibility HSL will have longer lead in projects (see deliverable 8) 
relationships and times for tendering and winning work • Develop these clients to act as 
gaining projects (Kapoor, 2016), (Price, 2016), (Wilson, references for 'crossing the 

2016) chasm' to mainstream clients 

Certification and Pre-requisite for many clients for test • Utilise the CAA148 
rigorous quality work seeking to get approvals, not just subcontractor system (witness) 
standards R&D or pre-qualifying work done • Develop expertise to then 

(Donald & Pepler, 2016) (Holdem, explore HSL becoming certified 
2016) 

3 DIGGING INTO THE OPPORTUNITIES 

This table (produced in deliverable 8) provides an overview of the three opportunities prior to 

reviewing financial metrics. 

Static Flammability D namic 

What it is? Testing composite Testing materials such as Crash testing of seat 
' coupons under different composites, fabrics and frames at high G-forces 

environmental conditions aircraft interiors 

Universal test machine Vertical & horizontal Accelerated bogie rig, How it is 
done (UTM) burn, smoke & toxicity stopped with high impact 

~Possible NZ : . 
"'."-flill-I,,;;-:,. .-,..~ . ; -·~i,,, 

~Clients · .. · _ ... · 
~·- .-: . . . .. 
,...,·~-<- .... . _",{•·· 

~HSL ' · ,•. ·~ ":· .:.,-.,~·:.:·.'. . t.:. '. 
Resources 

.~equired . 
Resources 
Competitive 
Advantage 

~Limiting' • ,: 
• ·I 
.Factors ,· · 

•.., •• •. IL 

,!' ,· ... , 
, . 
' Relevant 
. Regulations . 

• Aero Design 

• Generation Global 

• Talbot Technologies 

• Other composite 
manufacturers 

Use of UTM machine and 
composites knowledge 

Environmental chamber 
for humidity and temp 

• Limited NZ capability -
better than Universities 

• Short turnaround time 

• Uncertain margins 

• Lack of composite 
capability & knowledge 

CAA148, AS9100 

Generation Global - J. Hill 
Aero Design - Dan Retief 

• Air NZ • Air NZ 

• Flight Interiors NZ • Generation Global 

• Phitek • Flight Interiors 

• AIM Altitude • Talbot Technologies 

Access to Cone Roadside test bogie 
Calorimeter HTM-2 Hydraulics 

Smoke and toxicity Larger scale test rig 
chamber Anamorphic dummies 

• High cost & lead time of • Lack of NZ R&D facility 
global competitors • Large shipping costs 

• Need for FAA/FAR • Potentially very low or 
certification infrequent volumes 

• No prior reputation • High investment 

FAA/FAR 25.853, 25.855 CAA146,148 
FAA Part 21, 23 

Steve Wilson case studies Air NZ - Lee Donald 
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4 FINANCIAL METRICS 

Note: financial inputs have been adjusted since the completion of this deliverable, and therefore 

presented results in this appendix may vary from those in the report. The final report includes the 

correct deliverables that recommendations are based upon . 

A financial model was developed for analysing HSL's aerospace outlook. This is an adjustable tool to 

project changing outcomes as inputs are validated or new data is sourced. The model is coded to 

allow analysis of best, likely and worst case scenarios of each opportunity. 

The model also has functionality to project cash flows with varying start dates and scenarios (using 

drop-down lists). This gives HSL a good indication of several financial metrics: 

• Impacts of staggered market entrance 

• Upfront investment occurrences 

• Payback periods for each opportunity 

• Total operating aerospace balance (revenues less initial investment and expenses) 

4.1 Financial Analysis for each Test Type 

4.1.1 Static Test ing 

Opportunity Overview 

Static testing looks to be the most promising of the three reviewed opportunities . It has likely high 

volumes of work (up to 20 clients) and good profit margins (likely 23%). 

Considerations (Drivers & Benefits, Or Constraints & Challenges) 

• Falls under HSL's existing capability meaning they have current expertise and infrastructure 

• Callaghan Innovation survey and email list (Appendix H) -very strong quantitative data 

demonstrating the market need and possible work volumes 

• Aerospace certification is not necessarily a requirement, as clients may use testing for 

R&D/validation purposes, OR work may be overseen using CAA148 subcontractor systems 

• Static testing involves validation of materials, as does fire testing - clients and promotions 

may cross over between these two work types 

Financial Outlook 

Static Testing Summary Budget (Vear 1) 
Best Likely Worst 

Percentage of available Market Held by HSL 40% 33% 25% , , 
Clients Secured _!>y HSL 8 4 2 - - - -
Projects (coupon tests) Secured by HSL 7600 2200 300 

Revenues 
Total Revenue I 950000 I 275000 I 37500 

Expenses 

l 
-

Initial Investment 

t 
50990 50990 50990 

Other Expenses 579014 170114 23664 

Total Expenses I 630004 I 221104 74654 

Year 1 Gross Profit 

I 
319996 

I 
53896 

I 
37154 

Profit Margin 34% 20% -99% 

Estimated Payback Period (years) 0.16 0.95 3.69 
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Recommendations & Next Actions 

• Engage in Static Testing due to work being good margin with a year 1 'likely' return of 

$61,926 at a margin of ~23% (after paying off the initial investment costs). 

• Communicate with identified players for pilot projects (shown in Section 4) 

• Investigate Callaghan data and contact list for further possible clients 

• Assess client requirements and gain quotes for equipment (environmental chamber) 

4.1.2 Flammability Testing 

Opportunity Overview 

Flammability testing has a high degree of uncertainty, as it was agreed with the sponsor that the 

opportunities would be reviewed as an average aggregate, despite there being a range of test types 

(heat, smoke, toxicity, vertical & horizontal burns etc.). These types all have varying prices, NZ 

clients, and annual volumes. As such, without providing more accurate data inputs for each 

flammability test type, the estimations are uncertain and further validation is required. 

Considerations (Drivers & Benefits, Or Constraints & Challenges) 

• Flammability model takes averages of: customers, various test prices, possible volumes 

• Equipment needs are uncerta in wit hout definition between fl ammability t est types 

• Primary sources have suggested fl ammbility programmes are potent ially very high revenue 

projects (Wilson, 2016), but as yet no quantit ative data has been found to validate this 

• Static testing clients may also have use for flammability testing services - easier throughput 

Financial Outlook 

• With this uncertainty, the project looks to be low revenue compared to the initial 

investment, with a modelled best case of $30K loss in year one. 

Flammability Testing Summary Budget (Vear 1) 

Best Likely 

Percentage of available Market H~ d by HSL 40% 33% 
' ' Clients Secured by HSL 3 2 

Projects Secured by HSL 30 12 

Revenues 

Worst 

25% --
1 

2 

-

Total Revenue I 65250 I 26100 I 4350 

Expenses 
-

Initial Investment 1 63155 63155 63155 

Other Expenses I 36540 16530 3480 

Total Expenses I 99695 79685 66635 

Year 1 Gross Profit I 34445 

I 
53585 

t 
62285 

I 
- - -

Profit Margin -53% -205% -1432% 

Estimated Payback Period (years) 2.20 6.60 72 .59 

Recommendations & Next Actions 

• Delay a decision regarding flammability until more certain data is obtained 

• This needs a lot more validation, or confinement of test types to refine : which testing types 

will be offered (prices & equipment needs), corresponding customer numbers & volumes 

• There is justification to pursue further information with operating profit margins est. 60% 
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• Fu rther correspondence wit h sources such as : Phitek, Steve Wilson, Generat ion Globa l, 

ACMA and other composites companies may be able to provide improved quantitative data 

4.1.3 Dynamic Testing 

Opportunity Overview 

Dynamic testing is a work type that industry has experienced interest in (Wilson, 2016) (Donald & 

Pe pier, 2016) (Hill, 2016), but uncertainty around volume of test projects exists, meaning payback 

periods for upfront equipment costs are poorly defined. 

The largest unknown is the equipment costs. Industry sources (Holdem, 2016) suggested purchasing 

new test equipment could be ~$1M or greater. However, HSL have expressed their confidence in 

adapting existing test rigs to meet required conditions (small scale roadside bogie, vertical drop rig, 

HTM2). 

Considerations (Drivers & Benefits, Or Constraints & Challenges) 

• Uncertainty of equipment and rigs leaves possibly large inaccuracy in the budget, with only 

~$SOK set aside for testing equipment (this is likely too low) 

• Dynamic tests are typically driven by a need for approval of interior components (through 

certified testers). R&D work may not exist without a new NZ seat manufacturer (E.g. Talbot) . 

• Use of the CAA148 subcontractor system may be unrealistic for dynamic testing. This type of 

testing does not occur in NZ, and CAA148 operators will lack knowledge of requirements and 

best practice. As such, they are unlikely to be willing or capable to accept liability of 

overseeing and approving test programmes they are unfamiliar with. 

Financial Outlook 

• As it stands dynamic testing is unprofitable due to low test volumes and uncertain set up 

costs with a range of $70K-150K losses in vear 1. 

Dynamic Testing Summary Budget (Year 1) 
Best Likely Worst 

Percentage of available Market Held by HSL 40% 33% 25% 
' Clients Secured by HSL 2 1 1 

Projects Secured by HSL 16 5 2 

Revenues 
Total Revenue I 136000 I 42500 I 17000 

Expenses 
Initial Investment l 154330 154330 I 154330 -

I Other Expenses 53012 16762 8062 

Total Expenses I 207342 171092 I 162392 

Year 1 Gross Profit I 71342 j 128592 l 145392 - - - - -
Profit Margin I -52% -303% -855% 

Estimated Payback Period (years) 1.86 6.00 17.27 

Recommendations & Next Actions 

Similarly to flammability, this test type has a large degree of uncertainty needing refinement 

• Work out testing methods and the equipment needs for this 

• Establish primary client driver of R&D or certification 

• Validate prices and volumes for improved financial model 

• Communicate with industry about identified pilot projects (table in section 4) 
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4.2 Benefits from a 'Bundle of Aerospace Capability' 

Considering the three aerospace opportunities reviewed, the reasonable conclusion is that: 

Of the three test types, only static testing looks to be a profitable and (relatively} secure revenue 

stream. This is the only testing type that can be undertaken without further detailed validation. 

Despite this, part of HSL's goals for aerospace were: 

1. Long term seek a new industry to operate in with high revenue streams (~$1M annually) 

2. Be 'geared up' to catch the next aerospace innovator such as Martin Aircraft 

To achieve this in aerospace, HSL would need to acquire: 

• Capability - equipment and expertise to perform many types of aerospace work 

• Credibility- further successful aerospace projects to act as references 

• Certification - CAA, FAA or EASA held for capability to provide certified testing programmes 

These three features are connected, and can be gained by offering a wide range of aerospace 

services. If HSL wants to get into aerospace long term, they may have to accept low volumes and 

margins in the short term (2 years). They are likely to break even and cover costs of investment (if 

engaging all three work types) within the two year period. Holmes Solutions are then in a position 

to: 

• Build profits from good margins and increasing client base 

• Seek certification increasing reach, variety of work and likely volumes 

• Consider additional equipment for further variety of testing capability 

• Expand to international markets looking for new innovators 

Beyond this short term, project volumes would likely ramp up with the three C's above, and pure 

profit is made the investment costs are covered (spread over more projects). 

Therefore, despite the earlier recommendation of re-evaluating flammability and dynamic testing, 

HSL will need to consider short term losses against the long term benefit of wider aerospace 

capability. 

• Swallowing this period of covering the investment puts them in a position for greater 

profitability long term 

• It sets Holmes Solutions toward a position to become a trusted advisor for clients 

• With this reputation they are more likely to gain throughput from new innovators with 

lucrative project revenues 

4.3 Aerospace Design Work 

Earlier in the report an outline of Holmes Solutions primary services were outlined. In relation to 

aerospace, there are many options beyond testing services, and it is Holmes Solutions intention to 

provide high value engineering through product development and IP generation. 

A key addition Holmes Solutions could look to include in the early stages of market entrance is 

aerospace design work for various parts and components. This would essentially be consulting 

services offered to a range of clients and would have several benefits to Holmes Solutions: 

• Recruitment of an experienced aerospace design engineer 
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• Immediate engagement of cl ients w ith an experienced operator 

• Low set-up costs operating alongside existing engineering facilities 

• Marketing channel gaining industry connections and assisting throughput of work 

• Fast generation of profits from consulting services to go alongside the suggested 'bundle' of 

testing services 

This could be a tactical way for Holmes Solutions to begin engaging the industry, and begins to 

develop a wide repertoire of capability (design as well as capability). Importantly, this also is likely to 

bring in profits for the company, and an estimation may be: 

• 30% time doing aerospace consulting= 540 chargeable hours annually 

• At $200/hour charge out, less $145 overhead rate= $29,700 profits annually. 

This is not an inconceivable addition to Holmes Solutions existing operations and would complement 

the other efforts well from capability, financial and marketing perspectives. 

4.4 Other Aerospace Cost Elements (not included in operating budgets} 

• Recruitment- Hiring new expertise for operating and consulting above, estimated 25 

company hours= $3625 

• Insurance - Estimated additional insurance premiums= $5000 annually (AON) 

• Project cost - MEM Student $12000 

• Holmes Solutions time to Project - Estimated 40 hours: $5800 

• Total: $26,425 

4.4.1 Cost of Aerospace Certification 

Consultation with Don McGill (previous CAA146 operator) and Greg Baum (CAA Airworthiness 

Engineer) provided an indication of the costs for gaining a new CAA146 or CAA148 certification. 

External Costs {CAA) Time (hours) Rate($} Cost($) 

Initial Review I sol 2941 14700 

Annual Audit I 20: 294[ 5880 

2 Year Renewal I 351 2941 10290 

Internal Costs 

Creation of Manuals 2001 1451 29000 

Improving Quality Systems 601 145} 8700 

Documentation Templates 40[ 5800 I 145, 

Facility Adjustments 100 1451 14500 

Recruitment Hours 20 145 2900 

Sytems Upkeep (2 years) 50 145 7250 

Total I I$ 99,020 

This is evidently a substantial cost, and so there are a few points to note from this estimation: 

• Quality systems and documentation time may drop significantly depending upon Holmes 

Solutions' current processes in relation to the specific requirements 

• Manuals are a large proportion of time however, it has been suggested that seeking to 

purchase manuals for review and adjustment off an existing or previous operator could 

substantially reduce this time input. 
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• Aaron Carson has also suggested some materia ls testing (static and flammability) can be 

done without aviation certification, using IANZ accreditations instead. This would reduce 

costs, but would have to be validated by customer requirements. (The Callaghan composites 

survey would indicate that organisations are in fact seeking CAA and other aviation 

approvals for the composites materials) . 

4.5 Results Analysis of the Financial Model 

The financial analysis demonstrated in appendices have a number of inputs that impact the data. 

The areas of low confidence requiring further analysis are: 

• Static Testing 

o Throughput of composites clients for testing work 

o Uncertain costs for an environmental testing machine 

o Need for IANZ materials accreditation 

• Flammability testing 

o Range of test types (which are included in the price/capability) 

o Equipment required to perform the selected test targets 

o Price of work and volume from each client 

o Relevant certification required to approve materials being tested (IANZ vs CAA) 

• Dynamic Testing 

o Possibilities and cost fo r setting up a dynamic test rig 

o The client demand for this rig without certification status 

Action items for overcoming these uncertain sections are addressed in the implementation plan 

5 PHASE TWO: 2-5 YEARS AHEAD 

As alluded to in the business case, HSL's entrance into aerospace comes in two phases. 

3. First is engagement with pilot projects seeking to gain credibility, capability, and certification 

4. Longer term growth and gaining of international clients 

Phase two can begin once HSL's aerospace division is established and reputable. This puts them in a 

position to push their capability and engage larger organisations for wider breadth of projects . HSL 

can become a trusted advisor, rather than just a prescriptive testing company, allowing them to 

'swim upstream' solving problems and adding value to their clients. 

5.1 Potential Innovators & Future Targets for Aerospace Growth 

Organisation Comments Specifics($ or Targets) 

Alcoa + "Value Add • Aluminium company segmenting in 2 to • $5.6B aerospace revenues of 
Company" (Gregg- form a creative development side overall $24B company rev's 

Brewer, 2015) • Building on recent 9% annual growth • Broad work (Jet engines etc.) 

Boom Technologies 
• Developing 'new Concorde' • Significant budgets and 

• $SK flight NY-London (40 seats), 3.5 hrs venture capital funding 
(Eleftheriou-Smith, 

• JV with Virgin Galactic • Possible R&D work with 
2016) 

• Based in Denver - operating by 2023 design challenges 

CSST Satellites • Space regional research institute • NZ space sector growth 
(Mckenzie-Mclean, • $14.7M NZ govt. funding 

2016) 
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• More of a data broker of space based • Associated sectors may 
measurements than hardware operator develop and be worth 

watching 

• Composite Helicopter Development • "Potentially S or more 
lnnova Helicopters • Seeking NZ certification for ~$1Q0K+ projects (Diehl A., 

manufacturing 2016)" 

• Munich based developing small scale (2 • 600kg vehicle, 300 km range 

Lilium Aviation person) electric planes for commuting • 200kg payload (passengers) 
(Prosser, 2016) • Vertical take-off & landing (flying cars) • Cruising velocity 250 kmph 

• Breakthrough for personal transport • €10M in 2015/16 VC 

• Overcoming flight issues • "Potentially $SM work 

• Looking for capable certified provider missed Invalid source 

Martin Aircraft • Majority of R&D work may have already specified." 

been done • Did not see HSL as more 
than a prescriptive tester 

• NZ Manufacturer of small aircraft • May require engineering to 
Pacific Aerospace • Designed for unconventional runways, overcome challenges in 

conditions and regions varying environments 

• Providing low cost space launches • Locally based 

Rocket Lab 
• NZ based, funded by US venture capital • Large volume of R&D 

• Stringent restrictions and access due to • Do a large proportion of in-
US sensitivity to space programmes house tests 

Other Sectors or Markets 

• Asian markets (Singapore & south east Asia-Pacific) - 'easier pathway' to the US 

• Drone & UAV manufacturing technology 

• Hyperloop Development - Elon Musk 

5.2 Potential Returns from Innovators 

Specific financial returns from pioneers and innovators are difficult to estimate. Based on common 

issues associated with start-ups, key drivers for these innovators are: 

• Time - getting prototypes working and the product to markets 

• Assistance to overcome unexpected challenges during development 

HSL have done work alongside Martin Aircraft in the past. However, this only amounted to ~$2S0K 

compared to an estimated ~$SM of long term testing projects. The reason for this failure to get 

more and larger contracts was Martin Aircraft only viewed HSL as a prescriptive testing provider. 

Overcoming this hurdle to be a competent and trusted advisor where the clients 'needs' HSL to 

tackle challenging tasks is the way the make significant revenues. 

Estimations on possible financial drivers for innovators to provide ball park figures: 

• Alcoa - Value Add Company: $S.6B 

• Boom Supersonic: $2.2.4M in funding 2016 

• CSST: $14.7M govt. research funding 

• In nova Composite Helicopters: upwards of five $100K+ projects 

• Lilium : Raised €10M in 2015/16 venture capital funding 
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• Martin Ai rcraft: ~$SM with Ma rtin Aircraft 

• Pacific Aerospace : 120 staff, 2.2 multiplier of $70,000 salaries : ~$18M turnover 

• Rocket Lab: Undisclosed funding, ~100 employees 

6 NON-FINANCIAL RESULTS AND FACTORS (PESTLE): 

A wider market analysis beyond immediate HSL impacts and connections provides insight to various 

factors that impact HSL's aerospace involvement. This pestle analysis provides a high level review on 

many relevant aspects that ought to be considered and monitored by HSL. 

Political 

•Callaghan (composites growth) & NZTE (previous aerospace supply chain development group) 

•New US Presidency (Trump) restricting trade and potentially international licensing (FAA) 

•NZ trade relationships with Asia are relevant as a growing market 

Economic 

•International exchange rate variation/volatility may impact upon Holmes Solutions price point 

•Low NZ interest rates - low cost of borrowing (if necessary) for investing in equipment CapEx 

• Positive aerospace outlook as a growing industry from Boeing & Airbus 20 year forecasts 

Social 

• Risk averse market with few drivers for: changes to well established (stable) supply chain 

•Possible increased NZ employment with Holmes clients' expanding NZ manufcturing presence 

•Involvement of NZ research and education providers (E.g. modelling software for dynamic tests) 

•Growth of middle class in Asia shifting volumes of aerospace demand closer to NZ 

•Slow uptake and challenges building relationships in Asian Markets 

Technological 

•New equipment investment adds to HSL's wider capability 

•IP created from product development generates royalties and is useful to improving the industry 

•Long term trends shifting to modelling software rather than physical testing- HSL can integrate 

Legal 

•Potential (costly) requirements of aerospace certifications (CAA, EASA, FAA) 

•Need for improved insurance to cover high liability of operating in this sector 

•Confidentiality concerns for sensitive projects and IP could slow client throughput 

•New H&S legislation will need to be considered for its impacts to aerospace operations 

Environmental 

•Trends of IP development toward safer, more fuel efficient planes reducing emissions 

•NZ climate and weather impacting on test conditions 

•Geographic proximity to local clients is useful, but isolation from internationals adds challenges 
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7 RISK ANALYSIS 

7.1 Risk Matrix 

Likelihood 

Likely (3) 

Possible (2) 

Unlikely (1) 

7.2 Risk Summary 

Risk 

Clients & Volumes 

Poor client throughput -
chicken & egg dilemma 

Low NZ volum es causing 
slow payback periods 

Time delays of industry-
Certification, project 
follow through 

Broaching international 
markets proves not viable 

Certification 

Inability to exercise 
CAA148 subcontractor 
systems 

Poor understanding of 
certifications 

Medium 

Likelihood 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 
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Impact 

Moderate (2) Minor (1) 

High Medium 
Medium Low 

Low 

Impact Level Mitigation 

• Collaborative relationships 

• Leverage existing HSL connections 

2 Medium 
in aerospace 

• Start with projects that can be 
completed without new 
equipment or certifications 

• Recognising issue and seeking to 
diversify revenue streams 

1 Low 
• Be aware of and prepared to 

target innovators 

• Engage international clients early 
to develop possible client base 

• Be mindful of overcommitting 
resources without confirmed 

2 Medium projects 

• Appropriate preparation to meet 
clients' needs and fast-track work 

• Play 'long game' to develop 
references and confidence of 

3 High possible clients 

• Allow for low conversion by 
targeting many/specific firms 

• Foster relationships with CAA148 
organisations 

• Simplify the process by 
3 High developing expertise 

• Recognise the value and provide 
cost-effective partnerships for 
these organisations) 

• Due diligence around standards 

Medium 
• Consultation of regulators and 

3 
industry experts to overcome 
ambiguity 
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Failure to meet quality & 
documentation standards 
or failed audits 

Wrong certification 
gained for eventua l cl ient 
needs(CAA, FAA, EASA) 

Ongoing high expense of 
maintaining certifications 

Equipment & Capability 
Inaccurate estimations of 
equipment costs 

Lack of operating 
capability or expertise 

Failure to recruit relevant 
experti se 

HSL Internal 
Poor alignment with HSL 
strategy and objectives 

Distractions from other 
operations and revenues 

Emergent Properties of 
operating in aerospace 
negatively impacting HSL 

General 
High insurance liability 

Capital tied up in low 
margin equipment 

J. Hursthouse 

1 3 Medium 

2 2 Medium 

2 2 Medium 

2 2 Medium 

2 1 Low 

1 2 Low 

1 2 Low 

2 2 Medium 

1 2 Low 

1 2 Low 

2 2 Medium 

13 Febru ary 2017 

• Responsibi lity of HSL aerospace 
team to understand requirements 
& implement required processes 

• Consider additional quality 
management work 

• Categorise client base and 
requirements 

• Look to stage in certification with 
non-certified work to begin with 

• Regular upkeep of systems to 
avoid costly bulk work efforts 

• Engagement of HSL aerospace 
team to improve estimations 

• Engage existing or previous 
operators for expertise 

• Uti lise existing experienced 
resources: Emerson Ryder, Don 
McGill, Kevin Batman 

• Recruit ta lented or experienced 
aerospace operators 

• Broad advertisem ents with 
opt ions of Boulder locations 

• Internal training programmes 
• Secondment engineers from other 

organisations with experience 

• Stakeholder engagement with 
decision makers 

• Incremental reviews of direction 

• Evaluation of most profitable or 
critical projects 

• Expanding facility and employees 
to minimise losses of capacity 

• Awareness of physical changes to 
the lab and operations 

• Consideration of what impacts 
these will have on the overall 
operations system 

• Seek guidance from insurance 
organisations 

• Assess who holds the risk of 
outputs and required coverage 

• Engagement of marketing to 
ensure machinery is utilized 

• Investigation of other operational 
uses fo r purchased equipment 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

Short Term Conclusions 

The aerospace market is complex, and analysis for Holmes Solutions entrance is equally intricate 

with the consideration of multiple work types and revenue streams. Each has a different client base, 

requires different equipment, and has varying requirements for experienced operation. 

The key decision making drivers are the two priorities for HSL. 

1. They are looking for high margin, AND high revenue individual projects to undertake 

2. They are looking for a new revenue stream to turn over ~$1M annually 

Holmes Solutions are constrained by the unlikely prospects of entering international markets 

without experience and credibility. This means HSL are likely confined initially to the NZ market 

which is characterised by few clients, and low volume/demand - a very small portion of the total 

aerospace sector globally. 

In simple terms, in the short term (two years), only static testing meets this first requirement of high 

margin profitable work with confidence, thanks to the quantitative data from the Callaghan survey. 

The other two test types (flammability and dynamic) have: 

• A high degree of uncertainty 

• High equipment requirements 

• Low volumes of work (few clients) with relatively low project prices 

As such, with the given level of information, these two test types do not appear profitable in the 

short term, with a payback period on investment exceeding two years. 

Considering the Long Term Objective 

Despite the above recommendation based upon the first driver, Holmes Solutions expressed a desire 

long term, to have a new revenue stream for the organisation of ~$1M annually. This is unlikely to 

be achieved with the three types of testing work without international clients, who will not use HSL 

without experience and credibility. Therefore, Holmes Solutions may need to look beyond the low 

return in the first two years, and instead see this as an investment in the hope of gaining lucrative 

projects in future. 

Further to this point is the consideration of aerospace design work. Holmes Solutions did not scope 

this inclusion into the early stages of research, but it is a factor worth considering. The design work 

can potentially bring on-board: 

• Stable consulting income with minimal investment to begin operating 

• Expertise for expanding capabilities and understanding the certifications 

• Heightened marketing reach with an employee well versed and connected in the industry 

However, despite this additional value and contribution to revenues, relying on long term 

expectations is high risk. This is because even with references of performances, projects from 

international clients are not guaranteed. Two challenges are key barriers to this wider market: 

3. Industry has suggested international customers have large lead in times for projects (several 

years to build relationships and gain throughput) (Kapoor, 2016) 
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4. Breaking into the supp ly chain is cha llenging due to client adversity t o increased risks of a 

new supplier, such as delays from offshore project delivery 

This means expectations for international growth into the aerospace market are uncertain, and 

cannot be confidently relied on to go ahead with investment. 

Overall 

Based on the short term: Holmes Solutions will be unlikely to gain highly profitable projects in all 

three test types. They should only begin with additional static testing and look toward a staircase 

entry from there alongside the possibility of offering design consulting services. 

In the long term: Holmes Solutions cannot guarantee throughput of international clients. The 

company will have to weigh up whether building capability with low return work is worthwhile, 

given the risk of failing to secure international clients, and large returns in the aerospace sector. 

What if it doesn't come through long term? 

• Two year payback period approximately 

• Investment covered 

• Equipment set up for other uses (such as??) 

• Hopefully growth of NZ volume to make it more profitable by this point 

9 INSIGHTS & CONCLUSION IDEAS FOR FINAL REPORT 

Ideas for conclusions with 'deeper understanding and insight' 

• Form, storm, norm perform 

• Wayne Price observations 

• NZ industry is a drop in the bucket of global aerospace 

• Internationally it is a conservative industry and very slow moving 

• International plane production is under such time pressure for delivery they are extremely 

risk averse to delays from unreliable suppliers 

• Innovation has been constrained by the rigorous processes, conservatism, and relatively 

lower cost to just continue with existing systems (already approved). E.g. the archaic form 

documenting system for repairs and modifications rather than just streamlining the 

processes using software and electronic forms 

• "How do you make a small fortune in aerospace? Start w ith a large one" - Lee Donald 

• "If it were easy, we would already be doing it" - Mark Sawyer 

• Aviation is a hard industry to make money in, as shown by so many unprofitable airlines 

globally- however a place like NZ is only a small currency value shift away from significant 

losses vs profits (Air NZ $SB turnover to make only a (xx) million profit - low % profit margin 

• NZ operators aren't willing to play the long game (improving systems and processes to meet 

expected quality standards) without a short term or guaranteed payback period 

• Projects are nearly always over budget and behind time, so long as you're not the worst 

you'll keep getting projects 

• Nothing moves in aerospace without certification 

• Use of the CAA148 subcontractor system is completely dependent on relationships, the 

willingness of partners to accept liability, the expertise of partners (e.g. not having any in 

dynamic testing is a problem 
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• BASA - it 's basica lly a one way system and things only look to be getting more chal lenging 

with t rump and other aspects 

• ASIA is becoming sensitive to the US volatility and may be looking to shift more to EASA 

certifications 

9.1 Insight to Holmes Solutions 

• Have a very unique business model 

• Get paid to solve the problem or develop the product, then get paid royalties for it 

• Often charge the first client the set up costs so they are free to operate at high margins from 

then on (new legislation in the drop testing industry) 

9.2 General 

• Quantitative data is an enigma for market research 

• Many optimistic operators have an agenda and suggest 'nice to haves' rather than viable 

options 

• To counter the above point however, maybe the rationale that it's slow and you can't break 

in, is the very reason Holmes Solutions SHOULD look to break into the market - change the 

game and bring a new style of service 

• Legislation is a red fl ag fo r new opportun ity, as it often means people suddenly have to do 

t hings different ly t han t hey ever have had to - if you ca n be the expert and set up fo r that 

then it's a money pit (vibration testing and harness testing) 

10 APPENDICES 

10.1 Use of the Financial Model (Tool) 

See final report Appendix 
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AppendixJ : Deliverable 14 - Implementation Plan 
Version Date Details Distribution 

1.0 12/01/2017 Draft Structure JH 

1.1 14/01/2017 Initial Draft JH 

1.2 17/01/2017 Submission to TP TP 

2.0 19/01/2017 Inclusions ofTP feedback JH 

3.0 24/01/2017 Review & edit for inclusion to final report See final report list 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose 

Holmes Solutions' goal is to assess the aerospace market opportunity, and if proven worthwhile, 

action steps toward an end goal of this becoming a $1M revenue stream (ideally within two years). 

This document outlines a high level implementation plan for Holmes Solutions entrance to the 

aerospace market. It is prepared for management to action the necessary steps following on from 

the business case recommendations that were outlined. 

1.2 Overview of Business Case Recommendations 

Deliverable 13 presented a business case fo r Holmes Solutions entrance to aerospace with a range of 

insights and analysis . The business case revealed knowledge gaps and presented a variety of 

recommendations, which are summarised below: 

• Dig into lacking information for each opportunity (D13, Section 4.1) 

• Consider argument for the 'bundle of aerospace capability' 

• Engage listed organisations for pilot projects (DS) 

• Review Cap Ex availability for investment up to $300K 

• Build deeper understanding of client testing demands - E.g. requiring CAA vs IANZ certs? 

• Review future targets and dig deeper into mechanisms to approach them 

2 OVERVIEW OF ACTIONS FOR HSL 

• Review MEM aerospace project reports 

• Contact pilot project companies (aero design, generation global) and look to align this with 

the uniform marketing message - value proposition 

• Action critical research sections (flammability testing types, certification needs of static 

testing clients and also environmental chamber specs, options for dynamic rig set-up) 

• Engage HSL aerospace project team for discussions about opportunities, skill shortages, 

responsibilities and next actions to begin funnelling potential clients 

• Communicate with regulators about intentions in aerospace 

• Seek procurement or fabrication of necessary equipment to begin static testing 

• Develop Marketing plans (focussed on static & flammability clients in the beginning) 

• Further industry outreach to build client base and connections 

• Capability assessment to plan and action future direction for other capability & certification 

• Look ahead for any industry changes to pursue potential innovator opportunities 

• Seek aerospace certification and connections within the international market 
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ACTIVITY 
PLAN PLAN PERCENT MONTHS 

START DURATION COMPLETE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

Review Project Reports 1 1 0% ~ 
Connect with Pilot Projects 1 4 0% ~ 
Action Critical Research 1 3 0% rM 
Engage HSL Project Team 2 2 0% -Communicate with Regulators 2 6 0% -Procure Equipment 2 2 0% -Marketing Material 3 2 0% -Further Industry Outreach 5 12 0% ~ ~ 
Industry Progress Assessment 6 2 0% -Pursue Innovators 8 12 0% ~ ~ 
Seek Aerospace Certification 9 4 0% --~ 

3 ADDRESSING KNOWLEDGE GAPS 

A large part of addressing knowledge gaps will be approaching industry targets more distinctly under 

the Holmes Solutions umbrella . A challenge during the project was primary sources not fully 

comprehending the research angle taken, which meant the information gathered was less targeted 

or specific than might occur with B2B meetings. 

Furth er to th is, was th e difficulty of obtaining reliable quantitative dat a, which in most cases proved 

elusive. The aerospace industry is risk averse, and consequently players are secretive offering 

min ima l co llaboration and quantitative data needed to substantiate t he business case . The fo llowing 

sect ion recommends methods of addressing information gaps. 

3.1 Static Testing 

• Likely throughput of composites clients for testing work 

• Uncertain costs for an environmental testing machine (client specifications required) 

• Need for IANZ materials accreditation or CAA certification 

To better understand static testing, HSL needs to validate customer demand with more outreach . 

Callaghan Innovation (Thomson, 2016) are known to be pushing growth in this area, and their 

su rvey provides tangible data that shows operators are demanding testing services (Appendix G). 

Engagement with the Callaghan composites email list (Appendix I) is a crucial start point for the 

addressing the three unknowns above. 

Competitor Assessment 

In addition to this, further analysis on the current static testers in NZ (competitors) would be useful 

to find the primary competitive advantage of HSL. Some operators have said universities are 'slow 

and challenging to deal with' (Retief, 2016), but this needs more concrete validation . 

3.2 FlammabilityTesting 

• Range oftest types HSL wishes to undertake (price, necessary equipment and capability) 

• Volume and frequency of NZ clients and work volumes for each test type 

• Relevant certification required to approve materials being tested (IANZ vs CAA) 
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Further comm unication w ith customers is requi red for understandi ng of th eir needs. Specifi ca lly, 

HSL needs to know which flammability tests they need, the volume for them, and typical price 

ranges. This helps refine the flammability pivot table (data entry) in the financial model that is 

causing uncertainty in this testing type . 

Companies to contact: Generation Global, Aero Design, Flight Interiors, Phitek (see emails), Air NZ 

CAA Documentation (Advisory Circulars) 

Advisory circulars are created by the CAA to assist organisations in understanding the rules and 

regulations. These are worth consulting prior to speaking directly with the CAA about certifications. 

Regulators 

HSL wants to be involved in aerospace, and to be credible this will eventually involve certification. 

Communicate with the CAA and IANZ about performing the testing types to understand 

requirements, costs, and whether or not CAA certs are needed to do material qualification test work. 

3.3 Dynamic Testing 

• Possibilities and cost for setting up a dynamic test rig 

• The client demand for this rig without certification status 

Internal Brainstorming 

Several ideas have been put forward for HSL's equipment set-up to perform dynamic testing: 

• Adapt vertical drop rig -Aero Design stated this has been done before (Wilson, 2016) 

• Use HTM2 system 

These concepts need further brainstorming and analysis of cost expectations by HSL staff to adjust 

and input the improved estimations to the financial model. 

Address the few clients/operators available to identify their user requirements such as testing 

purpose - R&D or approval. This will build better understanding on whether they have a need (and 

willingness to pay) that HSL could fill. 

Companies to contact: AIM Altitude, Talbot Technologies, Generation Global, Flight Interiors, Air NZ 

4 ENGAGING CLIENTS 

4.1 Client Throughput 

To achieve success in the aerospace industry, Holmes Solutions must keep in mind the big picture 

and funnelling mechanism of throughput. This allows them to meet the needs of, and impress 

current clients, while thinking of the long term goals, as demonstrated: 
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HSL Market Ima e 

•Branding 

Client En a ement 

• Planned approach 

Client Need 

•Problem & painpoint 

•Demand (willingness to 
pay) 

•Capability & experience 

•Reputation 

• Demonstrate value-add 
(competitive advantage) 

• Fast turnaround 

• Engineering expertise 

•Thorough proccesses 

4.2 Engaging Potential Live Projects 

• Project Evaluations 

•Clinet development 

•Swim upstream 

Three viable live projects have been identified that HSL could become involved with. Full details are 

included in appendices, but below is an overview of each : 

• Generation Global - Static compression and tensile testing of aircraft cushion to develop a 

PMA - (part manufacturing approval) - equivalent to manufacturers component 

Contact: John Hill (CEO) - john@generation-global.com 

• Aero Design Ltd - Static testing for composite materials using the universal testing machine 

Contact: Dan Retief (CEO) - danr@aerodesign.co.nz 

• Talbot Technologies - Flammability tests of components for an airline interior 

Contact: Steve Wilson (Executive Director) - steve.wilson@talbot.co.nz 

4.3 Method & Key Messages 

Aerospace is a risk averse industry, and certain characteristics will appeal to potential clients more 

than others. These are the features that HSL needs to portray, and develop as their competitive 

advantage to impress, and win clients. 

The first of these is to demonstrate capability & reputation. HSL has very limited aerospace 

experience and a lack of references from successful work. To overcome this they much take all steps 

possible to demonstrate competency to clients, despite the fact they are new to the industry. This 

can be done by: 

• Recruiting aerospace expertise to better communicate with and understand clients 

• Demonstrating past projects and relationships with high quality outputs and transferable 

experiences; links to highly regulated industries and quality standards are also beneficial 

• Frequent communication and collaboration with the client to become a trusted advisor 

Other key messages are outlined in HSL's competitive advantage (outlined in Deliverable 13): 

• Time of Delivery- fast project turnaround (days/weeks, not months) 

• Local Lab to Reduce Costs - Pushing availability & easy access for work and collaboration 

• R&D and Secrecy- Innovative environment, in a confidential facility away from prying eyes 

• Complete Engineering Service - Multi-skilled for overcoming various challenges 
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4.4 Market Innovators 

Market innovators are clients that encapsulate the 'long game' HSL will look to engage in aerospace. 

Building relationships and gaining projects with a company heavily focussed on R&D offers the 

opportunity for large revenues. A list of possible innovators to watch was presented in business case 

table (Deliverable 13, Section 5.1). This will be an uncertain and dynamic market space that HSL will 

need to watch in order to capture the next wave of innovators. They should look to do this by: 

• Maintaining regulator and academic connections for upcoming changes and new initiatives 

• Seek to connect with clients with extensive R&D programmes and innovative drive 

• Reach out to organisations such as Callaghan for industry trends and new start ups 

5 PUBLIC SECTOR & REGULATOR RELEVANCE 

5.1 Callaghan Innovation 

Facilitate high tech growth in NZ, currently focussing on developing composites the composites 

industry. Callaghan are useful to HSL for: 

• Facilitating composites networking and client throughput for test work 

• Potential funding for research and new IP development around dynamic testing 

Contact : Chris Thomson - chris.thomson@callaghan.govt.nz 

5.2 MBIE 

MBIE are currently researching the NZ space sector (Shannon, 2016} and potential growth 

opportunities. It is worth noting to monitor changes for growth and connections in the industry. 

Contact: Simon Rae - simon.rae@mbie.govt .nz 

5.3 NZfE 

In 2011 NZTE put resources and funding towards growing an 'aerospace supply chain group in NZ'. 

This aimed to allow many diverse companies to collectively quote, win, and share work to boost 

aerospace in NZ. Wayne Price was the manager for this effort faced challenges of (Price, 2016): 

• Gaining traction from international customers without the existing NZ capability or set-up 

• Convincing group members to improve their quality systems and processes to minimum 

standards for aerospace clients prior to any short term guarantee of project throughput 

The group eventually failed because of these difficulties, and demonstrated the apparent 

unwillingness by many NZ organisations to 'play the long game' - building capability, getting to 

standards, and seeking future (large) work flows in later years . The group is now inactive. 

Other than this, NZTE has not demonstrated any active aerospace involvement or interest in the 

research subject. This may be due to the problems in section 3 (response to a student vs business). 

Contacts: Wayne Price (NZ Cluster Group Manager & Safe Air) - waye.price@safeair.co.nz 
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5.4 CAANZ 

The CAA are NZ's aviation regulator and are viewed by many as 'easier' to deal with than other 

larger/international regulators. CAA processes applications and can give feedback on a company's 

expressed intentions, but do not actively facilitate or consult. 

Contact: Greg Baum - greg.baum@caa.govt.nz 

5.5 International Regulators (FAA, EASA etc.) 

There has been no correspondence with international regulators during research. However, industry 

suggested they can be challenging to deal with, highly expensive, and act as industry gatekeepers. 

Regulator processes were described as: FAA- "You shall do this", EASA- "show outcome & 

evidence". The inference was also made that Asian operators are now seeking to use EASA more 

than FAA, potentially due to the current political climate (Nicholson, 2016) . 

5.6 Physical Changes at Holmes Solutions 

To engage new aerospace services, HSL will be required to expand their capability, and also account 

for the new systems and industry expectations. The majority of these adjustments are outlined in 

the financial model, and are added to with tangible implementation perspectives here. 

5.6 .1 SWOT 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Efficient project turnaround • Lack of aerospace experience, 

• Locally based facility • Undefined/inadequate documentation & 

• Strong client connections quality systems 

• Complete engineering service • No involvement with CAA regulators 
ro • Discrete and confidential premises • Large Cap Ex required for flammability & 
C ... 

• Existing capability & equipment - UTM, dynamic testing equipment QJ .... 
C vertical drop rig, HTM2 • Slow ROI for some test types -

• Past experience and projects - Martin • Reallocation of resources from other projects 

Aircraft, Emerson Ryder, Don McGill • Unknown ability of HSL to adapt rigs 

• Diverse range of skill and backgrounds • Lack of knowledgeable aerospace team 
leaders 

Opportunities Threats 

• Lack of testing services in NZ • Well established supply chains 

• Precedent of BASA agreement • Low NZ volumes of test work 

• Prescriptive testing of composites using • NZ location limiting international access 
existing capability • Need for certification to perform tests 

• Demand of flammability & dynamic tests • Lack of experience and credibility limiting 

ro • 'Relatively easy to deal with regulator' chances of securing US clients 
C • Innovative and developing local industry • Slow moving sector for project throughput ... 
QJ 

• Govt . bodies interest in the sector • Large aerospace testing labs with scale .... 
X 
w 

(Callaghan, MBIE etc.) • Trend for reduced outsourcing among larger 
• Improving technology relevant in many aerospace organisations (Boeing) 

'outdated' aerospace designs • Changes in US political climate 
• Growing Asian middleclass drives • Increasingly prevalence in software and 

aerospace demand modelling rather than destructive testing 
• IP from product development 
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5.7 SWOT Spectrum & GIDA (future work for HSL to improve) 

Below is a SWOT spectrum framework (Zemen, 2014) drafted for analysis of HSL's aerospace market 

entrance. This acts assists consideration of the priority tasks to address in the early implementation 

stages. 

Opportunity 
Costs 

Lack of aerospace expertise 
Uncertain demand for test 
projects 

Opportunity 
IP fr om product 
development 
Projects f rom 
existing capability 

Opportunity 
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' . Lack of experience 
... 

Th re.it and credibility ""Missed Failing 
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• Unknown cost and 
adaptnbiliry of rigs 
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Opportunity 

5.8 Tangible Actions 

• Equipment- specific testing rigs and set-ups are not yet defined in this research. further 

matching of testing requirements to plant will allow HSL to gain quotes and purchase 

• Certification - HSL will need to establish early whether they need CAA certification or any 

other accreditation. This will heavily determine the required resources outlined below. 

A 

• SOP & Manuals - a significant part of meeting the aerospace certification needs, HSL would 

do well to seek expertise (E.g. Don McGill) to begin defining processes for test work 

• Recruitment (buy credibility) -As above, HSL lacks intricate knowledge of the market and 

requirements, and ought to source external talent to streamline the learning curve 

• Insurance - Liability is a big portion of the aerospace industry, and if HSL become a CAA 

certified organisation they will need to review their coverage to mitigate these risks 

• Project Teams -A key issue for HSL will be the execution of changes on the ground, as it is 

easy not to follow through when busy with regular work. Assembling a project team and, 

importantly an aerospace leader, to give direction, agenda, planning ensuring actions are 

followed through. 
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6 HIGH LEVEL MARKETI NG MATERIAL 

Purpose - why are HSL engaging in the marketing? 

•To push out the message of HSL's strengths and capabilities in the market 

• Create brand and company recognition 

•Build up client bases leading to profitable projects 

Objectives - Goals for the marketing 

• Receive increased viewership of published content (Linkedln and website) 

• Develop new client relationships and connections 

• Expand public knowledge of HSL capability and diversity of operations 

•Attract clients engaging aerospace projects 

Audience - Who do you want to hear, see and respond 

•NZ aerospace operators involved with manufacturing and component design 

•CAA146 and 148 organisations 

• Companies seeking R&D, compl iance work and material qualifications 

l<ey outcomes - behaviours, impressions, flow through 

• Awareness of HSL ca pabi lity 

• Word of mouth spreading about using HSL 

• Contact with the company about prescribed testing services 

Channels - communication to markets 

•Linkedln biogs, Website, Linkedln group posts, YouTube, Word of Mouth (WOM), 
HolmeBase (intranet), Holmes Group email, Conference attendance and advertising, 
sponsorship, prior clients, leverage existing contacts (Steve Wilson) 

Resources - time, cost, design, print etc. 

•Internal efforts brainstorming designs, 

•Confirming and communicating key messages, 

•Writing marketing material such as project pieces and biogs 

Timeline - Action dates and deadlines 

• Review initial overview timeline 

•Month 1- plan and draft up marketing material 

•Month 2 - link these with HSL brand and begin exploiting channels 

•Months 3-12- push material out and seek to build/maintain a marketing/client database 

Key: Push out section 4.2 to build credibility and confidence 

7 MARKETING AND IMPLEMENTATION RISK ANALYSIS 

Some risks exist to Holmes Solutions specifically related to implementation and communication with 

industry (marketing material). Some of these risks include: 

• Poor communication or clarity of messages (value proposition) to clients 

• Failure to have internal aerospace follow through (need for a project leader) 
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• Poor alignment of aerospace marketing w ith other Holmes Group and So lutions marketing 

• Negative publicity for HSL from failed projects 

8 APPENDICES 

8.1 Appendix A: Callaghan Data 

See final repo rt Appendix I 

8.2 Appendix B: Live Project Descriptions 

See final report Appendix G 
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Appendix K: Financial Model 

1 OVERVIEW FOR USING THE FINANCIAL MODEL (TOOL) 

Cashflow 
Projections 

•Client Volume •Equipment & • Equipment & •Best, Likely, •Monthly 

• Project Pricing Fittings fittings Worst cases Profits 

•Conversion Rate • Internal Cost & • Labour & • Profit Margins • ROI to date 
Adjustment Materials • Payback Period 

The tool acts as an adjustable budget and cash flow projection for HSL. Inputs and list functions (in 

the Cash Flow tab) can be manipulated to adapt the data and compare possible scenarios for 

aerospace market entrance. This section provides instructions on adapting the financial model. 

2 INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FINANCIAL MODEL 

"Testing Services" (Tab 1) 

• Each t esting type (st ati c, fl amma bility, dynamic) are broke n in separate sections 

• Budgets are shown in best, li ke ly, worst cases for each annual proj ection 

• For each test type, an independent Pivot Table (top) has adjustable values coded 

throughout; these inputs and those in the investment budgets determine the model outputs 

The pivot tables are the core of the financial model and the inputs flow down through operations 

and annual budgets. It is here that key data changes are made to update the entire spreadsheet. 

Below the pivot tables the second section has: 

• Establishment investment budget 

• Operating Budget (per project) 

• Year 1 Overview Budget (Gross profit, Profit Margin and Payback Period) 

These budgets demonstrate useful financial data required to understand impacts of commencing 

aerospace operations . In many cases these figures (linked to the Pivot Table) are uncertain and need 

to be refined/confirmed to add confidence to the outputs. 

"Testing Cash Flows" (Tab 4) 

• Budget data (Tab 1) is projected across a cash flow to give projections for monthly financial 

position, this is demonstrated graphically to show progression over time (see graph below) 

• This cash flow statement is linked to the budgets with adjustable feature using list functions 

o Start date of each test type can be adjusted (or chosen not to be engaged at all) 

o Scenario (best, likely, worst) can be adjusted through the cash flow 

This second section is an investment budget demonstrating the costs required to commence 

operations. In many cases these figures are uncertain and need to be refined/confirmed to add 

confidence to the outputs. 
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Aerospace Investment Cash Flow Projections 

Variable Terms from the Budget 

Test Type 
Starting Month Scenario (Drop 

f Orop dow_n_ list) down list} 

Init ial Operat ing Projects Per Average Monthly 

Investment Profit Month Profit 

50990 630 15 9625 Stc1ti c Testing _ l February 2017 1_likely 
6 373511305 - --0- .21 

-,-
Flammabili ty Testing ___ l~eI:il 20171Be_s_t __ 

Dynamic Testing 1 Se_e_tember 2017 Best 

Profits Month 

Stati c Testing 

FlammabllltyTestlng 

Dynamic Testing 

Total 

lump Investments 

Static Testing 

Flammability Testing 

Dynamic Testing 

Total 

Balance 

Qthercost factors to consider 
Certification 
Au dits 
Maintenance 
Recruitment 

Future work: Balance Sheet 
Summary or income statement 

Not Engaged 

Active 

Active 

Active 

50000 

0 

- 1793 301--5-600 ~ 3--

Jan-17 Feb-17 

96~ 
__ o 

Mar-17 

9625 

- •-- ~ -- 9625 

-50990 
o· 0 

0 0 
·50990 0 
-41365 -31740 

_]72 

~ 

Apr-17 May-17 

9625 9625 
272 272 

0 0 

9897 9897 

0 0 
· 63735 0 

0 0 
-63735 0 
· 85578 -75681 

• • 

J. Hursthouse 

Scenario Best Likely Worst I Leave this as headincs required for cod inc the drop down lfst 

Market Share 40% 33% 25% 

Problems 
This assumes as soon as you begin there Is a full allocation of clients 
Note t hat design services are NOT included in the fi nancial forecasts here -

I -- ~ 

YEAR1 YEAR2 
Jun-17 Jul-17 Au~-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18 Jul -18 

9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 
272 272 272 272 272 272 272 272 272 272 272 272 272 272 

0 0 0 7467 7461 7461 7467 7467 7467 7467 7461 7467 7467 7467 
9897 9897 9897 17364 17364 17364 17364 17364 17364 17364 17364 17364 17364 17364 --- -

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ----· 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -179330 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -179330 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

-65784 -55888 -45991 · 207957 I . 190594 -173230 • -155866 -138503 -121139 -103776 -86412 · 69049 -51685 -34322 

Year 1 Aerospace Investment Projection 

• • May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18 Mar-18 Apr-18 May-18 Jun-18 

N 
z 
<fl. 

-50000 

-:;:- -100000 
-= e 
0.. 

-150000 

-200000 

-250000 

- static Monthly Profit 

Flammability Initial Investment 

- Flammability Monthly Profit - Dynamic Monthly Profi t 

Dynamic In itia l Investment - Aerospace Investment Balance 

- static Initial Investment 

13 Februa ry 2017 

Aug-18 Sep-18 Oct-18 Nov-18 Dec-18 

9625 9625 9625 9625 9625 
272 272 272 272 272 

7467 7467 7467 7467 7467 

17364 17364 17364 17364 17364 

0 0 0 0 0 -
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

-16958 405 17769 35132 52496 
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Holmes Solut ions 

Aerospace Diversification 

Pivot Terms 

Number of Marke t Players 

Annual Work Volumes (coupons-per client) 

Single Coupon !est Revenue 

HSL Re :_overy Rate per hour (cover overheads) 

Training Consultant Hourly Rate 

Low 

I 

I 

J. Hursthouse 

STATIC TESTING 
Ranges I 

I High 

6 20 

150; 950 

100: 150 

1451 I 
200 I 

9' I Individual Client Development (hours commitment) 

Percentage of market (average number) talked t~ nitiall y 

Conversion rate of customers ~:1 J 

Initial Investment & Establishment Costs ,_ 
Expenses 

Eq.l!_ipment _ _ 

Environmental Chamber (8000-30000) 

Calibration 

UTM monitoring capability 

Ot~er fittings & sensors 

Test fi xtures 

Labour 

Fixed time for client relationship deve lopment (40"/4) 

~ u_i_ement Pro':.'!_rement 

Equipment SE:!-UP & Fitting 

Equipment Performance Testing 

Creation of SO P's 

Training _ 
Consultant (1 @$200/hr) 

Staff Members (4) 

Total Costs 

Hours 

I 

' L -
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

_j - - -

,_ ---~--=nn:,•er,,,a,.,tl,,ng~ B11dget (perbatch nf 12 tests) 
Revenue 

Coupons 

Total Revenue 

Expenses 

Labour ----- -
Set-up 

Test (batch of 12) 

Write-Up 

Materials 

Total Expenses 

Gross Profit 

Profit Margin 

Les!_Proportio~ f Initial lnves!_m_ent 

1 project/annual work volumes 

Adjusted Gross Profit 

-

Quantity 

I 
I 
Hours 

-~ 

I 
_l_ 

- j 
I 

I 
I 
I 

30% 

I 

Cost 

20000 

2500 --
-

I 4000 

I-
6000 

47 6815 

8 1160 - --
24 3480 

15 2175 

12j_ 
1740 -

--
41 800 

161 2320 

I 
I 50990 

I 

Cost 

121 1500 

I 1500 

Cost 

I - --
31__ 290 

2 290 --
2 290 -

I 870 

630 

42% 

I 
0.55%1 278 

352 

I 
Short Term Budget (Vear 1) 

Revenues 

~ rcentage _9_f~ vailable Market Held by HSL 

g~nt~ Sec~ red EY_HSL 
Projects (coupon t ests) Secured by HSL 

Total Revenue 

Expenses 
Initial Investment 

Operating f xpenses 

Add itional Client Securing Costs 

Overheads 

Sundries 

Maintenance 

Total Expenses 

Year 1 Operating Profit 

Year 1 Gross Profit (includ ing invest!!1_ent cost) 

Profit Margin 

Estimated Payback Period (years) 

Quantity 

Quantity 

-

Best 

Price 

40% 1 -

7J 950000 

I 950,000 

Price 

633:, 
50990 ---

551000 

193.2~ 28014 - --

I: 
I 630004 

I 370986 

l 319996 - --
34% 

0.2 

I 
I 

I 

I 

13 February 2017 

I i 
Average 

13 

550 

I 

t I 
125 j I 

l I 

-

-

I i I 
I {-I 
I 

l -

-
-

+ I -

- t-
- -, -

I I 
- I I 

i 
I i I 
l 

-- t 
t 
i 

-

f I -

-

---- - ---

- - - -

~ - t 
! ~ ( 
1-- -r 
1-

-

r 
I 

--
I 

I 
I 

l - I I 
I I 

Likely Worst 
Quantity Price Quantity Price 

33% \ 

2~! 275000 

25% \ 

3~1 
I 275,000 

Quantity Price Quantity Price 

--

-
-

1Jr 1_!~_:: 251
1 

= 7~ 21 - 10614 --, 

I I 
I 221104 I 
I 104886 I 

- I
I_ 53896 -- I 

20% 

0.9 

-

-

37500 

37,500 

50990 

21750 

1914 

74654 

13836 

37154 

-99% 

3.7 
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Holmes Solutions 

Aerospace Diversification J. Hursthouse 

FLAMMABILITY TESTING 

Pivot Terms ILow 

Number of Market Players 

Annual Work Volumes (projects per client) 

Single Coupon Test Revenue 

HSL Recovery Rate (per hour) 

Training Consultant Hourly Rate ' I 
Individual Client Development (hours commitment) 

Percentage of market (average number) talked to initial I\ 

Conversion rate of customers I 

Initial Investment & Establishment Costs 

Expenses 

~quipment 

Smoke & Toxicity Chamber 

Calibration 

Monitoring capability 

Other fittings & sensors 

Labour 

~xed tim~orclient r_~ ionship development (40%) 

.§quipment Procurement 

Equipment Set-up & Fitting 

Equipment Performance Testing 

Creation of SO P's 

Training 

Consultant (1@ $200/hr) 

Staff Members (4) 

Total Costs 

-

Hours 

I 

i 

I 
I 

j 
j 

f 

-
Revenue 

Operating Budget (per Pro~ 

Quantity 

Single Project Revenue 

Total Revenue 

Expenses 

Labour 

S<:_t-up 

Test 

Write-Up 

Materials 

Total Expenses 

Gross Profit 

Profit Margin 

Less Proportion of Initial lnvestm':_!l t 

1 project/annual work volumes 

Adjusted Gross Profit 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

Hours 

Ranges 

jHigh 

4 

2: 

350! 

1451 
200, 

9 

40% 
f--

30% 

I 

I 
I 

221 
10: 
1()1 

Cost 

1sT 
3oi 

J 
16i 

I 
I 

I 

8.3~ 

Cost 

Cost 

Average 

8 6 

10 6 

4000 2175 

40000 I 
5000 I 

I 
3000 I 

3190 

1450 

1450 

2175 

4350 

800 

2320 

63735 

2175 

2175 

290 

290 

290 

870 

1305 

60% 

5311 

-4006 

I 

I 

-, 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

t 

Short Term Budget (Year 1) 

Revenues 

Percentag_1: of available Market Held_E_y HSL 

Cli <: nts Secured by HSL 

!'.!ojects Secured ~y HSL 

Total Revenue 

Expenses 

Initial Investment 

~erating Expenses 

Additional Client S_E!_Curing Costs 

Overheads 

Sundries 

Maintenance 

Total Expenses 

Year 1 Operating Profit 

Ye a.!: 1 Gross Prof!._t (i r:icl udi ng investment cost) 

Profit Margin 

Estimated Payback Period (years) 

Quantity 

Quantity 

Best 

40%1 

3 

30[ 

I 

Price 

Price 

I 
301· 

68.4 

I: 
I-

65250 

65,250 

Quantity 

Quantity 

63735 

26100 

9918 

99753 

29232 

34503 

-53% 

2.2 

Likely 

Price 

Price 

I 
12[ 

38.41 -l 
I 

13 February 2017 

-

i 
t 

I 

- I 

-r 
I 
I 

l 
I 
I 
( 

I 

t 
l-

Worst 

Quantity Price 

26100 

26,100 

25% j 

1 

21 

I 
Quantity Pri ce 

63735 I 
10440 2i 
5568 8.4I 

79743 

10092 

53643 

-206% 

6.3 

I 
I 
I 

I 
T 

4350 

4,350 

63735 

1740 

1218 

66693 

1392 

62343 

-1433% 

45.8 
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Holmes Solutions 
Aerospace Diversification J. Hursthouse 

DYNAMIC TESTING 

Ranges 

Pivot Terms ILow tigh 
Number of Market Players 2, 5 

Annual Work Volumes (projects per client) 
, 

2' 8 

Single Coupon Test Revenue 50001 12000 

HSL Recovery Rate (per hour) I 145[ 

Training Consultant Hourl y Rate 200 I 

Individual Client Developmen t (hours commitment) 9 
Percentage of r11_a rket (average nu mber) ta lked to initiall~ 400/4 1 I 

Convers ion rate of customers I 300/4 [ I 
I I I 

,. Initial Investment & Establishment Costs -
Expenses Hours Cost 

Equipment 

Dynamic Test Ri~ 60000 

Cal ibra tion 10000 

Monitoring capability I-
Other fi tt ings & se nsors 5000 

Anamorphic Dummi es 50000 

T 
f Labour I 

Fi x~ d t i~ for cli ent relationshi p development (40%) t 
, 

14 2030 

Equipment Procurement 401 5800 

Equipment Set -up & Fitting I 140 20300 

Equipment Performance Testing l 40 5800 

Creation of SOP's 60 8700 

l 
Training I 
Consultant ( 1@ $200/ hr) 151 3000 

Staff Members (4) 601 8700 

1 
I 

Total Costs I 179330 

I I I 
Operating Budget ( e roject) -Revenue Quantity Cost 

Single Project Revenue I I 8500 

Total Revenue I I 8500 

Expenses Hours Cost 

Labour I I 
I ~t Se t-up 1160 

Test 

1-
290 -

10~ 
Write- Up 1450 

Materials 

I 
Total Expenses I I 2900 

Gross Profit 5600 

Profit Margin I 66% 

Less Proportion of Initial Investment -- -I - I 
1 project/annual w ork volumes 20.00%1 35866 

Adjusted Gross Profit -30266 

I I I 
Short Term Budget (Year 1) 

Best 
Revenues Quanti ty Price 

Percentage of ~ ail able Market He ld by HSL 40% [ 

9 ients Secure d by HSL 2 

Projects Secured by HSL 16[ 136000 

Tota l Revenue I 136,000 

Expenses Quantity Price 

Initial Investment I 179330 -
Qperating Expenses 16 46400 --
Addi t ional g ient Securing Costs 46 6612 -
Overheads 1: -
Sundries 

Maintenance I-
Tota l Expenses I 232342 

Yea r 1 Operati ng Profit I 82988 

Yea r 1 Gross Profit (incl uding investment cost) I 96342 

Profit Margin I -71% 

Estimated Payback Period (years) 2.2 

I I I 

13 February 2017 

I Average I t 4 I 
5 I 

8500 -

I 
l I 

I 
I 

~ I l I 

I I 

I 
j 

I 
I L 
I I 
I 
I 
l 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
J + t -
I 

- - I 
I - t -

I I 
I I 
i I 

j 
-

- --
1-

-- j -- - -
I -
I t I 

Like ly Worst 

Quantity Price Quantity Price 

33% 1 25% [ 

1 1 -
5, 42500 21 17000 

I 42,500 I 17,000 

Quanti ty Price Quant ity Price 

r 179330 

21 
179330 

~{ 14500 5800 -
16[ 16 2262 2262 

I t I 
I 196092 I 187392 

I 25738 I 8938 

I 153592 I 170392 

I -361% -, -1002% 

7.0 20.1 

I I I 
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Holmes Solutions 
Aerospace Diversifica tion J. Hursthouse 

3 FINANCIAL SUMMARY OF TEST TYPE SCENARIOS 

Financial Data 
Static 

Best Likely Worst Best 

13 February 2017 

Flammability Dynamic 

Li kely Worst Best Li ke ly Worst 

Initial Investment 50,990 I 50,990 I 50,990 63,735 I 63,735 I 63,735 179,330 I 179,330 I 179,330 

Operating Profit Margin 42%1 42%1 42% 60%1 60%I 60% 66%1 66% 66% 

Annual Operating Profit($) 370,986 , 104,ss6 I 13,836 29,232 
1 

10,092 I 1,392 s2,9ss I 25,738 8,938 

Payback Period (years) 0.2 0.9, 3.7 2.21 6.31 45.8 2.21 7.0 20.1 

4 AEROSPACE DESIGN FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS 

Overview Budget and Pivot Data Aerospace Proportion (30%) 

Annual Hours I 1920 576 

Salary ($NZ} * Is 135,000 Revenues Costs 

Salary Hourly Rate (Cost) 1$ 70 $ 40,500 

Recruitment Cost 1$ 20,000 $ 6,000 

Holmes Solutions Overhead (hourly)** I $ · 100 $ 57,600 

Charge Rate for Consulting I $250 $ 144,000 

Aerospace Proportion of Hou rs I 30% - I -

I $ 144,000 I s 104,100 

Gross Profit $ 39,900 

Profit Margin 28% 

* Salary source: (Sonaku, 2014) 

* * Holmes Solutions stated overhead rate (exclusive of individuals wages) 

5 ESTIMATED COST FOR CAA146 OR CM148 CERTIFICATION 

External Costs (CAA) Time (hours) Rate($) Cost($) 

Initial Review sol 2941 14700 

Annual Audit 20 : 294[ 5880 

2 Year Renewal 35 [ 2941 10290 

Internal Costs 

Creation of Manuals 200: 1451 29000 

Improving Quality Systems 601 1451 8700 

Documentation Templates 401 
I 1451 5800 

Facility !,~justments 100! 145] 14500 

Recruitment Hours 201 1451 
I 

2900 

Sytems Upkeep (2 years) sol 1451 7250 

Total I I$ 99,020 

This budget has been run past Greg Baum (CAA) and Don McGill for 

their insights, and the numbers reflect their best judgement and 

estimations alongside the students from industry. 
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